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>>>>> Also available ... <<<<<
COVID, Day by Day
COVID, the hard science
Albizu Campos, Pedro: Puerto Rican independence leader Pedro Albizu Campos [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context for sharing the spotlight of history 1932-1937 with America's own
Doctor Mengele, Cornelius ["Dusty"] Rhoads - for the details, see that entry.
American Cancer Society (ACS): Founded 22nd May 1913 by physicians and concerned citizens as
the American Society for the Control of Cancer, the research charity the American Cancer Society
(ACS) [Wikipedia briefing] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for single-handedly raising public
awareness of neoplastic disease through until 1923, whereupon it became able to afford a full-time
executive director, (b) for appointing George A. Soper [see own entry] (he who had successfully broken
the 1907 typhoid outbreak in NYC by tracking down the famously asymptomatic superspreader
Typhoid Mary), (c) for then lobbying government agencies to authorise the collection of cancer
statistics to help it do its job more effectively, seeing improvements as early as 1925, (d) for similarly
starting to lobby for a nationwide network of cancer clinics to be set up (only six states presently had
them), (e) for replacing Soper in 1929 with Clarence C. Little [see own entry] ...
CAMEO - LITTLE WORKS WONDERS: Little was director of the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Labs at
Bar Harbor, Maine, and "commuted between the two jobs" for sixteen years (Ross, 1987). His lobbying during
the mid-1930s resulted in the passing of the National Cancer Institute Act, 1937 [NCI briefing], and the
consequent establishment of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) [see own entry] within the structures of the
National Institutes of Health (NIH). One of oncology's greatest breakthroughs came in the early 1940s with
the recognition of the cancer-preventive value of vaginal smear screening.

... (f) for taking its present name in 1945, as well as beginning to issue grants for original research
projects, funded by an annual "Cancer Crusade", (g) for replacing Little with Charles S. Cameron
[1990 obituary] in 1946, (h) for increasingly supporting the post-war anti-smoking lobby (bravely so, for
the tobacco companies did not give ground without a fight), appointing one of the leaders of said
lobby – New Orleans's celebrity physician Alton Ochsner [see own entry] - to its management board that
same year (he would rotate as society president 1949-1950) …
ASIDE: The anti-smoking lobby also received support from a considerable number of churches, not least the
Mormons, Seventh-Day Adventists, and Methodists [see Wikipedia briefing], all of whom had long promoted
tobacco temperance.

(i) for recruiting Mefford R. Runyon [no convenient biography but well worth browsing], past President of CBS and
wartime Naval Intelligence officer, as executive vice-president 1949-1959, during which period ACS
affiliated societies were set up in many other countries, including the Soviet Union and the People's
Republic of China (Ross, p156), (j) for introducing the annual Cancer Facts & Figures statistical
digest in 1952, (k) for acquiring the services of B. Aubrey Schneider [see the sidenotes in the entry for John E.
Gregory] to help compile said digest, (l) for being accused in 1977 of underplaying environmental
pollution as a cause of cancer for fear of offending the chemical industry, and (m) for continuing to
thrive into the 2020s - see website [try not to be put off by the instantaneous appeal for a donation]. FURTHER
READING: For a definitive history of the ACS see Walter S. Ross's (1987) "Crusade" [Amazon].
Anyang Research Station: See the entry for Junji Nakamura.
Army Technical Research Unit #9: See the entry for Noboru Kuba.
"Arnold"CODENAME: See the entry for Hermann Wuppermann.
Ashford, Bailey Kelly: American military physician [Colonel] Bailey K. Ashford [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for an early career ministering to the American invasion force
in Puerto Rico [see Aneurin Timeline 25th July 1898], becoming by the end of 1899 a specialist voice in the
management of the locally endemic "tropical chlorosis", that is to say, hookworm-vectored anaemia
[Wikipedia briefing], nicely profiled in Daniel Immerwahr's (2019) book "How to Hide an Empire"
[Amazon] as follows ...
"Nearly all - Ashford would later estimate nine in ten rural Puerto Ricans - were suffering badly from an
intestinal parasite. Like most parasites, hookworms are both fascinating and deeply gross. The larvae grow in
shaded, moist, warm soil and seek human feet. They bore through the skin, usually the skin between the toes,
and worm their way into the bloodstream, then to the lungs, and then, after a cough and a swallow, into the
upper part of the large intestine. There, they take up residence and live out their six- or seven-year lives,
subsisting on blood. People with enough worms in them - it can be more than two thousand - grow listless,
become pale, and lose muscle. They also, through their faeces, pass out hundreds of thousands of worm eggs,
which, if deposited in the right environment, will hatch, find more human feet, and complete the revolting
cycle. [They've been doing this] for some twelve thousand years, a side effect of domesticating dogs" (op. cit.,
p138).

(b) having noted that the worms he recovered did not precisely match those listed in textbooks of
tropical diseases, for seeking a second opinion from (his former lecturer) experienced parasitologist
Charles W. Stiles [see own entry] in 1901, who declared that it was a previously unknown species and
suggested that it might be named Necator americanus [Latin = "murderer of Americans"], (c) on behalf of the
U.S. civilian governor for the island, for implementing a multifaceted (vermicides, sewerage
practices, education, behavioural change) public health program in 1903, which quickly reduced
mortality by some 90%, (d) for subsequently serving the variously constituted anaemia control
commissions 1904-1910, collaborating closely with local physician Pedro Gutiérrez Igaravídez [no
convenient biography], (e) for further collaborating with bilharzia specialist Isaac González Martínez
[Wikipedia biography] in maintaining a clinic service, albeit never totally getting on top of the problem due
to the reluctance of the peasantry to change their ways and the difficulty of improving sanitation
without greater investment by the coffee plantation owners, and (f) for founding Puerto Rico's
Institute [School]1926 of Tropical Medicine [Wikipedia briefing] in 1912. He will retire the Army in 1923,
and become a lecturer at his institute until his death in 1934. FURTHER READING: Check out
Chapter 9 of the above-referenced Immerwahr book. For the public health situation as it stood at the
time of the invasion, see Alden (1901 [full text online - FASCINATING STUFF - INCLUDES MORBIDITY STATISTICS FOR
THE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE]). Ashford's own initial report was published 14th April 1900 under the title
"Ankylostomiasis in Puerto Rico" [JAMA, not available online]. His autobiography was published in 1934
as "A Soldier in Science" [on Amazon, but only at antiquarian prices].

Ashton, John: British physician John Ashton [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a)
for being a respected University of Liverpool Medical School public health academic 1986-present,
actively campaigning for such initiatives as sex education, needle exchange, and better diet, (b) for
being regional director of public health 1990-2006, resigning on principle in protest against
politicised NHS decentralisation, (c) for continuing to protest NHS reorganisations during the 2010s,
not coincidentally becoming the target of a professionally [that is to say, using intelligence service assets - Ed.]
resourced and executed smear campaign, (d) for remaining vocal during the COVID-19 Pandemic [see
COVID Timeline 4th April 2020].
Ashworth, Jonathan Michael Graham: British neoliberal politician Jonathan Ashworth [Wikipedia
biography] is noteworthy in the present context for being Shadow Health and Social Care Secretary at
the time of the COVID-19 Pandemic. During his three and a half years in portfolio, we observe the
occasional bland press statement [e.g., https://twitter.com/JonAshworth/status/1249809200420663299], but few substantive
dents in the Conservative government's continual NHS budget cutting. This may be due in part to his
diverting effort to serially undermining his own leader ...
CAMEO - THE FOUR YEAR CRUCIFIXION: As has been amply documented elsewhere, the U.K.'s health
and social care services were thrown into crisis by the 2020 pandemic [see Timeline 11th February 2020 and follow the
onward pointers], as budget reductions imposed during the 2010-2020 Conservative administrations started to kill
under-protected doctors, nurses, and care home staff. Opposition effort had been diverted, however, Ashford
assenting, to a vexatious vote of no confidence in party leader Jeremy Corbyn [see Timeline 24th September 2016],
and then again during the concerted MSM assault on Corbyn during the 2019 General Election campaign [ditto
10th July 2019 and follow the <Corruption of the BBC> sub-thread]. For Ashworth's particular contribution to the latter,
check out his "right plonker" gaffe in the hours immediately before the polls [YouTube it here]. Ashworth is
married to neoliberal activist Emilie Oldknow [see own entry], who featured large in the leaked Labour Party
Treachery Report [see own entry].

***** AMERICAN BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SCIENTIST *****
Baldwin, Ira Lawrence: American WW1 veteran (artillery) turned "agricultural bacteriologist" Ira L.
Baldwin [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for learning his craft at the
University of Wisconsin 1927-1942, specialising in fermentation science ...
LEST IT BE OVERLOOKED: Fermentation science should not be underestimated, for, when it works well,
it can bring great riches. Not only are brewers of alcohol among the richest dynasties on the planet, but Chaim
Weizmann made his fortune brew-assisting the manufacture of cordite in WW1. After the war, the search was
well and truly on for new industrial scale ferments. The University of Wisconsin has mounted one of its CALS
lectures on YouTube, and it shows how to brew the deadly botox (three million times more deadly than cyanide)
just like home-brewed wine - check it out (mins. 4-5). The lecture also features Dr. Baldwin at mins. 7-9, which
see.

.... and becoming departmental head there in 1942, (b) for then being headhunted by George Merck's
presidential advisory panel on CBW in late 1942, to become scientific director at the Chemical
Warfare Service's new Camp[/Fort]1956- Detrick research station ...
CAMEO - BALDWIN AT DETRICK: Merck's basic question was whether it would be practical to produce
a biological warfare deterrent, that is to say, to take a laboratory procedure for a pathogen, say the polio virus,
and brew the germs by the tonne. Baldwin assured him that it was all just a matter of scaling up the apparatus.
Installed with the rank of Captain and a $6 million budget (the best part of $90 billion at today's values), he set
about equipping labs and recruiting scientists. Amongst those who came was a former Wisconsin student of
his, Frank Olson [see own entry]. He is believed to have used his bulk fermentation skills to design "the mass
production of anthrax spores to fill bombs" (Guillemin, 2006 [full text online]), which would have taken place at
the production outstation at the Vigo Ordnance Plant [see own entry]. One of his later students was a young
Sidney Gottlieb, destined to be chief wizard in the CIA wing of the Detrick complex 1951-1972.

... and (c) for returning to Wisconsin after WW2, and lecturing on until at least 1969. He died 1999,
aged 103 years. FURTHER READING: For more on the morality of biological warfare in general,
and Detrick's part in it in particular, see Theodor Rosebury's (1949) book "Peace or Pestilence"

[Amazon].

See also Norman M. Covert's (1993-2000) "A History of Fort Detrick, Maryland"[full text
online], written as Detrick's public relations offices and official historian.
[Sir]1934 Banting, Frederick Grant: [Read firstly the entry for Grosse Île.] Canadian physician-immunologist and
Nobel Laureate [Sir]1934 Frederick Banting, [M.C.]1916 [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for serving as medical officer with the Canadian Expeditionary Force in France 19151918, earning the Military Cross for doctoring-on under fire during the Battle of Cambrai 1917, (b)
for moving on to the University of Toronto 1920, where he researched methods of extracting insulin
from donor animals and using it to treat human diabetes, receiving a shared Nobel Prize in MedicinePhysiology in 1923, (c) for continuing at Toronto, becoming especially interested in the physiological
problems experienced by high altitude aircrew, (d) for being flown to London in 1939 to help
coordinate Canadian research with the war effort as a whole, and especially to make sure that the risk
of biological attack against Canadian cattle was addressed ...
ASIDE: This was one of the appeals which resulted in the establishing in 1942 of the rinderpest research station
on Grosse Île. We suspect from their respective résumés that he would have had talks with "the most skilful
bureaucrat of his time" Maurice Hankey [check him out] and [Sir]1943 Daniel Cabot [see own entry].

(e) for combining his aviation medicine with chemical warfare research, specifically in the search for
antidotes to mustard gas poisoning [repeated anecdotal mentions, but best treat as unconfirmed because no formal publication listed
on this topic - Ed.]. He was killed in an air crash shortly after take-off on the night of 20th-21st February
1941. FURTHER READING: There are a number of biographies available on Amazon. For a
conspiracy theory suggesting that his Hudson had been sabotaged click here.
Baric, Ralph Steven: See the COVID Diary entry for 18th August 2021.
Bell, John Henry: Bradford general practitioner John Bell [AJPH tribute] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for helping to identify an 1878 spate of sudden deaths amongst workers at one of his
town's many wool mills as due to anthrax brought in on the fleeces being processed, and (b) for
upgrading health and safety procedures in said mill. For the details, see the COVID-19 Timeline at
17th March 1878.
Billings, John Shaw: American military physician John Shaw Billings [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy
in the present context (a) for being drafted in by the Secretary of the Treasury in 1869 to oversee the
reorganisation of the many legacy seamen's hospitals under the umbrella Marine Hospitals Service
(MHS) [see own entry], (b) for moving on in 1874 to help streamline census administration, making use
of a card-coded filing system, (c) for bringing in help in 1884 from one Herman Hollerith [Wikipedia
biography], pioneer in card-punch and tabulating machinery, and (d) for together successfully processing
the 1890 census data. (Hollerith will then go on to become one of the founders of what is today IBM,
but the basic card-coding idea was Billings'.) [see the Aneurin Timeline, 23rd September 1884 and 30th November 1889].
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC): Founded in 1994 during a
reorganisation of Britain's academic research funding structures, the BBSRC [Wikipedia briefing] is
noteworthy in the present context generally for maintaining eight major and a number of lesser
research institutes "tasked with delivering innovative, world class bioscience research and training,
leading to wealth and job creation, generating high returns for the UK economy" (op. cit.), and
specifically for funding the Pirbright Institute's [see own entry] research into zoonotic diseases such as
avian infective bronchitis. For more detail of this work, see Timeline 23rd July 2015.
***** NAZI/AMERICAN BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SCIENTIST *****
"Blome was barbaric, and prosecuted at Nuremberg" (Verdon, 2012/2019, p117)
Blome, Friedrich Ludwig Kurt: German physician-microbiologist Kurt Blome [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for having his medical training interrupted by war service 1914-

1918, not finally qualifying until 1920, (b) for being an early convert to Nazism in the 1920s, (c) for
thereby being headhunted into the Public Health Ministry, Berlin, in 1934, soon making a name for
himself as a fierce promoter of racial purity measures (the in-word at the time was Rassenhygiene "racial hygiene"), (d) for duly becoming deputy to Reichsgesundheitsführer [=Reich Health Leader]
Leonardo Conti [see own entry] on 29th August 1939, thus making him only three pay grades below
Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler (and therefore only four below Hitler himself), (e) for being
deployed 1943-1945 as director of the Poznan Institute [see inset below] in occupied Poland ...
Readers unfamiliar with America's WW2 rinderpest programme at Grosse Île
should read that entry before proceeding.
CAMEO - BLOME AS NAZI: Blome was put in charge of the Zentralinstitut für Krebsforschung [=Central
Institute for Cancer Research] [Wikipedia briefing], situated in a requisitioned convent at Nesselstedt/Pokrzywnica
[map], five miles west of Poznan. From the beginning, the cancer research badging was used as a cover for
biological warfare research. Much of what we know about his work comes from his interrogation at the hands
of ALSOS [see own entry] - the Allied tracking and interrogation programme for Nazi scientists - after the end of the
war ...
"[Nazi] chief veterinarian [Hans-Christoff Nagel [see own entry]], likely thinking about an agent's report
of June 1942 [*], which 'stated that work on BW in the U.S. was concentrated on rinderpest, rather than
on foot and mouth disease, anthrax, or glanders', spoke with [Heinrich Kliewe [see own entry]] in June
1943 about 'the possibility of reprisals against Germany should she start BW by spreading foot and
mouth disease' [...], adding 'that America might disseminate rinderpest which would have catastrophic
results'. [...] At the July meeting, Nagel, of the Military Veterinary Inspectorate, 'stated that work on
rinderpest was forbidden in Germany and that neither anti-serum nor vaccines were available'. [...] That
concern helps to explain why, at the May 24 meeting, [Blome] informed the committee that 'a program
was started concerning rinderpest which included production of a vaccine'. [...] Himmler, the ALSOS
investigators concluded, 'apparently' was 'the only influential leader in Germany who expressed any
desire to initiate the offensive use of BW'. The Americans learned the story from Kurt Blome, whom
the United States Counter Intelligence Corps arrested in Munich in May of 1945.
'During a conference between Blome and Himmler in February-March 1944, Himmler asked about
rinderpest and when Blome pointed out that no strains of the virus existed in Germany, Himmler
said he would take steps to obtain some. Some time later Blome received a message that a strain of
rinderpest had been obtained in Turkey and he was instructed to send an expert to collect it. Prior to
this, Blome had mentioned rinderpest to [Otto] Waldmann [see own entry] and the latter had agreed
that it was probable that suspension of the virus could be dried and preserved in the same way as
foot and mouth disease. Accordingly, Blome then asked [Erich] Traub [see own entry] [...] to report
to an SS office in Berlin and from there Traub was sent to Turkey and returned with the virus. [...]
Traub returned to Riems [Island] [see own entry] with the virus and there, [...] an attempt was made to
infect some cattle [... but] the strain proved avirulent. On reporting this to Himmler at a later meeting,
Blome was told that attempts would be made to secure another strain but he heard no more
concerning the matter.'
Blome and Himmler also collaborated on far more sinister work. Blome readily admitted to his ALSOS
investigators that Himmler had 'ordered him to study the offensive side' of BW back in 1943, and
'offered him facilities in a concentration camp to study plague'" (McVety, 2018, pp168-170).
[*] Rosebury (1949) dates America's BW programme to the Rosebury, Kabat, and Boldt feasibility report he
submitted to presidential CBW adviser George Merck on 8th June 1942. We therefore presume that either the
preparation of this report or its subsequent discussions were compromised by the Nazi agent referred to above.

... (f) for presumptive knowledge in 1944 or earlier of a secret underground outstation near Geraberg
[map], Thuringia, to which he retreated his establishment as the Red Army prepared to liberate Poznan
in January 1945 ...
RESEARCH ISSUE - THE GERABERG TUNNELS: Forensic historian Annie Jacobsen features Blome
in her (2014) book "Operation Paperclip: The Secret Intelligence Program That Brought Nazi Scientists
to America" [Amazon]. She quotes ALSOS archives as follows ...
"During the second week of April in 1945, four key facilities were seized - at Nordhausen, Geraberg,
Völkenrode, and Raubkammer - each of which would lead to the capture of key scientists who would
in turn become part of Operation Paperclip. [We have skipped the gruesome details of the liberation of
the Nordhausen V-2 complex]. Seventy-five miles south of Nordhausen [...] Allied soldiers liberated

the town of Geraberg. Here they came upon a curious-looking research facility concealed in a thick
grove of trees. Clearly the place had recently been abandoned. It comprised a laboratory, an isolation
block, animal houses, and living quarters for fourteen men. Part of the facility was still under
construction. [...] Alsos scientists were dispatched to investigate. One of the first biological warfare
experts to arrive was [William] Cromartie [see own entry], who had been hunting for evidence of Hitler's
biological weapons program [since 1944]. Arriving at Geraberg, Cromartie determined that the
laboratory here was a significant find. [Extract from Cromartie's report given, implicating one Karl
Gross [see own entry], later identified as one of Blome's team.]" (k735-782).

... (g) for being captured by the small ALSOS CBW team (the search for the Nazi nuclear scientists
took priority for resources) in May 1945, and interrogated at very great length ...
CAMEO - BLOME UNDER INTERROGATION: Jacobsen devotes large sections of Chapters 5, 9, and 12
to the Blome story, carefully tracking his attempts to blame Himmler for the Nazis' many medical atrocities.
The thrust of his defence was as follows ...
"Why was he cooperating? Blome was asked. '[I] can not approve of the way new advances in medical
science have been used for atrocities,' declared Dr. Blome. What kind of atrocities? Blome's investigator
wanted to know. Blome stated that in his capacity as deputy surgeon general of the Reich he had
'observe[d] new scientific studies and experiments which led to later atrocities e.g. mass sterilisation,
gassing of Jews'. It was an astonishing admission. [...] He told his interrogating officer, Major E. W. B.
Gill [see FURTHER READING below], that he had only ever been an administrator for the Reich; that he did
nothing 'hands-on'. [...] He claimed never to have heard of the majority of the names of fellow doctors
that Major Gill asked him about" (ibid., k1161-1177).
Gill concluded - not unreasonably - that Blome was "a liar and a medical charlatan". He was eventually put on
trial at Nuremberg 25th October 1946, charged with participating in euthanasia, extermination of Polish
tuberculosis sufferers, biological warfare, and other experiments.

... (h) for being acquitted August 1947 for lack of conclusive evidence ...
ASIDE: Jacobsen suggests that it might well have been Blome's physician wife who saved his neck, by
painstakingly demonstrating to the Court that most of the things Blome had admitted to doing matched
experimentation carried out by the Americans themselves at Camp Detrick!

... (i) for returning to private practice in Dortmund in 1948, (j) for then being offered a "Doctor
Strangelove" position in the United States under Operation Paperclip [check it out] ...
CAMEO - BLOME AS NEO-NAZI: On 21st August 1951, Blome signed a contract to work for the Army
Chemical Corps under Project 63, a subproject of Paperclip (Yeadon, 1999/2008, k11734). He did not emigrate
to the States with the other Nazis, but remained physically in Germany because the American consulate in
Frankfurt refused him a visa. In the months which followed, he was stationed at Camp King [see own entry], near
Frankfurt, a pivotally important "Cold War black site" which processed many suspected Soviet ex-Nazis and
others suspected of spying. His duties at Camp King are very poorly documented but may well have included
counterintelligence work against his predecessor as "camp physician", Walter Schreiber [see own entry] (ibid.,
k12173).

... and (k) for returning to private practice in 1953. He died in 1969 aged 75 years. FURTHER
READING: For more on Operation Paperclip, both generally and specifically for Blome, see Glen
Yeadon's (1998/2008) "The Nazi Hydra in America" [Amazon] and the aforementioned Jacobsen
work. For more on cancer research in Nazi Germany (when not being used as a cover operation) see
Moser (2005 [full text online (paywalled)]). The Nuremberg Trial transcripts are available online, courtesy of
Harvard University and make fascinating reading - check them out.
Boyd [Sir]2019 Ian Lamont: British zoologist [Sir]2019 Ian Boyd [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context (a) for having served as DEFRA's Chief Scientific Adviser 2012-2019, and (b) for
being a member of the government's SAGE Committee during the COVID-19 Pandemic. In this
latter respect, he has recently [as at 19th June 2020] criticised the government's late lockdown for causing
unnecessary deaths.

Brodie, Maurice: British born Canadian immunologist Maurice Brodie [Wikipedia hagiography] is noteworthy
in the present context (a) for obtaining a research position in 1932 at McGill University, studying
polio and quickly becoming convinced of the promise of a formaldehyde-inactivated vaccine ...
ASIDE: A killed, or "inactivated", vaccine is one in which the microorganism concerned is passage-mutated
(and that might be in animals, eggs, test-tubes, or combination thereof) until a strain is obtained which - when
[hopefully] killed by heat or mixing with a germicide (of which there are many, including formaldehyde
[Wikipedia chemistry]) - is capable of inducing an immune reaction in the recipient, but not the live disease.
Unfortunately, (1) if you use too little heat or germicide it can leave live pathogen in the vaccine, (2) if you use
too much germicide the pathogen is broken down and no longer produces the required immune reaction; and/or
(3) there can be side effects of the germicide itself, given that it is a poison to both recipient and pathogen alike
[formaldehyde is a potent embalming fluid - Ed.]. This all requires much lengthy trial-and-error experimentation.
Morover, because it can take several weeks for the immunity to develop, it is difficult to deploy a vaccine
in the teeth of an active outbreak, because when an inoculee gets the disease you do not know if s/he
caught it from the vaccine or the outbreak! The first five of Brodie's 11 PubMed publications date from the
period 1931-1934, and describe his taking infected nervous tissue from laboratory monkeys, mashing it up,
inactivating it, and then injecting it into fresh monkeys to see what happened. During this time, and fully
recognising the risks of accidentally passing on live virus, Brodie worked to paediatrician (but not
immunologist) Alton Goldbloom [Can. Med. Assoc. J. obituary].

... (b) for moving on to New York University in 1934 to work with highly respected immunologist
William H. Park [see own entry] - described by some as "the American Pasteur" - and for there putting
the final touches to his vaccine ...
CAMEO - THE BRODIE VACCINE: Brodie reported animal, adult, and 12-child trials in no little detail in
a January 1935 paper in the American Journal of Public Health entitled "Active immunisation against
poliomyelitis" [full text online]. Here is his concluding reassurance ...
"A series of adults and children were then given the vaccine without any untoward local or general
manifestations. It was shown that the vaccination gave an appreciable antibody response in the humans.
Whether or not the immunity is lifelong has still to be determined" (p66).

... (c) for conducting larger field trials on human subjects during the 1935 polio season, presenting
his results at the 19th November 1935 meeting of the American Public Health Association in St.
LouisMO ...
CAMEO - THE BRODIE FAILS: The 1935 St. Louis meeting was a "drains up" gathering concerning a
series of adverse events during the 1935 polio vaccination programme. Brodie's oral presentation was then
written up with departmental head Park as second author, and appeared in a February 1936 paper (same journal
and title as above) [full text online]. Here is an indicative extract ...
"Up to the present more than 9,000 individuals have received vaccine. Inasmuch as more than 7,000 of
these were in endemic or epidemic foci, it is quite likely that they were exposed to the virus. The control
group, of non-vaccinated children consists of about 7,500. Of these approximately 4,500 were in
exposed areas and can be compared with the similar group of 7,000 vaccinated. [...] Less than 1 per
cent of those given the vaccine developed a general reaction. In cases where reaction did occur, it
usually passed off in less than 24-hours. About 2 per cent had local reactions such as [...] a small abscess.
The vaccinated group included 564 individuals who were vaccinated after a definite history of exposure
[and because] it takes at least 3 weeks to obtain the full response from the vaccine, one cannot expect
protection after exposure. [Much county level data presented.] Field studies on at least 50,000 more
children should continue in order to reach a positive evaluation" (pp123-125).

... (d) for then being challenged - despite Park's professorial support - by the U.S. Public Health
Service in Washington, following which he found it difficult to continue in research at NYU and
moved out to join the more parochial Willard Parker Hospital ...
CAMEO - THE USPHS CRITICISM: The USPHS criticism was summarised in Gilliam and Onstott (1936
[full text online]), and reflects on NYU as a whole as much as Brodie personally, thus ...
"It appeared to the Public Health Service that there was insufficient evidence to justify any general
recommendation of [competing vaccines] as prophylactics. [Brodie's] appeared on theoretical and
experimental grounds to be reasonably safe, and seemed to offer some hope as a preventative. [This

required] controlled studies designed to determine its efficacy in preventing poliomyelitis under field
conditions. So far as we are aware no such rigidly controlled clinical study has been undertaken to
evaluate this, or any other vaccine. [Supporting USPHS county level involvement during the previous
summer.] In the 4 study areas, 458 individuals received 880 inoculations - 458 first doses and 422
second doses. Local reaction of some degree followed 24 per cent (110) of the first inoculations, and 43
per cent (181) of the second. [Further discussion] It therefore appears that the considerations brought
out in this study - psychologic, administrative, and scientific - present problems which in the aggregate
make the unequivocal evaluation of the efficacy of a poliomyelitis vaccine a matter of extreme
difficulty" (pp113-118).
We suspect that the USHPS will also have been far from impressed by the fact that its records indicated 24%
to 43% adverse reactions, whereas Brodie and Park (above) recorded only 1%!

... (e) for going lead author on Brodie, et al. (1937 [full text online]), reviewing data on the comparative
efficacy of polio vaccination systems in a 1935 outbreak in NYC, and (f) for dying suddenly in his
laboratory 9th May 1939, aged 35 years. FURTHER READING: For a concise but informative
glimpse of viral vaccine technology at the time, see Schultz and Gebhardt (1935 [full text online]). Nor
were the safety problems solved, even with close USPHS monitoring, and Paul A. Offit's (2005)
book "The Cutter Incident" [Amazon] uses Brodie's case, together with the similar experiences of
Philadelphia's John Kolmer [see own entry], to introduce the much larger adverse event in 1955 known
as the Cutter Incident [see own entry].
Cabot, [Sir]1943 Daniel Alfred Edmond: [Read firstly the entry for Grosse Île.] British veterinary immunologist
[Sir]1943 Daniel Cabot [no convenient biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for being active
within the Ministry of Agriculture during the 1930s, fighting such zoonoses as foot and mouth
disease, (b) for serving as Britain's Chief Veterinary Officer 1938-1948, during which time his duties
led him to play a major part in coordinating Britain's biological warfare defences ...
ASIDE - CABOT AND RINDERPEST: One of Cabot's precautionary arrangements was to have Pirbright's
James Edwards [see own entry] extend his existing foot and mouth research programme to include a rinderpest
side-programme (McVety, 2018), carefully coordinated (via Porton Down) with the rinderpest biological
warfare research under way 1942-1945 at Grosse Île.

... and (c) for serving as president of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)
briefing] in the late 1940s and early 1950s. He died in 1974.

[Wikipedia

Camp King: [Colloquially "the goat farm"; formally European Command Intelligence Center, Oberursel] Founded in 1945 by the
occupying Americans in what had previously been the University of Frankfurt's experimental farm,
Camp King [Wikipedia briefing] was long used as an intelligence debriefing centre for senior Nazi prisoners
and defectors from behind the Iron Curtain. In 1946 Reinhard Gehlen [check him out] used the facility
as a temporary headquarters for the Gehlen Organisation. The camp lost its intelligence role in about
1968 but was not finally decommissioned until 1993. Among the Nazis interrogated at this facility
were the scientists, physicians, and veterinarians from Germany's V-weapon, nuclear, and chemical
and biological warfare programmes, many of whom ended up working on comparable projects in the
United States, thanks to the famous Operation Paperclip. Here is an illustrative example ...
CAMEO - CAMP KING AND ANTHRAX: See the entry for Walter P. Schreiber.

"I was impressed with how little could be done for the sick"
Castle, William Bosworth: [Read firstly the entry for Bailey K. Ashford.] American physician William B. Castle
[Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for interning 1921-1923 at Massachusetts
General Hospital, (b) for joining the Harvard School of Public Health in 1923, where he assisted
George R. Minot's Nobel Prize winning1934 research into pernicious anaemia [Wikipedia briefing], (c) for
moving on in 1925 to the Thorndike Memorial Laboratory at Boston City Hospital, where he assisted
Francis W. Peabody's [Wikipedia biography] research into the development of red blood cells in bone
marrow [see Peabody (1927 [full text online])], (d) for being headhunted, along with Cornelius ["Dusty"]

Rhoads [see own entry], into the Rockefeller Institute's 1931 mission to Puerto Rico, where he was based
at "El Presby" (San Juan's Presbyterian Hospital), and (d) for there discovering the role played by
"Castle's Intrinsic Factor" in treating anaemias caused by tropical sprue [Wikipedia briefing] ...
TECHNICAL ASIDE - CASTLE'S INTRINSIC FACTOR: Now better known for facilitating the action of
vitamin B12, Castle's Gastric Intrinsic Factor [Wikipedia briefing], is the controlling element for the efficient
absorption of dietary iron.
PUBMED PROFILE: PubMed lists some two dozen first author research publications for <Castle WB> 19291959, followed by various retrospectives and commentaries. Castle (1962 [full text online]) would be a good place
to start for anyone interested in the detail of his work. The keywords <Castle's Intrinsic Factor> also return 46
papers by other authors in the period 1935-1999.

FURTHER READING: For more of the details, see James H. Jandl's biographical tribute to Castle
in the National Academies' Biographical Memoirs [full text online].
***** NAZI BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SCIENTIST *****
Conti, Leonardo: Swiss-Italian/German microbiologist Leonardo Conti [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy
in the present context as the WW2 Reichsgesundheitsführer [=Reich Health Leader], and therefore directly
in command of the Nazi regime's programmes for racial purity. As such he was held in custody after
the war, pending trial for laboratory murder and illegal eugenics by euthanasia and forced
sterilisation. However he avoided trial at Nuremberg by committing suicide in his cell.
Costello, Anthony: British paediatrician-psychologist Anthony Costello [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy
in the present context (a) for having undertaken field work in Nepal 1984-1999, specialising in
improving children's health, (b) for then becoming Professor of International Child Health and
Director of the Institute for Global Health at University College, London, 2000-2015, and (c) for
serving as director of maternal, child and adolescent health for the World Health Organisation
(WHO) 2015-2018. He has recently blogged and Tweeted [indicative example just in] on the COVID-19
Pandemic, being particularly critical of the government's Herd Immunity strategy.
Cowdry, Edmund Vincent: Canadian-American parasitologist Edmund Cowdry [Washington University
biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for starting his education in a British public [=private]
school, moving on to the University of Toronto, and then doing his Ph.D. at the University of Chicago,
(b) for helping to set up the Rockefeller Institute's China station in Beijing, 1917-1921, (c) for being
recalled to NYC in 1921 to work on animal diseases, spending much of his time at the (Chicago
outstation) Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods HoleMA [Wikipedia briefing], and on field expeditions
to Africa [including one to a British field station "in Kenya", presumably the one at Kabeta/Muguga - see own entry], (d) for discovering
the South African tick-borne Rickettsial disease "Cowdriosis" in 1925, (e) for relocating in 1930 to
what is now "wustl", that is to say, Washington University in St. Louis, where he developed that
institution's reputation for cell biology - especially as it deteriorated with age - using new techniques
such as electron microscopy, (f) for thereby being able in 1935 to describe the ultramicroscopic
structure of the "intranuclear inclusions" [Wikipedia briefing] associated with herpes virus infections (still
referred to in the literature as "Cowdry Bodies"), (g) for co-editing the 1939 book "Problems of
Aging" [Amazon], (h) for a flurry of interest in leprosy around this time which got him called to advise
during the field testing of the antibiotic Promin [Wikipedia chemistry] in San Juan, Puerto Rico, (i) for a
major shift of interest in 1941 toward the cytology of cancer, not least skin cancer and its induction
with carcinogenic agents, (j) for duly being asked to convene and host the Fourth International Cancer
Research Congress in St. Louis in 1947, (k) for summarising his research in the 1955 book "Cancer
Cells" [Amazon (rare)], and (l) for this work being referenced in around 1956 in what would go on to
become the Ferrie Medical Treatise [see own entry], a photocopied set of typewritten notes discovered
in the apartment of David Ferrie [check him out] - a suspected accessory-before-the-fact in Jim
Garrison's investigations into a New Orleans conspiracy angle to the 1963 JFK assassination - on
the morning after Ferrie's (no-way-was-it-)suicide, 22nd February 1967. He died in 1975, just short
of his 87th birthday. FURTHER READING: PubMed lists an impressive 84 publications to

<Cowdry EV> in the period 1921-1967. The core topics were cell microscopy 1921- 1935, leprosy
1936-1940, and "experimental carcinogenesis" 1941-1962 (especially when caused by the application
of Methylcholanthrene ("3MC") [Wikipedia chemistry]). For a detailed recent biography see Park (2008
[full text online]).
"The biggest fiasco in medical history"(Haslam, 2014)
Cutter Incident: This is the name given to the accidental release of live-contaminated Salk Polio
Vaccine [Wikipedia briefing] in the spring of 1955. An estimated 260 children became infected [this being a time
of epidemic polio, it is impossible to know with total certainty whether any one case-positive was infected by the vaccine or prior community exposure
- Ed.].

For the details and supporting material, see the entry in the Companion COVID Timeline at 1st
April 1955.
***** THIS MAN HELPED FASHION OUR PRESENT HELL ON EARTH *****
Dilger, Anton: WW1 German-American physician turned WW1 German secret agent and biological
warfare operative Anton Dilger [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for being
recruited by German spymaster Rudolf Nadolny [see own entry] in 1915 to set up a secret bacteriology
lab at Chevy ChaseDC, and for mounting a sustained anthrax attack on horses being traded out of the
still-neutral United States to Britain, and (b) for himself succumbing to the Spanish Flu Pandemic
17th October 1918. FURTHER READING: For a longer introduction to the Chevy Chase sabotage
cell, see the entry for Wheelis [see the COVID Timeline 17th September 1998] and Robert L. Koenig's (2006) book
"The Fourth Horseman" [Amazon].
DURC: The epidemiologists' acronym for <Dual Use Research of Concern>, that is to say: "Scientific
research that, based on current understanding, could reasonably be anticipated to be used not only for
beneficial purposes, but also to cause harm, either by intentional application or by accident"
(Osterholm and Olshaker, 2017/2020, k55). Think WMD, but in full hazmat PPE. [Compare
GOFRC.]
***** CO-DISCOVERER OF THE STEWART-EDDY POLYOMA VIRUS *****
***** WHISTLEBLOWER ON THE SV40 BIOCONTAMINATION SCANDAL *****
Eddy, Bernice Elaine: American microbiologist Bernice Eddy [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context (a) for graduating as a bacteriologist from the University of Cincinnati in 1927, (b)
for joining the National Institutes for Health (NIH) in 1937, spending the next seven years helping
to set up their Laboratory of Biological Control (LBC) [see the entry for Thomas Rivers], (c) for coming to
specialise during WW2 in the virology of influenza, (d) for thereby being put in charge of the NIH's
influenza virus vaccine control unit, 1944-1954, (e) for diversifying in 1952 to work on the poliovirus
(then in epidemic across the United States), specialising in the use of gamma globulin as an immunity
booster, (f) for overseeing the LBC's safety surveillance during the 1954 field trials of the Salk Polio
Vaccine [Wikipedia briefing], (g) for being caught up in the flak following the April 1955 Cutter Incident
[see own entry, and also that for Thomas Rivers] ...
ASIDE: The Salk Vaccine was a "[hopefully] killed virus" vaccine, that is to say, a cultured live virus which
is then carefully disabled prior to use, but which remains intact enough at a molecular level for it to stimulate
the recipient's immune system into producing antibodies against live infection. Contracts to produce 27 million
doses of the Salk Polio Vaccine were signed in November 1954, and one of the approved producers was Cutter
Laboratories of BerkeleyCA [Wikipedia briefing]. To cut a long story short, the complexities of culturing and then
killing live virus to the approved production protocol caused around one third of production batches to be
scrapped as unsafe. Supervisory disjoints between the two-tier approvals superstructure operated by the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis and the LBC were then blamed, whereupon the LBC was
stripped down and overhauled as the Division of Biological Standards (DBS). The approvals system had been
given to Eddy as a fait accompli, and was not of her designing.

... (h) for teaming up in 1956 with the National Cancer Institute (NCI)'s Sarah Stewart [see own entry]
to research the use of mouse tissues as a growth medium for potentially carcinogenic viruses, going

second author in due course on Stewart, Eddy, et al. (1957 [full text online (paywalled)]) and Stewart, Eddy,
and Borgese (1958 [full text online (paywalled)]), the papers which announced the discovery of the Polyoma
Virus [Wikipedia briefing] ...
CAMEO - ON THE MURINE PASSAGING OF CANCER: The notion that cancers (or at least a significant
subset thereof) might fundamentally be just unrecognised infectious diseases had first been aired back in 1911
by the Rockefeller Institute researcher Francis Peyton Rous [Wikipedia biography]. Rous had successfully
transmitted tumours from chicken to chicken by injecting healthy recipients with a filtered tumour mash
obtained from infected animals. The suspected filter-passable pathogen became known as Rous Sarcoma
Virus [Wikipedia briefing]. As things turned out, few of Rous' peers accepted his interpretation at the time, and
the idea did not resurface until Stewart picked up on it in the mid-1940s. She, however, was unable to begin
laboratory research until joining the U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) in 1951, by which time another
Rockefeller worker, Ludwik Gross [see own entry], had found that leukaemia and salivary gland tumours were
both infectious in mice. Eddy's contribution to the new partnership lay in her use of monkey kidney tissues for
testing the safety of polio vaccines submitted to the DBS. Here is the technical essence of the Stewart-Eddy
experiments during the early/mid- 1950s ...
"Stewart brought samples of the mouse tumour fluids to Eddy; Eddy injected them into the rhesus
monkey kidney cultures used for vaccine testing, and after a few weeks' time, Eddy would remove the
mouse virus fluids from the tissue cultures. At first the pair injected the harvested fluids only into
newborn mice and mouse embryos. The results were unprecedented: the mouse virus fluids caused not
just the two types of tumours that Gross had described, but twenty distinctly different types of tumours.
Then Eddy and Stewart started injecting the mouse tumour fluids into other species of laboratory
animals. This time the results were even more spectacular. The mouse virus could cause tumours in
many different mammals - hamsters, rabbits, guinea pigs, rats, and several other types of rodents. At
Eddy's suggestion, the virus was dubbed polyoma, meaning 'many tumours'" (Bookchin and
Schumacher, 2004, pp59-60).
The "induced neoplasm" story was publicly broken in the 27th July 1959 edition of Time magazine [not online],
and an entirely new branch of medicine - "viral oncology" - quickly took shape.

... (i) for becoming concerned by mid-1959 that the Salk vaccine starter cultures might be
contaminated not just occasionally with live polio virus (as had happened in the Cutter Incident), but
on a permanent basis with monkey cancer virus as well ...
CAMEO - THE SIMIAN-CONTAMINATED POLIO VACCINES: The SV40 cancer virus came from the
rhesus macaques used in great numbers for passaging the Salk virus and testing the derived vaccine batches.
This safety testing was carried out by injecting vaccine samples into healthy monkeys: if the recipient animal
caught polio, then the batch was rejected as unsafe. With the polio virus it only took a few days to get the all
clear. Unfortunately, viral cancers are slow growing and would accordingly never be detected. With this
dismal possibility in mind, Eddy duly conducted longer-incubation experiments through late 1959/early 1960,
thus ...
"She took monkey kidney cultures prepared by the DBS [...] ground them up, put them through a very
fine filter that strained out bacteria but not viruses, and injected a fraction of an ounce of the resulting
fluid under the skin of newborn hamsters. Fully 70 percent of the 154 animals that she injected
developed tumours, and every animal that did so died. What was worse, it wasn't just one or two of
the ground-up cultures that were at fault: she had prepared twelve lots [...] each from between eight and
thirty-two monkeys [and] nine of the twelve turned out to be cancer causing. [...] Eddy then went a step
further, taking tumours from two of the sick hamsters, mincing them finely with scissors, and injecting
tiny bits of tumour under the skin of forty more newborn hamsters. All but two of those hamsters got
cancer and were dead in less than three months" (Wadman, 2017, k1982).

YouTube additional facts
Nor was Eddy the only one to have reservations, for in June 1960 Merck Pharmaceuticals' Maurice Hilleman
[see own entry] announced that the product of a rival vaccine stable, namely the Sabin Polio Vaccine [Wikipedia
briefing], had been similarly contaminated. Here is Wadman again ...
"Hilleman shocked them with the news of an unexpected finding by Ben Sweet [see own entry], a scientist
he supervised at Merck's West Point, Pennsylvania, campus. Sweet had discovered a new, invisible
simian virus contaminating Sabin's live vaccine and almost certainly Cox's and Koprowski's live
vaccines too. All three vaccines were made using monkey kidney cells. And unlike Salk's killed vaccine,
none of the live vaccines were treated with the formaldehyde that was presumed to kill simian viruses.

[...] It was impossible to detect, making it impossible for vaccine makers to jettison infected
cultures. But it was there nonetheless" (k1999).

... (j) for presenting her latest findings at an October 1960 medical conference, ominously predicting
a potential disaster ten thousand times larger than the Cutter Incident, (k) for duly being shot as the
messenger during the ensuing cover-up ...
CAMEO - THE COVER-UPS (#1 - 1960): The Rockefeller Institute's polio tsar Thomas Rivers [see own
entry] was in the audience at the October 1960 presentation and must have spoken somewhat forcefully to Eddy's
line manager Joseph Smadell [see own entry] because there followed a rapid withdrawal of her facilities (itemised
over several dozen office memoranda in Appendix B of Bookchin and Schumacher, if interested). Nevertheless,
on 7th July 1961, the DBS was finally forced to issue the following advisory ...
"Approximately one year ago a new monkey virus was reported as being present in some Rhesus
monkeys. The virus was designated 'vacuolating virus' or SV40 and was the fortieth in the line of
monkey viruses which had thus far been isolated and studied ... Although the initial information had
indicated that the manufacture of Salk vaccine would inactivate the vacuolating virus as well as
poliovirus ... it became apparent that the vacuolating virus was present in small amounts in some lots
of vaccine" (quoted in Bookchin and Schumacher, 2004, p102).
For details of a later phase of cover up, see the entry for Michele Carbone.
CAMEO - SV40 AND THE COLD WAR: Another reason for the secrecy might lie in the worsening
international situation in these years. For example, Smadell is on record as having argued that when it came to
competent virology "we cannot let the Russians beat us at this game" (Bookchin and Schumacher, 2004, p83).
This was also the age of high-tech state assassinations using undetectable pills and potions. The class-defining
work here is that of the CIA's "Black Sorcerer", Sidney Gottlieb [check him out], but perhaps the most fascinating
of all the rumours is the one linking New Orleans' celebrity physician Alton Ochsner [check him out] to a 1963
CIA plot to infect Fidel Castro with a high virulence strain of SV40. However, this operation did not involve
Dr. Eddy, so here are the links for anybody wishing to switch topic ...
LINKS TO SV40 IN NEW ORLEANS: For hints of a clandestine SV40 production operation in New
Orleans in 1963 see both Edward Haslam's (2007/2014) "Dr. Mary's Monkey" [Amazon] and Judyth
Vary Baker's (2015) "Ferrie" [Amazon]. A central character in both books is one David Ferrie [check
him out ESSENTIAL], who seems to have been in charge of the mouse house for the assassination attempt.
Which might explain to puzzled film buffs why lab mice feature fleetingly TWICE in Oliver Stone's
(1991) movie "JFK" [IMDB entry], only to be explained away (equally fleetingly). They are used in
developing the character played by the actor Joe Pesci - the self-same David Ferrie, suspected
accessory-before-the-fact to the JFK assassination. Check out those furry film stars here ...
CLIP #1: Ferrie introduced YouTube it here (105 seconds into clip/49 minutes into full movie)
CLIP #2: Ferrie's "suicide" YouTube it here (14 seconds into clip/105 minutes into full movie)

... and (l) for being technically vindicated by Gerber, et al. (1961 [full text online (paywalled)]), which
confirmed in October 1961 that SV40 was not always killed by formaldehyde at the dilutions in which
that chemical was used to counter-titrate Salk's live polio strain, and her own Eddy, et al. (1962 [full
text online (paywalled)]), which demonstrated that the Stewart-Eddy polyoma virus and SV40 were one and
the same thing. However, with the scientists now living in fear for their careers, the SV40 debate now
went quiet until 1986 [again see the entry for Michele Carbone - Ed.]. Eddy died in 1989, aged 85 years. FURTHER
READING: PubMed lists 35 papers to this author, dated 1947-1977, the first four of which concerned
the influenza virus. The work on "induced neoplasms" referred to above stretches 1957-1974 (30
papers). She is mentioned at four separate points in Paul A. Offit's (2005) "The Cutter Incident"
[Amazon], but for the detailed narrative see both Debbie Bookchin and Jim Schumacher's (2004) "The
Virus and the Vaccine" [Amazon] and Meredith Wadman's (2017) "The Vaccine Race" [Amazon]. For
the Hilleman warning see Sweet and Hilleman (1960 [full text online (paywalled)]). For a very detailed history
of the research programmes of the NCI 1950-1972 (including, significantly, the encouragement of
vaccine development by targeted grant after 1958) see Carl G. Baker's (2001?) "An Administrative
History of the National Cancer Institute's Viruses and Cancer Programs, 1950-1972" [full text online
AWESOME]. At time of writing [= October 2020], the latest of hundreds of follow-up studies on the still
unproven was-it-SV40? cancer pandemic in the boomers' generation is Rotondo, et al. (2019 [full text
online]), which confirms that the contaminant is still circulating, but that its role in human

tumours "remains to be proven". For a detailed academic account of Ludwik Gross' part in the
history of virally transmitted cancer see Morgan (2014 [full text online (paywalled)]).
Encephalitis Lethargica (EL): [A.k.a. European sleeping sickness; historically also febris comatosa (London, 1670s), Tübingen sleeping
sickness (Germany, 1712), la nona (Italy, 1890s)] "Encephalitis lethargica" (EL) [Wikipedia briefing] is the name given
to an outbreak, possibly as far back as 1915 but increasingly during 1916, of a previously rare but
quite distinctive form of encephalitis, which became widely regarded at the time as a complication of
the contemporaneous 1918-1919 Spanish Flu Pandemic, and which was in its own right frequently
fatal. The first cases were seen in France and Austria, with the French just beating the Austrians into
print ...
CAMEO - CRUCHET'S FRENCH CASES: René Cruchet [Wikipedia biography] was a peacetime paediatric
neurologist from Bordeaux who, during WW1, handled head injuries/brain infections from the Lorraine front.
On 27th April 1917, Cruchet, et al. [see Further Reading below] reported 40 cases of "encéphalo-myélite subaigué"
[="subacute encephalomyelitis"]. However Cruchet did not present his work in English until two separate papers
appeared in 1929, by which time he had long-term observations of some of his patients. Here, for example, is
a fragment of what he has to say about "post-encephalitic delinquency" of case "Alix", taken ill 10th February
1920 aged 10 years, and now 19 years ...
"... He eats at all times of the day, gluttonously, without control, and messily; at meal times he sits down
to table, but every two minutes gets up, goes away, and returns, never satisfied. He is in constant conflict
with his neighbours, before whom he behaves coarsely and without restraint. He likes to play the rich
young man, changing his clothes and shoes as often as ten times a day. He loves the company of
distinguished persons, to whom he writes ardent letters which he takes seriously. He spits wherever he
happens to be, and has other objectionable personal habits. He is still quarrelsome, and if crossed will
shriek aloud and roll on, the ground simulating a state of lethargy" (Cruchet, 1929a [full text online]).
In his second paper Cruchet adds, of the same patient ...
"His obsession for touching and kissing people still remained. The moment his mother, his sister, or any
other woman, especially one he liked, went near him, he could not help touching them - at the waist,
the hips or elsewhere. Frequently he would add a kiss to his first gesture; and as the impulse was
immediate, the persons concerned would have no time to turn away. The village girls were afraid of
him and this seemed to him amusing. He would follow his mother like her shadow, follow her
everywhere, wherever she might be, even in bed, and smell her like a dog smelling the scent of game"
(Cruchet, 1929b [full text online]).
TECHNICAL ASIDE - DISINHIBITION: The technical term for the sort of loss of social awareness and
behavioural appropriacy described above is "disinhibition". It was first recorded by Harlow (1848) [unable to
locate online] in a patient of his named Phineas Gage [YouTube tutorial], and it is one of the commonest sequelae
of brain damage. Here, snipped from our Companion Resource on "Frontal Lobe Syndrome", are Bianchi's
(1895) Five Areas of Frontal Deficit, where you will see disinhibition clearly alluded to in item (4) ...
1. Loss of "perceptive power", leading to defective attention and object recognition.
2. Reduction in memory.
3. Reduction in "associative power", leading to lack of coordination of the individual steps leading towards
a given goal, and thus to severe difficulty solving anything but the most simple problem.
4. Altered emotional attachments, leading to serious changes in "sociality" [one of the main aspects
of Phineas Gage's post-traumatic behaviour].
5. Disruption of focal consciousness and purposive behaviour, leading to apathy and/or distractibility.

Cruchet's initial report was followed 13 days later by two short papers by the Austrian neurologist
Constantin von Economo [Wikipedia biography], reporting cases he had attended in Vienna. It was these
papers, and his subsequent (1918) book "Encephalitis Lethargica" [Amazon (English translation; out of stock when
checked 9th July 2020)], which soon standardised the naming of the syndrome ...
CAMEO - ECONOMO'S AUSTRIAN CASES: Because Economo's works are difficult to get hold of, it is
easier to go to a modern secondary source. For example, the first two pages of Reid, et al. (2001 [full text online])
explain how Economo stressed the variability of the clinical picture, identifying three distinct patterns of attack,
namely (1) Somnolent-Ophthalmoplegic, where the main signs were drowsiness and uncontrolled eye
movements, (2) Hyperkinetic, of swifter onset and frequently fatal, where the main signs were restlessness and

general lack of muscle control, and (3) Amyostatic-Akinetic, where the main signs were muscle weakness paresis - and rigidity, and where there was typically little chance of recovery, even in the long term.
TECHNICAL ASIDE - THE BRAINSTEM: Economo was an established expert on the anatomy and
function of the brainstem, the nightmarishly complicated structure connecting the top of the spinal cord
with the underside of the brain proper [Wikipedia briefing]. It hosts both ascending and descending neural
tracts, the root nuclei for ten out of the twelve cranial nerves, and a cluster of control nuclei for
continuously monitoring blood pressure, respiration, and other life critical systems, all squeezed into a
space about the size of your index finger. The focus of an infection therefore needs only to differ by
a millimetre or two for it to impair a totally different neural system. Hence the clinical variability.
Economo's observations led him to conclude that EL resulted from a viral attack on the grey matter of the
brainstem, that is to say, it had a tropism - or attraction - toward the aforementioned nuclei. Especially at risk
were (1) the nuclei (one each side) of the 3rd Cranial Nerve, the Oculomotor Nerve [Wikipedia briefing], and (2)
the adjacent reticulated grey. These areas controlled respectively eye movement and general alertness, so that
an infection hereabouts would combine loss of coordinated eye movement and sudden somnolence. As to the
identity of the virus, he strongly suggested that EL and Spanish flu (SF) resulted from the same pathogen.
Finally, fascinated by the syndrome-defining disorders to sleep and alertness, Economo proposed a centre for
sleep control at the very top of the brainstem.
TECHNICAL ASIDE - THE BRAINSTEM AGAIN: Economo's suggestion of a high brainstem grey
matter sleep control centre has since been confirmed by studies of the reticular formation [Wikipedia
briefing] of the brainstem. Academic priority in this goes to Moruzzi and Magoun (1949 [full text online
(paywalled)]), and Chen, et al. (2020 [full text online]) gives an idea of where we are now.
ANECDOTALLY: Having supported their respective armies during WW1, Economo (Central Powers)
and Cruchet (Triple Entente) were still squabbling over academic priority and differential diagnosis ten
years after the war. Compare Cruchet (1927 op. cit.) and Economo (1929, cited in Constantinescu, 2000,
op. cit. inf.).

In Britain, the early reports were slow to adopt the standard naming because Austria was at the time
an enemy power. For example, Hall (20th April 1918 [full text online (paywalled)]) reported his EL cases as
"toxic ophthalmoplegia". It would be another 18 months before Alexander (1919 [full text online]) used
the term "encephalitis lethargica" when reporting five possible cases he had treated in France in
January 1919 while they were waiting to be demobilised. Like Economo, he too was intrigued by the
possibility that EL was Spanish flu in a different hat ...
"My object is to emphasize the possible relation between the two obscure conditions 'encephalitis lethargica'
and the 'influenza' of last winter. In that epidemic of influenza - many cases presenting cerebral symptoms were
recorded. These symptoms usually took the form of drowsiness, delirium, melancholia, and, in rare cases,
mania. Cases showing such mental disturbances together with transient paresis of groups of muscles have not,
as far as I know, been recorded in association with influenza. In a report made to the Local Government Board
in 1918, on an obscure disease to which the name encephalitis lethargica was given, many cases resembling
the ones I detail below were described. They differed, however, from them in certain points - namely: (1) The
onset, which was more gradual in my series; (2) the short duration with complete recovery in all of my cases;
(3) the ophthalmoplegia with marked ptosis, which was a constant feature in the cases of encephalitis lethargica,
was not marked in my series [...]. For purposes of comparison with the cases which I describe below I briefly
set down here a few of the symptoms met with in encephalitis lethargica: Early stage: Slight malaise, with
increase in temperature, headache, and drowsiness. Later stage: Lethargy - sometimes going on to complete
mental stupor - paresis of muscles or group of muscles, ophthalmoplegia, ptosis, facial palsy. In some cases
third or fifth nerve involvement, together with involvement of peripheral nerves - polyneuritis type. The main
feature in these cases, and the one common to all the cases, was lethargy, and there were always associated
with it other nervous manifestations - namely, third [cranial] nerve involvement, fifth [cranial] nerve
involvement, or polyneuritis" (Alexander, op. cit., p794).

The disease also quickly made it across the Atlantic as per this (mild) case report from the American
literature late in 1919 ...
"[Patient D.C., a 19-year-old male, was] somewhat irrational and slow of speech. On October 10 after a dance,
complained of neuralgia over left side of face and forehead; on October 11 began to vomit after taking any
solid food. Quit work October 14 on account general weakness. October 15 began to have hallucinations, sings
and makes speeches. Several days ago had neuralgia in left arm and left side of scrotum. Is a trifle slow in his
actions and responses. Says he sees double. Examination: Drowsy condition, answering questions very slowly.
Facial expressions normal, no paralysis. Pupils unequal, left smaller; react to light and accommodation. [...]

Upper extremity reflexes equal, also exaggerated abdominal. [...]. Is a trifle slow in his actions and responses.
Knee jerks very lively. Ankle clonus both sides. [...] Blood serum and [cerebrospinal] fluid give Wassermann
test negative. November 11. The course of the disease is sub-acute. Fever of 1-2 degrees for first ten days in
hospital. None since. Hallucinations were brief. Present state marked chiefly by somnolence" (Brown, 1919
[full text online], p428).

In Germany, the lead worker on EL was the University of Göttingen's Felix Stern [see own entry], who
was lucky enough to get recruited into a 1920 research project to gather together epidemiological data
of hitherto uncollated cases, eventually reaching the same judgement as Economo, namely that the
disease was a side effect of the broadly contemporaneous Spanish flu pandemic. By the 1930s, the
disease had burned itself out and the surviving cases, often seriously catatonic, had been tucked away
in institutions. Things stayed like this until it occurred to neurologist Oliver Sacks in the late 1960s
that perhaps the new drug L-DOPA [Wikipedia briefing; note carefully the development work prior to Sacks' headline grabbing]
might be able to reinstate dopamine pathway neurotransmission in patients with post-encephalitic
Parkinsonism and similar impairments. He tried out these ideas with some success on selected
survivors from the 1920s, and wrote it all up in his (1973) book "Awakenings" [Amazon], the
inspiration for the (1990) Robin Williams-Robert De Niro smash-hit movie of the same name [IMDB
entry].
As to whether the infectious agent was the SF virus or something different, the question was
vigorously discussed from the outset, but never resolved. The first 21st century review of the subject
was carried out in 2001 by Reid, et al. (op. cit.), who noted that a case could be made for the EL agent
to have been by habit a (tick-borne) arborovirus [Wikipedia briefing] and by genus an enterovirus [Wikipedia
briefing]. More recently, Foley (2009a,b,c [three parts - I, II, III RECOMMENDED BUT QUITE TECHNICAL]) has
reviewed the opposing theories in no little detail, finding much evidence that is "cogent" but never
totally "compelling". For our own part we are happy to go along with the latest version of the
enterovirus theory, as follows ...
CAMEO - DOURMASHKIN, et al. (2012 [full text online]): Just as Jeffery K. Taubenberger's team used
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) biotechnology to retrieve enough testable genetic material from 1918
pathology tissue archives to identify the SF virus as influenza H1N1 [see COVID Timeline 21st March 1997], so
Dourmashkin, et al., did likewise with ancestral EL tissue specimens (n=4). Supported by state-of-the -art
electron microscopy, they observed "27nm virus-like particles" in ancestral midbrain histology in every one of
their four cases, and tentatively [all such science is tentative - Ed.] identify same as "an enterovirus".

FURTHER READING: For a thorough review of the possible forerunners of EL see Crookshank
(1919 [full text online INTERESTING]), noting especially the historical outbreaks going back to 1529, which
might or might not have been the same disease. For more on the third and fifth cranial nerves
mentioned in the Alexander quotation click here and here. For more on Cruchet and his work, see the
1929 publications above or, more recently, Walusinski, et al. (2016 [full text online (requires ResearchGate
registration)]). For more on Economo's work, including one of his diagrams of the brainstem and a helpful
reference list, see Constantinescu (2000 [full text online]).
AND FINALLY, WHY DOES SOMETHING THIS OLD STILL MATTER?:
BECAUSE IT WILL LIKELY ALL HAPPEN AGAIN AS THE
PRESENT PANDEMIC LEAVES ITS OWN DEBRIS TRAIL OF
POST-ENCEPHALITIC NEUROLOGICAL CASES!
Farr, William: British physician turned medical statistician William Farr [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for joining the recently established General Register Office in
1843 as statistician, helping to use birth and death registrations and census returns to inform public
health decision making, and (b) for helping [see COVID Timeline 4th September 1869] to establish the necessary
infrastructure systems, complete with government backing via a "Minister of Health". For Farr, it was
all a matter of seeing the big picture, thus: "The higher hygiene," he wrote, "seeks to influence

the unborn child by placing the mother in favourable conditions". FURTHER READING: For
more of the details, check out Rawson (1942 [full text online]).
Farrar, [Sir]2019 Jeremy James: See the COVID Timeline entry for 12th April 2020.
Fauci, Anthony Stephen: American physician-epidemiologist turned coronavirus guru Anthony S.
Fauci [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for joining the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) in 1968, rapidly rising through the ranks to become
director of same in 1984 (and still in post 20th June 2020), (b) as such, for being extraordinarily wellplaced to monitor developments in microbial genetics over the ensuing 36 years, (c) for high-profile
involvement in the development of an HIV vaccine during the 1980s, (d) for going third author on
the Taubenberger, Morens, and Fauci (2007 [see COVID Timeline 9th May 2007]) paper "The next influenza
pandemic: Can it be predicted?", and (e) for being selected 29th January 2020 for being selected
as adviser emeritus on President Trump's COVID-19 Task Force. In this latter role Fauci has
regularly fronted pressers and interviews [YouTube an early piece; YouTube a recent piece]. At time of writing,
however, he has just been exposed by the [its far right enemies claim "far left"] Jimmy Dore Show as
having deliberately mis-stated the science on mask usage back in February in order not to encourage
panic buying of the PPE needed for healthcare workers [the moral of this tale being that it is pointless being able to predict
a pandemic unless an adequate equipment stockpile is maintained - Ed.] - YouTube it here ESSENTIAL VIEWING. It is
not easy to estimate how many innocent Americans have died unnecessarily as a result.
***** AMERICAN BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SCIENTIST *****
Fellowes, Oliver N.: American veterinary microbiologist Oliver Fellowes [not much available] is noteworthy
in the present context (a) for having no traceable early career, (b) for appearing in the late 1940s as a
virologist at Camp Detrick ...
CAMEO - FELLOWES AT CAMP DETRICK: Fellowes turns up in 1951 as a Lieutenant-Colonel in the
Army Chemical Corps, based at Detrick. Hank P. Albarelli, Jr.'s (2009) book "A Terrible Mistake" [Amazon]
mentions him briefly as follows (Frank Olson [see own entry] was another senior Detrick scientist) ...
"On at least five occasions spread out over 1951, 1952, and early 1953, Frank Olson journeyed by
military aircraft to Fort Terry on Plum Island [...]. Joining Olson on at least two of his Plum Island trips
was Lt. Col. Oliver Fellowes, a special assistant to [George W. Merck] and former vaccine researcher
for pharmaceutical giant Merck, Sharp, and Dohme [Wikipedia briefing]. Lt. Col. Fellowes worked with
viruses at Camp Detrick, often freeze-drying large quantities to be tested in the field. In a 1986
interview, Fellowes recalled:
'We dried the virus in bulk. Then we sometimes mixed the powder with feathers and, though I never
discovered where the tests were carried out, I know the mixture was to be delivered in the same way
as leaflets were dropped over enemy territory, in leaflet bombs. The system worked particularly well
with swine fever. The pigs simply ate the feathers and died.'
In mid-1952, Fellowes left his post at Camp Detrick for two years and worked full-time on Plum Island
setting up animal laboratories there. [... He also recalled] that field experiments conducted by the British
with rinderpest [presumably at Kabete/Muguga - Ed.] in Kenya involved over 10,000 animals" (pp75/78).
Another source, Detrick's safety officer Arnold G. Wedum [see own entry], recalls Fellowes as departmental
head of Detrick's "Virus Plant" in 1949, and as delivering the virology element of their training programme
1951-1952 (Wedum, 1953, "Special Report 185 - Safety Program at Camp Detrick, 1944-1953" [full text
online (declassified)]).

... (c) for playing what seems to have been quite an important part in establishing the aforementioned
Plum Island, Detrick's top secret biological warfare outstation, in the early 1950s ...
CAMEO - FELLOWES AT PLUM ISLAND: Fellowes' earliest PubMed paper was Nadel and Fellowes
(1953 [full text online]), in which both authors are credited as "Chemical Corps Biological Laboratories, Camp
Detrick, Frederick, Maryland". The study topic was the psittacosis virus. Later work indicated a growing
interest in vesicular stomatitis virus (1955-1957) and foot and mouth disease (21 papers 1957-1970), and during
this period Fellowes is consistently credited as "Plum Island Animal Disease Laboratory, Animal Disease and

Parasite Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Greenport, New
York". Here is glimpse of his life on the island ...
"As time wore on, it became easier for the [Department of Agriculture] to repeat the mantra that it had
nothing to do with the Army when both were on Plum Island; that there were two labs; that each agency
'did its own thing'. [...] Photographs excavated from the National Archives belie those assertions. Penned
on the reverse of a curled-up black-and-white photograph is the notation LAB, BLDG. 257. FEB 2 1954
is stamped in the lower left-hand corner. Standing at a bench the size of a dining-room table [...] are
four men in starched white lab coats. They are crowded around a tall, boyish-looking man who is turning
on a cylindrical heater, upon which sits a large flask containing a clear liquid. [...] The notes on the back
of the snapshot continue: 'Left to Right: Lt. Col. Don L. Mace, Dr. O. N. Fellowes, Dr. J. J. Callis, Dr.
H. L. Bachrach, and Dr. M. S. Shahan'. The first two scientists were Army, and the other three were
USDA" (Carroll, op. cit. inf., p48).

... and (d) for being accepted as member of the New York Academy of Sciences in March 1955. He
ceased publishing in 1970
FOOD FOR THOUGHT - VETERINARIANS AS KILLERS: In his (2004) book "Lab 257" [Amazon]
forensic historian Michael C. Carroll makes the very interesting point that veterinarians are not bound by the
Hippocratic Oath the way physicians - "MDs" - are. In the following snip he is interviewing WW2 Camp
Detrick veteran veterinarian Albert Webb ...
"Like MDs, [veterinarians] were trained in infectious disease. But unlike their medical counterparts, the
vets weren't ethically bound by an oath that began: 'First do no harm ...'. Dr. Webb recalled the mindsets of the two branches of medicine. 'The MDs had this unresolved medical conflict - they weren't
supposed to help kill people. Vets, I think, were much more ready than MDs,' he says. 'There's obviously
not the same feelings about the death of their subjects. The mass killing of animals for food is an
accepted part of our culture.' Unlikely as it seems, the veterinarian was ideally suited for germ
warfare research and development" (op. cit., p42).

Felton, J. Edward: American dock labourer J. Edward Felton [no convenient biography but see Provost (2015 [full text
online])] is noteworthy in the present context for receiving cash from ship's captain and German agent
Friedrich Hinsch [see own entry] 1915-1917 to carry out sedition (with leaflets calculated to encourage
industrial unrest), arson (using incendiary pencils), and biological sabotage (using preparations of
anthrax and similar pathogens) on the Baltimore waterfront.
"The apartment had a collection of mice for Ferrie's
cancer research"(DiEugenio, 2012, p176)
"Ferrie's Medical Treatise": [Read firstly the entries for David Ferrie and Jim Garrison in the Companion Resource.] This is the
name given by New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison to a five-sheet typescript recovered
from David Ferrie's apartment at 3330 Louisiana Avenue Parkway on the morning after his (no-waywas-it-a-)suicide, 22nd February 1967. It takes the form of a photocopied draft of fragments from an
as-yet-unidentified medical text concerning the viral transmissibility of cancer, a topic which had
indeed been of significant interest to Ferrie for some years previously as manager of an impromptu
"kennels" housing research animals - monkeys or mice as circumstances demanded - for local
university professors [see his entry for the details]. The DA's office seem to have passed the papers to the 19761978 House Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) [Wikipedia briefing], for they have been
overtyped "Collection: HSCA (RG233)" in the top right corner. They went thence to the National
Archives, to be strip-labelled "REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES". The
reproduction has at some stage been done carelessly, with fold-backs corrupting the top-sheet and
revealing fragments of undersheet, and as a result the precise reproduction sequence is not entirely
apparent. The papers were then included as an appendix to Edward Haslam's [check him out ESSENTIAL]
(2007/2014) "Dr. Mary's Monkey" [Amazon], and consist of a cover sheet from the D.A.'s office, two
sheets of academic text, closely related by topic but not actually continuous, a sheet bearing a threecolumn data table, and a two-sheet "Bibliography", apparently continuous. (Haslam also includes a
seventh sheet, which, since it includes data from 1988, must have been wrongly sequenced in his own
manuscript.) Here is the first sheet of academic text. We have fonted it in 11-point Courier to simulate
typescript, and offset our comments to the right; we have also set in bold red all solecisms and typos,

and marked illegible characters ? and blank space ^. We have also marked Я at points where scientific
writers would normally want to include a citation. Three cancer researchers and eight relatively
obscure technical terms are explicitly named in the text, and we have back-highlighted these thus.
The forensic questions remain as they were in 1967, namely DID FERRIE WRITE this
material, if not, WHO AND WHEN did he get it from, and WHY ...
ACADEMIC TEXT, SHEET 1 OF 2:
THE TEXT BEGINS HALF-WAY THROUGH A SENTENCE
"the axillae, and on the ears. Finally, the animals were subjected
to small doses of x-ray over a period of three weeks.
ASIDE: It will be recalled that the Haslam book mentioned above concerns a
scientific project involving the x-irradiation of small rodents. It is regularly
presumed (a) that Ferrie's animals belonged to that project, and (b) that the Ferrie
Treatise derived from notes passed to him by the scientists involved, to help
support him in that work. We shall be saying more about this is the closing
discussion.
ASIDE - X-IRRADIATION IN VIRUS RESEARCH: The following cancer
researchers are recorded in PubMed as having worked from time to time with xirradiation in virus research (in chronological order; we have included the titles to
indicate the underlying line of thinking): Amoss, et al. (1919 [Effects of large doses of
x-rays on the susceptibility of the monkey to experimental poliomyelitis - PubMed (nih.gov)]);
Moore, et al. (1937 [The Inactivation of Encephalitis Virus (St. Louis Type) by Means of Soft Xrays - PubMed (nih.gov)]); Syverton, et al. (1941 [The Roentgen radiation of papilloma virus
(Shope) : i. The effect of x-rays upon papillomas on domestic rabbits - PubMed (nih.gov)]);
Opatowski (1949 [On the mutation of the tobacco mosaic virus - PubMed (nih.gov)]);
Sommers, et al. (1951 [Lymphoid lesions in poliomyelitis - PubMed (nih.gov)]); Buzzell, et
al. (1955 [Effects of x-radiation on influenza virus - PubMed (nih.gov)]); Friend (1957 [Cellfree transmission in adult Swiss mice of a disease having the character of a leukemia - PubMed
(nih.gov)]; this paper cites Rous, Bittner, and Gross, as well as Sarah Stewart);
Ginsburg, et al. (1961 [Long-term cultivation in tissue culture of leukemic cells from mouse
leukemia induced by Moloney virus or by x rays - PubMed (nih.gov)]); Hodes, et al. (1965
[Attempts to isolate virus from x-ray induced leukemias in the mouse - PubMed (nih.gov)]).

Group I
This group consisted of 20 hamsters, 10 test, 10 control, of
the same strain and family, and more or less the same age. They
were treated with carcinogens as described. Of the 10 test animals
4 developed malignancies. None of the ^^^^ animals developed
malignancies Я.
ASIDE: The "case-control" procedure described here is the gold standard for
medical experimentation [Wikipedia briefing]. Unless our unknown author is
presently reporting his/her own work, an academic citation is needed at Я, to be
supported by a corresponding reference in a bibliography [Wikipedia briefing on citation
and referencing]. "Carcinogens" are cancer-inducing agents.
ASIDE - HAMSTERS IN LABORATORY RESEARCH: The following
cancer researchers are recorded in PubMed as having used hamsters from time to
time for the passaging of disease (in alphabetical order): Bernard Aloysius
["B.A."] Briody, Jr. [(fl. 1946-1966) no convenient biography, but many full text publications
online] Briody seems to have worked some of the time to Joseph L. Melnick [see
notes above] at the University of Michigan, and some of the time at Yale; Elizabeth
Ufford Green [(fl. 1949-1959) no convenient biography, but several full text publications online]
viral cancer at the Institute for Cancer Research, Philadelphia; Harry S. N.
Greene [(fl. 1934-1968) Wikipedia biography] viral cancer, initially at the Rockefeller
Institute, later at Yale; [Roy] Hertz [2002 obituary] (1959 [Choriocarcinoma of women
maintained in serial passage in hamster and rat - PubMed (nih.gov)]); Gordon Meiklejohn [(fl.
1941-1993) see Kempe and Burt's (2011) biography] - dengue fever (1952). Worked initially
at the University of California at Berkeley, then later at the University of Colorado;
Arden W. Moyer [(fl. 1947-1970) no convenient biography but see Google Books' copy of Life

magazine 27th October 1952 for a pop-sci account of this work, complete with photographs] - polio
(1952; Moyer seems to have been on Herald R. Cox's [see own entry] team at
Lederle Laboratories [see own entry], and was trying to "cool" the polio virus by

passaging it in hamsters to produce a mutation suitable for use in an attenuated
vaccine); Joseph Smadel [see own entry] - lymphocytic choriomeningitis (1942),
West Nile fever (1943), and rabies; Max R. Stebbins [(fl. 1947-1986); no convenient
biography] - polio (another Herald Cox/Lederle co-worker); John J. Trentin [see
own entry].

Extracts were made from the malignant tumors which appeared
in animals in the test group. These extracts were then injected
into other animals of the ^ test group. A variety of malignancies
appeared: Leukemia, chorioepithelioma among them. Extracts of the
malignant tissue heated to 56°C for one hour and then injected
into animals of the control group produced no malignancies. In
some of these latter animals papillomae appeared, however Я.
ASIDE: Deliberate infection is another common medical experimental procedure
- see the entries for Passaging. The gentle heating at 56°C is intended to kill
pathogens without de-naturing the remainder of the specimen - it is effective
without being counter-productive. The recommended temperatures and times will
have been established by past experimentation, and hopefully will not allow any
viable pathogens through the safety net - the cause, perhaps, of the papillomae
here mentioned. Polio specialist Albert Eugene Casey [American Journal of Clinical
Pathology obituary] is one of those who had helped to popularise 56 degrees, but it
had already been standardised in WW2 - see Simmonds and Gentzkow's (1944)
"Laboratory Methods of the United States Army" [Google books full text online].
Again, therefore, a citation of source would not go amiss. A chorioepithelioma is
a full-blown cancer of the uterus [Wikipedia briefing] (but can occur in males as well):
it first became the focus of intense research interest in the very early 1950s.
ASIDE - CHORIOEPITHELIOMA RESEARCH: Chorioepitheliomas had
been reported in the literature since the beginning of the century, but research
seems to have "taken off" after the claim in De Ruyck/Ruyk (1951 [Isolation of a
filtrable virus in a hydatiform mole in the process of transformation into a chorio-epithelioma - PubMed
(nih.gov)]) that that cancer might well be virus-transmissible. Most publications

during the 1950s were by European teams (on both sides of the Iron Curtain). The
following American cancer researchers are recorded in PubMed as having worked
from time to time with chorioepitheliomas (in alphabetical order; we have again
included the titles to indicate the underlying line of thinking): [Clayton T.]
Beacham, et al. (1955 [Nitrogen mustard and x-ray in the treatment of pulmonary metastases
from chorio-carcinoma - PubMed (nih.gov)]); [Roy] Hertz [2002 obituary] (1959
[Choriocarcinoma of women maintained in serial passage in hamster and rat - PubMed (nih.gov)]).

One of the cancerous hamsters was isolated for special
treatment including an extract from his own tumors. The method
of Helen King and her group in Philadelphia was followed Я. The
hamster had been previously treated for cancer regression, a
subject which will be discussed in Chapter Nine. With this
extract in the hamster, to date it seems that this animal will
not produce new malignancies. This is referred to here because
of a discussion, later in the paper, on the use of vaccines in
cancer prevention.
ASIDE: Again it is common practice to use test animals to establish whether a
potential vaccine protects against subsequent live infection (the practice is
described in detail in the entry for Bernice Eddy, if interested). The "Helen King"
in question is Helen Dean King [see own entry], lead researcher at Philadelphia's
Wistar Institute [see own entry] between 1908 and her retirement in 1950. The
sentence which ends "... in Chapter Nine" follows acceptable practice for
textbooks and dissertations, but not for shorter journal submissions; or, to put it
another way, this draft is accordingly NOT of an academic paper, but rather of
something larger. The Bibliography (see below) offers a choice of two references

for King's work (and there are several to choose from), so it is careless not to have
included at least one citation at the point indicated.

Group II
This group consisted of 20 R-III pure strain white mice.
Ten were test and ten were control. The animals were all of
the same age. The mice were treated with carcinogens in the
manner previously described. In the test group seven mice
evidenced malignant tumors. None of the control group exhibited
malignancies Я.
ASIDE: R-III was a standardised inbreed of mice, especially developed for
laboratory use. Sarkar, et al. (2004 [full text online]) explain that the particular value
of this strain to researchers interested in the viral transmission of cancer lies in the
fact that mothers conveniently "shed" large amounts of Murine Mammary
Tumour Virus (MMTV) [Wikipedia briefing] into their milk. John J. Bittner and
Leon Dmochowski, two of the researchers named in the Bibliography below,
were specialists with this form of cancer transmission (MMTV was, for instance,
sometimes called "Bittner's milk agent"), and so the missing citation might be to
their work. PubMed only indexes <R-III> mice to the period 1956-1978 (all later
hits being from similar abbreviations used in cardiology, psychometrics, and
genetics). Other databases, however, show that Dmochowski (1945 [full text online])
had been working with them for a decade or so, meaning that we can reasonably
date the cited findings to the period 1945-1955.

As with the hamsters, extracts made from the malignant
tissue and injected into other animals was able to affect new
malignancies. If the extracts were treated with heat at 56°C
for one hour, and then injected into animals, malignancies failed
to appear Я.
ASIDE: Here we have a syntax error for "extracts ... were", followed by a largely
unnecessary second sentence, this point having already been made above. A
citation would help explain whether the author was at this juncture reporting his
own work or stating precedent.

In both the mice and hamsters to malignancies which appeared
after injections of tissue extract appeared to be the same as the
original malignancies. This would seem a clear indication of the
Koch Postulate had^ been proved.
ASIDE: This is a poorly handled paragraph. Koch's Postulates - in the plural!
- date from an 1890 review paper by pioneer bacteriologist Robert Koch [see own
entry]. They comprise four progressively applied tests of when you can be certain
that a particular microorganism "causes" a particular disease. The individual tests
are: (1) that the suspected culprit germ (and no other) must routinely be seen in
the disease's vicinity, (2) that the germ should be extractable and purifiable in
culture, (3) that the culture should be able to reinfect a healthy patient down the
line, and (4) that the germ then extracted from patient #2 should be demonstrably
the same as the one which originally came out of patient #1. Our unknown author
seems to be referring to Koch's third postulate. The "to" we guess should be "too".
The "of ... had" is simply ungrammatical.

It was noted in the tests that the application of carcinogens
does NOT always produce a malignancy. Hence, Cowdry's "final
common path" seems at work Я. Thus the term "carcinogen" has
reservations. It is to be noted that methylcholanthrene failed
to give a 100% result. Of course it could be argued that there
may have been a conflict since two other items were used in the
carcinogenesis.

ASIDE: Our unknown author loses it at this stage, introducing new concepts
without clear explanation. The Cowdry referred to is Edmund Cowdry [see own
entry], and the term "final common path" comes from Cowdry (1945 [full text online]),
wherein the observation is made that a given type of cancer can be triggered in
many ways only to end up following a single fatal trajectory. Methylcholanthrene
[Wikipedia chemistry] is even more significant, for it is a very dangerous "one-dose"
carcinogen, and Cowdry and his team had used it intensively at Washington
University in St. LouisMO since the mid-1930s. Put bluntly, they "painted" it onto
laboratory animals and the cancers came out within days! Paletta and Cowdry
(1942 [full text online]) is the first of Cowdry's nine PubMed entries on the topic
1942-1955.

Suffice it to say: as with Gregory's work, so here, the
Koch Postulate seems fulfilled. Cancer seems caused by a virus."
ASIDE: Postulates in the plural please. More on Gregory shortly.

SHEET #1 TEXT ENDS
Here is a summary of the points arising from Sheet #1 ...
Dateable Content

Helen King (until retirement in 1950)

NB: End-dates capped at 1966, the
last full year before the 1967
discovery of the material.

R-111 mice (1945-1966)
Cowdry's Final Common Path (1945-1955)
Methylcholanthrene (1935-1955)

Technicalities Well Handled

R-III mice
NB: We are not giving praise here. We spent twenty years marking undergraduate
essays, and the point about <well handled fragments in a weaker whole> is that they
have probably been plagiarised from somewhere (which is why it would have
been nice to have a citation back in the R-III paragraph).

Technicalities Poorly Handled

Koch's Postulates - schoolboy mistake not using the plural, indicating an author out
of their comfort zone, perhaps.
Cowdry's "final common path" - relevance not explained.

WHO? WHY? WHEN?
These are random observations,
and the threads will be drawn
together at the end of the entry.

Ferrie had a B.A. in Philosophy, vintage 1941, and a 1954-1957?/1959?sources differ
University of Bari Ph.D. in psychology, perhaps obtained under a yet-to-be-explored
franchise arrangement, and supported by a dissertation entitled "The Psychology of
Vision - the Use of Hypnotherapy in Retinitis" [not available online]. He also had
experience (a) supporting neurophysiological research with monkeys by Tulane
University's Robert G. Heath [check him out], and (b) summarising autopsy reports for
Guy Banister's [ditto] famous detective agency. Ferrie also had a Tulane Medical
School library card, and was repeatedly placed on campus by witness affidavits
obtained during Jim Garrison's investigations. This card may have been issued to
support his work with Heath, and/or coincide with his first foray into laboratory
animal handling, that is to say, at 209 Vinet Street, New Orleans, in around 1958
[according to one of Garrison's witnesses, the place smelled so badly that a visit there would quickly clear
your sinuses - Ed.].

ACADEMIC TEXT, SHEET 2 OF 2:
AGAIN THE TEXT BEGINS HALF-WAY THROUGH A SENTENCE
"often ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ performing hyophysectomies, adrenalectomies, prostectomies, castrations, and the
like. A desperate and not too desirable form of therapy.

ASIDE: We have flagged two spellings in this half-paragraph, one wrong, the
other merely odd, in that order. For hyophysectomy read hypophysectomy, the
surgical removal of the pituitary gland [Wikipedia briefing]. There are no valid uses
of hyophysectomy in the literature. For prostectomy read prostatectomy for
modern preference, the surgical removal of the prostate gland [Wikipedia briefing].
There are occasional uses of prostectomy in the literature as a truncated form of
prostatectomy.

Mercaptopterin
The author has not worked with this drug. However,
there are several encouraging reports circulating which suggest
that it may become a powerful therapy against cancer ЯЯЯ.
ASIDE: Mercaptopterin [no convenient briefing] is a rarely used experimental
carcinogen, closely related to the far more intensively used Mercaptopurine
[Wikipedia chemistry].

Aminopterin
This is a successful drug in causing malignant tumor regression ЯЯЯ.
But its continued use causes death from avitaminosis as aminopterin
prevents formation of folic acid. Tumor growth needs folic acid.
But so do the patients Я.
ASIDE: Apart from the missing citations, this paragraph is well constructed. The
folic acid antagonist Aminopterin [Wikipedia chemistry] first appears on PubMed in
1948, and specifically as a treatment for childhood leukaemia in 1949. However,
it could cause serious and unpredictable side effects - see Dacie, et al. (1950 [full
text online]) for an early commentary. Aminopterin was then very heavily researched
in both humans and animal models during the next couple of years. It was
marketed by Lederle Laboratories [see own entry] 1953-1964 and then abruptly
phased out as overly hazardous. A more manageable 1956 derivative of
Aminopterin named Methotrexate [Wikipedia chemistry] will go on to become a
major chemotherapeutic for human breast and other cancers.

Antivin
Antivin is an antibiotic, developed by a mold by Dr. John
E. Gregory. This author has had the happy opportunity of using
it with small laboratory animals with happy results ЯЯЯ. Of course
the therapy needs to be controlled. This will be discussed in
the next section. Dr. Gregory has used Antivin on many of his
patients with altogether satisfactory result ЯЯЯ. Antivin has
not as yet been released for general trial, however.
Dr. Gregory is available to come to any part of the country
to demonstrate Antivin. From this writer's experience, to invite
Dr. Gregory to demonstrate the antibiotic is well worth its while.
CAUTION: Do not confuse Antivin (a) with the cellular growth factor of the same
name discovered in 1991 [Wikipedia briefing], or (b) with the protein Activin
discovered in 1986 [Wikipedia briefing].
ASIDE: This is the "John E. Gregory, M.D., of Pasadena" [see own entry
ESSENTIAL] who was severely censured by the Cancer Commission of the
California Medical Association in April 1954 for professional misconduct in the
marketing of Gregomycin. Antivin first appears in PubMed only in 1999, and then
in an entirely different context. We presume therefore that Gregory's Antivin never
made it to the publication stage, and accordingly we give it a floruit of 1950-1954.
Formal scientific papers do not normally use titles such as Doctor and Professor.

Antivin has limitations, rapid tumor regression produces
phosphates which tend to elevate the non-protein nitrogen in the
blood and lower the blood calcium level ЯЯЯ. However, these items

and theassociated albuminuria can be easily handled by employing
frequent laboratory tests, controlling dosage and regulating
liquid and solid intake Я.
ASIDE: What this paragraph has to say about the effects of rapid tumour
regression is entirely valid. It is indeed the case that the clearance of waste
products after cell death can rapidly overload the systems involved - not least your
liver and your kidneys. Phosphates are nothing short of life-essential [Wikipedia
chemistry]. The term "non-protein nitrogen" refers primarily to urea, and is thus a
measure of kidney function. "Albuminuria" is an unhealthy leakage of serum
protein through the kidneys into the urine. Some of the complexities are outlined
in Fenninger, et al. (1953 [full text online]), if interested. For "items" perhaps
"levels" would have been better.

Magnesium Tracinate
Following Gregory, the author wishes to present an interesting
experiment which is well worth the time and trouble of the interested researcher. This is another antibiotic, which Gregory has
now used on human patients with excellent results ЯЯЯ. The following
is the process for manufacturing it.
(1) Obtain Bacillus Subtilis, Tracy I and grow over
high protein agar.
(2) Catch up the culture in solution and heat at 58°C
for an hour.
(3) Filter thru a number 11 Berkfeld filter for a
cell-free filtrate.
(4) Combine 100cc of the filtrate with 100cc of
Magnesium Sulphate
(5) Place in electrophoresis for recovery.
(6) Wash out the magnesium hydroxide.
(7) Catch up the crystals in normal saline. 1500 mg
to 50cc saline.
ASIDE: The introductory paragraph is weak for the reasons highlighted, but the
indented detail is indeed interesting. Agar is the gelatin growth medium used in
Petri dishes [Wikipedia briefing] - an entry-level workbench skill for researching
bacteria. A Berkefeld filter [Wikipedia briefing] is a slug of fine-pored unglazed
ceramic through which liquid samples can be vacuum filtered; it was advanced
laboratory equipment for researching viruses. The electronically browsable
literature makes no mention of a Number 11 Berkefeld, recording only types V,
N, and W. Electrophoresis is a method of separating molecules of different sizes
from a mixture by their differential electrostatic fingerprints [Wikipedia briefing].
There was indeed a Tracy strain of Bacillus subtilis, and its metabolites had
already been thoroughly examined since 1945 as an antifungal agent, under the
name Bacitracin [a contraction of bacillus + Tracy; Wikipedia briefing] - see Johnson, et al.
(1945 [full text online]). The history of B. subtilis in general, and the Tracy I strain in
particular, is set out in Moore and Wooldridge (1950 [full text online]), if interested.
OPINION: Items (1) through (7) make excellent science, and stand head
and shoulders above the rest of the text for their precision. The phrase
<catch up> perfectly describes what it describes, but has to be regarded as
entirely idiosyncratic to the unknown source because it has zero hits in a
microbiological context on either Google Scholar or PubMed. The
described method for Tracinate closely matches that for John E. Gregory's
Gregomycin as set down in his 1954 malpractice judgement from the
Cancer Commission of the California Medical Association. The
magnesium sulphate - electrophoresis method seems to have been of
Gregory's own devising, and is summarised in Reilly (1953 [full text online],
p822), if interested. We would love to know how our unknown author
came to learn of it!

Another B. subtilis derivative doing the rounds at the time was called Subtilin [no
convenient briefing, but well introduced in the Salle and Jann paper below, which see], and its
germicidal properties are discussed fully 86 times on PubMed papers 1945-1955.
The University of California at Los Angeles seem to have been in the thick of it,
with Salle and Jann (1946 [full text online]) being one of a dozen or so reports from
that university's laboratories.
WHITE FLAG ☺: Having spent some days browsing the aforementioned
John E. Gregory's interest in the benefits of B. subtilis extracts, the present
author can only marvel at the coincidence that John Gregory's fellow
Californian Gregory Jann [University of California obituary] was doing more or
less identical work in more or less the same place at more or less the same
time!

In treating laboratory mice, begin with 5mgms daily and"

ENDS MID-SENTENCE - NO CONTINUATION SHEET
Here is a summary of the points arising from Sheet #2 ...
Dateable Content

John E. Gregory (1945-1954 fall from grace)

NB: End-dates capped at 1966, the
last full year before the 1967
discovery of the material.

Antivin (possible snake oil 1950-1954)

Technicalities Well Handled

Aminopterin

Magnesium Tracinate (1945-1954)

Magnesium Tracinate
Technicalities Poorly Handled

Mercaptopterin (lacks detail)
Antivin (discredited product)

WHO? WHY? WHEN

Sheet #2 raises a number of interesting dating constraints in the general context that
many laboratories were suddenly freed from WW2 contracts in 1945, and went
searching for more peaceful projects such as the search for a cure for cancer. Thus
Mercaptopterin, Aminopterin, Bacitracin, Subtilin, and the ill-fated Antivin were just
a few of the potions which were toyed with over the ensuing decade.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, SHEETS #1 AND #2 OF 2:
We turn now to the two-sheet Bibliography ...
ASIDE: A bibliography is a set of recommended readings at the end of a general purpose teaching textbook.
It is NOT an exhaustively precise listing of where to find supporting material for the facts cited in the body of
a journal article. Those would be your "references", and will normally be headed as "References", not
"Bibliography". They are important for the simple reason that students only qualify as scientists (a) when
they know how to read other scientists' references, and (b) when they know how to write their own. The
Internet is awash with advice to the planet's undergraduates on how to do this - see example (University of
Sheffield). We shall be returning to the issue of reference lists in the entry for Fox and Nelson (1949).

Ferrie's treatise bibliography consists of 23 entries, acceptably aligned and abbreviated, and in perfect
alphabetical order. However because some papers have more than one author, and because some
authors write more than one paper (Gregory's listing, for example, references four papers), these 23
entries actually involve 33 authors (one of them a charitable society rather than an individual), only
three of whom are explicitly named in the preceding text (Cowdry, Gregory, and King). The other 30
authors are totally appropriate topic-wise, but are uncited in the text. We have right-sided a few words
of background against each entry.
THE EXHIBIT BEGINS

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Allen, E.

Estrogenic Hormones in genesis of cancer,
Endocrinology 30, 942-952
ASIDE: This paper does not list on PubMed, but, by its numbers, can only be a
1942 work by Yale University physiologist Edgar Allen [Wikipedia biography], an
acclaimed pioneer in the study of oestrogen physiology, who published intensively
on that subject 1928-1943. The 1942 paper is cited often enough by subsequent
researchers for us to be confident of its existence, and yet at time of writing
[=November 2020], the Endocrinology website lists no such pages for volume 30.
Professor Allen died 1943 on WW2 service with the Coast Guard, so the paper's
inclusion in the present text seems to be for historical context rather than recent
discovery.
ASIDE - OESTROGENS IN CANCER RESEARCH: The following cancer
researchers are recorded in PubMed as having worked from time to time with
oestrogens (in alphabetical order): R. L. Bacon [(fl. 1945-1955) no convenient biography]
- including oestrogens in hamster carcinogenesis (publishing mainly with Hadley
Kirkman, as next but one) at Stanford University School of Medicine, grantfunded by the American Cancer Society (ACS) 1947-1952; Jacob Furth [(fl. 19261979) see own entry Sheet #2 this Bibliography!!] - a world-renowned endocrinologist who
was passaging leukaemia extracts in animal models as early as 1931 at the
University of Pennsylvania; Hadley Kirkman [(fl. 1945-1960) Prabook biography and
Stanford Historical Society photo] - including oestrogens in hamster carcinogenesis
(publishing frequently with R. L. Bacon, as above) at Stanford University School
of Medicine, grant-funded by the ACS 1947-1952; Leonhard Korngold [(fl. 19511982) no convenient biography but some 2010 obituaries are out there] - the biochemistry of
passaging human tumour tissues in hamsters, rats, and in ovo at the SloanKettering Institute for Cancer Research, NYC; Otto F. E. Mühlbock [(fl. 1934-1978)
1979 obituary] - oestrogens in murine carcinogenesis at the Netherlands Cancer
Institute; Warren Otto Nelson [(fl. 1929-1964) 1964 obituary] - senior endocrinologist
at the State University of Iowa; Albert Segaloff [(fl. 1945-1985) no convenient biography
but some coverage in Ventura (2007)] - senior cancer endocrinologist at the Alton
Ochsner Medical Foundation, New Orleans, (where he remained, despite
corporate re-namings, through to the 1980s; E. Vazquez-Lopez [(fl. 1942-1953) no
convenient biography] - oestrogens in murine carcinogenesis at the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund, Mill Hill, London.

Amer. Cancer Soc.Facts & Figures on Cancer, 1949, 1952
ASIDE: The American Cancer Society [see own entry] described this resource in a
2008 press release as follows: "Since 1952, when the first edition of Cancer Facts
& Figures consisted of four typewritten pages, the American Cancer Society's
annual estimate of new cancer cases and deaths has become a critical tool for
scientists, public health experts, and policymakers in assessing the current burden
of cancer." We got no hits when browsing 1949, and so presume either that the
second date was intended to replace the first, or - more probably perhaps - that the
1949 refers to an informal conference handout of some sort. It may or may not be
relevant that New Orleans' celebrity physician Alton Ochsner [check him out] was
the society's president 1949-1950, and for a time sat on its management board
alongside OSS spymaster William ["Wild Bill"] Donovan [ditto].

Bittner, J. J.

Further Studies in Active Milk in Breast Cancer
Production in Mice, Proc. Soc. Exper. Biol. & Med.
45:605 1940
Breast Cancer in Mice as Influenced by Nursing,
Journ. Natl. Cancer Institute 1:155, 1940
Mammary Cancer in Fostered and Unfostered C3H
Breeding Females and their Hybrids, Cancer
Research 2:710, 1942

ASIDE: All three papers are by the University of Minnesota's murine cancer goto man John Joseph Bittner [Wikipedia biography], floruit 1936-1961, and are not in
the least bit suspicious. Check them out as follows: here (paywalled), here, and
here. It is nevertheless somewhat strange that Bittner's "active milk" ["active" in the
sense of cancer-transmitting - Ed.] work would become widely relied upon later in the
1940s by the definitely suspicious John E. Gregory - see 12 entries below; in fact,
Bittner himself agreed it was strange in his testimony to the Cancer Commission
of the California Medical Association in its 1954 malpractice case against Gregory
- check it out at Green, et 9 al. (1954 [full text online], p334).

Borrel. A

Parastic Theories of Cancer, Annal Pasteur
Institute, 15, 49-67 1901
ASIDE: This is an early work from the Annales de L'Institut Pasteur entitled "Les
théories parasitaires de cancer" [full text online]. The author, Amédée Borrel
[Wikipedia biography], was the first significant promoter of the viral theory of cancer,
and so this paper has quite correctly been included to recognise academic
precedent. The parastic-parasitic typo is commonplace online, but the original
French title makes it perfectly clear which one is correct.

Bostick, W. L.

Status of Search for a Virus in Hodgkin's Disease
Annals N. Y. Acad. Science, 54, 1162-1176 1952
ASIDE: This is the California College of Medicine's Warren J. Bostick's
[University biography] (1952) paper "The status of the search for a virus in
Hodgkin's disease" [full text online (paywalled)]. PubMed lists 41 publications to this
author 1945-1982, many of the early ones concerned with Hodgkin's - see, for
example, his (1954) "The viral concept of cancer" [full text online (paywalled)],
giving details of how to passage Hodgkin's in ovo.

Claude, A.
Porter, K., and
Pickels, E.

Electron Microscopy Study of Chicken Tumor Cells,
Cancer Research, 7:421-430 1947
ASIDE: This is Albert Claude [Wikipedia biography], Keith Roberts Porter
[Wikipedia biography], and Edward Greydon Pickels' [Wikipedia briefing] (1947)
"Electron microscope study of chicken tumor cells" [full text online]. Claude was
a highly respected Belgian-American oncologist headhunted by the Rockefeller
Institute in 1930, and there confirming the status of the Rous Sarcoma Virus [see
below] as the carcinogenic agent Rous had claimed it to be. He was awarded a Nobel
Prize in 1974. Porter was a slightly younger cell biologist, well-skilled in electron
microscopy, and another Rockefeller man. Pickels was an "ultra-centrifuge"
expert who saw to it that the Rockefeller's Thomas Rivers [see own entry] and
Joseph Smadell [ditto] worked with the best technology available.

Comam, D. R.

Decreased Mutual Adhesiveness ... in carcinomas
Cancer Research, 4, 625-629
ASIDE: This is a 1944 paper by the University of Pennsylvania's Dale Rex
Coman's [no convenient biography] entitled "Decreased mutual adhesiveness: A
property of cells from squamous cell carcinomas" [full text online]. Coman was a
research oncologist who specialised in the "invasiveness" of metastasising
cancers. PubMed credits him with 33 publications 1941-1991, and he had
published on "transplantable" tumours in mice in 1950.

Conklin, E. G.

Cellular Differentiation in Cowdry's General
Cytology U. of Chicago Press
ASIDE: This is Princeton University's Edwin Grant Conklin's [Wikipedia
biography] entry in a 1924 collection of papers [Amazon (Kindle reprint)] edited by
Edmund Cowdry [see next entry]. Conklin was a long-retired marine biologist, who

had died in 1952, aged 88 years, and so his inclusion in the list is presumably as a
classic text on cell physiology.

Cowdry, E. V.

Cancer Cells, Saunders, Philadelphia, 1955
ASIDE: This is Edmund Vincent Cowdry's [see own entry] (1955) book "Cancer
Cells" [Amazon (rare)]. Cowdry was the Washington University in St. Louis' cancer
specialist 1941-1955, and has already been flagged toward the end of Sheet #1
above for the phrase "final common path".

De Ruyck, R.

Isolation of a Filterable Virus in a Hydatiform
Mole transforming into a Chorioepithelioma,
Extracts Cancer Bulletin, Paris, 39:52-71,
38:252-266, 1951.
ASIDE: [Read firstly the aside on chorioepitheliomas above IMPORTANT.] Here we have a
reference to a quite obscure 1951 paper in French by R. de Ruyck [sometimes
Ruyk!!; no convenient biography; thin on publications] originally entitled "Isolement d'un
virus filtrable dans une môle hydatiforme en voie de transformation
chorioépithéliomateuse" [not available online, and only occasional secondary mention].
Hydatiform moles are frighteningly large and potentially precancerous uterine
growths [Wikipedia briefing]. A chorioepithelioma is a full-blown cancer of the uterus
[Wikipedia briefing]. In a 1965 Rockefeller Institute report, Elizabeth Koenig [Google
Books full text online] lists a number of conference abstracts which have not, in 2020,
made it into PubMed or other online medical archives. De Ruyck/Ruyk is
mentioned as having presented further findings at the September 1953 Sixth
International Congress of Microbiology in Rome, and seems to have been a
student of Oberling in Paris. Park (1967 [full text online]) will later remark that De
Ruyck/Ruyk's notion of a virus being responsible for these growths "remains
tantalisingly unconfirmed" (p8).

Dmochowski, L.
and Orr, J. W.

Induction of breast cancer by estrogens and
methylcholanthrene in high and low breast cancer
strain mice. British Journal Cancer, 3, 376-394,
1949
ASIDE: This is Dmochowski and Orr (1949 [full text online]). The University of
Texas's Leon Dmochowski [see own entry] has already been mentioned above in the
indent concerning R-III mice. He had been a high-flying cancer researcher in the
U.K. 1938-1950, but was headhunted to the U.S. following a lecture tour of
American universities in 1951. John Washington Orr [no convenient biography]
floruit at a number of British universities during the 1940s and 1950s, specialising
in the chemical induction of cancers in mice. It might be worth noting that one of
the go-to men for methylcholanthrene induction was the above-mentioned
Edmund Cowdry.

Dmochowski, L.
and Pssey, R.

Attempts at Tumor Virus Isolation, Annals N. Y.
Acad. Science, 54,1035-1066 1952
ASIDE: This is Dmochowski and Passey (1952 [full text online (paywalled)]).
Richard Douglas Passey [no convenient biography but several indicative writings online] was
professor of pathology and cancer research at Leeds University, floruit 1947-1972.

Fox, J. D. and
Nelson, C.

Virus-like bodies in human breast cancer, Med.
Arts & Sciences 3,2 1949
ASIDE: This is Fox and Nelson (1949 [unavailable online]). The first author is Jean
DeWitt Fox [see own entry ESSENTIAL], who, in addition to the electron microscopy
of cancer viruses, was fully aware of the work of John E. Gregory, and - as Editor
of Life and Health magazine - occasional commissioner of popular medicine
articles by the aforementioned Alton Ochsner. Fox's co-author on this occasion
was the College of Medical Evangelists' [now Loma Linda University] Clarence E.

Nelson [no convenient biography], and a quick look at Nelson (1948 [full text online VERY
THOROUGH]) will give a flavour of his specialist knowledge of gastric cancers.
The 2 is probably the April issue within Volume 3, because other citations give
the page numbering as 46-50. The first three volumes of the journal Medical Arts
and Sciences were not available to PubMed at time of writing [=November 2020] and
1949's issues 2-4 are irritatingly missing from Loma Linda University's 1947-1949
collection. We find it slightly incestuous that Medical Arts and Sciences was
funded by Review and Herald Publishing [Wikipedia briefing] via Life and Health,
all three being in-house publications of the Seventh-Day Adventist church. The
journal was too in-house to be counted as mainstream science. It may or may
not be relevant (a) that the third advertiser in the first issue (April 1947 [full text
online]) was our old friend Cutter Laboratories [see own entry], or (b) that the
journal's house standard for references sections was - idiosyncratically - to head
them "BIBLIOGRAPHY".

BIBLIOGRAPHY SHEET #1 ENDS
BIBLIOGRAPHY, SHEET #2 OF 2:
SHEET #2 BEGINS WITH A "FOLDED-MASTER" PHOTOCOPIER PROBLEM
Furth, J. and
Boon, M.

^^^^^^???????????????????? with x-rays. Cancer
Research 7:241-245 1947
ASIDE: Referring to the Journal using the numeric details given, this turns out to
be Jacob Furth [National Academy of Sciences obituary ONE HELL OF A GUY] and M. C.
Boon's (1947) "Induction of ovarian tumours in mice by x-rays" [full text online].
Furth had been at the Veterans Hospital, Dallas, when the paper was written, but
had moved on to Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1949. Boon was a Cornell
University pathologist. Again it will be recalled that the Haslam book mentioned
at the outset is concerned throughout with a scientific project involving the xirradiation of small rodents. Oak Ridge were leading the field with such work from
the late 1940s.

Gregory, J. E.

Pathogenesis of Cancer, Pasadena, Freemont
Foundation, 1955. Microscope Findings and Malignant
Tissue, Exp Med. & Surg. 6:390-394, 1948 Virus
as a Cause of Human and Animal Malignancy, Sou. Med.
Journ. 43:124-128, 1950
Virus as the Cause of Cancer. Mich. State Med.
Journ. April, 1951
ASIDE: This is the John E. Gregory already discussed above. The "Pathogenesis
of Cancer and Applied Therapy (Third Edition)" is published by the (itself
suspicious) Fremont Foundation [Amazon (rare)]. The first two of the journal papers
are paywalled, but should be available to university libraries. His 1954 malpractice
report hinted that the editor of the Southern Medical perhaps over-promoted the
1950 paper - check it out at Green, et 9 al. (1954 [full text online], p329). It also
affiliates him with the College of Medical Evangelists and a number of other
institutions, although in some cases not for some years; other that that he was in
private practice. It may or may not be relevant that his writings are known on at
least one occasion to have included the phrase "Koch's postulate" in the singular
(Google Books, 12th November 2020). The 1951 paper can be browsed here, on
pages 391-397 of what is correctly the "Journal of the Michigan State Medical
Society". It addresses the general question whether Koch's Postulates apply to
viral carcinogenesis, mis-spells Berkefeld "Berkfeldt", cites Bittner, Brues, Fox,
and his own earlier work, and uses "B. subtilis Tracy I". Koenig (op. cit.) records
that he had also presented his ideas at the 1950 Fifth International Cancer
Congress, Paris. For its part, Fremont Foundation seem to have been set up just to
publish the 1955 edition of Pathogenesis, so it could well be that the publishers of
the earlier editions no longer wished to be associated with him.

Gross, L.

Is Leukemia Caused by a Transmissible Virus?

Blood, 9, 557-573
ASIDE: This is Gross (1954 [full text online (paywalled)]). After WW2, Ludwik
Gross [see own entry] was one of the first to breath new life into Borrel's and Rous'
viral theory of carconogenesis.

King, Helen

see Journ. Immunology 517-528, 1948; also
60:517-528 and 61:315-319, 1949
ASIDE: This is the Helen King mentioned in the main text. The three references
turn out to be only two, because pages 517-528 are duplicated. The numbers
successfully take you to Margaret Reed Lewis, Helen Dean King, and Paul
Myron Aptekman's (1948) "Further studies on oncolysis and tumour
immunity in rats" [full text online (paywalled)] and <same people different order 1-32> (1949) "Retarding action of adrenal gland on growth of sarcoma grafts in
rats" [full text online (paywalled)]. Lewis [Wikipedia biography] was a respected senior
researcher at the Wistar Institute in Philadelphia, with a specialism in animal
cancer research. Aptekman [no convenient biography] seems to have been her assisting
chemist [source].

Lisco, H.
Finkel, M.
Brues, A. M.

Radiology, 49, 361-363, 1947

ASIDE: This is Lisco, Finkel, and Brues (1947 [full text online (paywalled)]), and the
missing title is "Carcinogenic properties of radioactive fission products and
of plutonium". The authors (all of them fresh from the Manhattan Project) were
the Harvard Medical School's Hermann Lisco [no convenient biography] and the
Argonne National Laboratory's Miriam Posner Finkel [Wikipedia biography] and
Austin M. Brues [no convenient biography but much to reward the determined browser], all
specialists in radiation as a cause of cancer. Brues researched the effects of
radiation on mice, and did much of his post-WW2 work on the management board
of the Argonne National Laboratory [Wikipedia briefing].

Melnik, J., et al. Annals N. Y. Acad. Sc. 1952, 54 1214-1215
electron microscope studies
ASIDE: (Having struggled for an hour, this turns out to be Melnick, with a
"C"!) This is Melnick, et al., (1952 [full text online (paywalled)]), and the missing title
is "Electron microscopy of viruses of human papilloma [etc.]". Yale
University's Joseph L. Melnick [Wikipedia biography] scores an impressive 721
PubMed hits, and was a prolific researcher 1945-1955 (a) into human viruses, not
least poliomyelitis, (b) into animal viruses, and (c) into how best to passage
organisms back and forth between humans and animals. The page range is actually
1214-1225, and not as typed.

Oberling, C.
and Rappaport

Riddle of Cancer, Yale Press, New Haven. 1952
?????
ASIDE: This is "The Riddle of Cancer" [Amazon; this listing is for a 1944 edition, and
does not mention a second author]. It is one of the few works in English by the Collège
de France's cancer specialist Charles Oberling [Wikipedia biography]. There is a
five-keystroke illegible underneath the word "riddle" which could well be "2d ed",
there having indeed been a 1952 Second Edition. The most likely (un-initialled)
Rappaport to have assisted the updating for a Second Edition would be the
University of Chicago's Henry Rappaport [L.A. Times obituary].

Rous, P.

Transmission of avian neoplasm, Journ. Exper.
Med. 2, 696-705, 1910
Transmission of malignancy through cell-free
filtrate. J.E.M. 56,198, 1911

Breast Cause of Cancer J.A.M.A. 122,573-581,
1943
ASIDE: This is the highly respected Rockefeller Institute virologist Francis
Peyton Rous [see own entry], whose pre-WW1 work on Rous Sarcoma Virus places
him second only to Borrel (above) in the history of viral carcinogenesis. The first
two papers are classics of this branch of medicine, and can be browsed here and
here (1972 republication). The third, properly entitled "The nearer causes of
cancer" is here (JAMA paywalled); the mis-spell is clear and unexplained. After
WW2 he did a lot of research into the carcinogenic effects of Methylcholanthrene.

Warburg, O.

Metabolism of Tumors, Constable, London, 1930
ASIDE: This is the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute's Otto H. Warburg's [Wikipedia
biography] 1930 classic text, coincidentally only recently updated for Kindle
[Amazon]. It is fully appropriate for it to have been included as an historical marker
in a long manuscript, but it would sit somewhat curiously in a journal article. It
would have been a necessary volume on the shelves of Tulane Medical School;
indeed the Kindle editor describes it as a "seminal book" for the entire cancer
research industry! Warburg spent a short time at the University of Chicago's
Woods' Hole field station in the late 1940s.

Warren Shields,

Neoplasms in Anderson's Pathology, St. Louis,
Mosby 1953
ASIDE: This is the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's Shields Warren's
[Wikipedia biography] contribution to the 1953 edition of William Arnold Douglas
Anderson's [American Journal of Clinical Pathology obituary] "Pathology" [AbeBooks].
Warren was a very highly respected authority on radiation cancers, and worked
with the aforementioned Austin M. Brues on the effects of radioisotopes.

THE EXHIBIT ENDS
Table - Alphabetic Listing of the 33 Authors in Ferrie's Treatise, Stating Affiliation and Specialism
Author
Allen, E.
American Cancer
Society
Aptekman, Paul M.

Borrel, A.

Listed At
Entry #1
Entry #2
(two issues)
Entry #17
(Co-author on both
King papers, but not
mentioned by name)
Entry #3
(three papers)
Entry #14
(second author to
Furth)
Entry #4

Bostick, Warren L.

Entry #5

Brues, Austin M.

Entry #18
(third author to Lisco)
Entry #6
Entry #7
Entry #8
Entry #9
Entry #10
Entries #11/#12
Entry #18

Bittner, J. J.
Boon, M. C.

Claude, Albert
Coman, Dale R.
Conklin, Edwin G.
Cowdry, Edmund
De Ruyck/Ruyk, R.
Dmochowski, Leon
Finkel, Miriam P.

Affiliation; Research Interests
Yale University; oestrogenic endocrinology
Cancer charity and lobbying group; links to Alton Ochsner
Wistar Institute; chemist on the Lewis-King team

University of Minnesota; mammary cancer in mice; cited by John E.
Gregory
Cornell University; carcinogenesis by x-irradiation

Pasteur Institute (Paris); pioneer virologist, incl. Viral Theory of
Cancer
California College of Medicine; viral carcinogenesis, esp. of
Hodgkin's disease.
Argonne National Laboratory; radiation and cancer
Rockefeller Institute; electron microscopy and viral carcinogenesis
University of Pennsylvania; transmissible cancers
Princeton University (long retired); marine biologist
Washington University in St. Louis; cancer specialist
Pasteur Institute; chorioepithelioma and hydatiform moles
University of Texas; chemical carcinogenesis
Argonne National Laboratory; radiation and cancer

Fox, J. DeWitt

Furth, Jacob
Gregory, John E.

Gross, Ludwik
King, Helen D.
Lewis, Margaret R.

Lisco, Hermann
Melnick, Joseph L.
Nelson, Clarence E.

Oberling, Charles

Orr, J. W.

(second author
Lisco)
Entry #13

Entry #14
Entry #15
(Book
and
papers)
Entry #16

Rous,
Francis
Peyton
Warburg, Otto
Warren, Shields

Entry #23

Pickels, Edward G.

Porter, Keith R.

Rappaport, Henry

three

Entry #17
Entry #17
(Co-author on both
King papers, but not
mentioned by name)
Entry #18
Entry #19
Entry #13
(second author to
Fox)
Entry #20

Entry #11
(second author
Dmochowski)
Entry #12
(second author
Dmochowski)
Entry #6
(third author to
Claude)
Entry #6
(second author
Claude)
Entry #20
(second author
Oberling)
Entry #21
(three papers)
Entry #22

Passey, Richard D.

to
Editor, Life and Health; strong advocate of the John E. Gregory system
1947-1951; professional links to Alton Ochsner. See OUR VERDICT
below
Oak Ridge National Laboratory; radiation and cancer
College of Medical Evangelists (inter alia); viral carcinogenesis and
proprietary therapy regime in private practice. See OUR VERDICT
below
Bronx Veterans' Hospital; viral carcinogenesis, esp. of murine
leukaemia
Wistar Institute; animal studies of carcinogenesis
Wistar Institute; animal studies of carcinogenesis

Harvard Medical School; radiation and cancer
Yale University; fingers-in-many-pies viral oncologist
College of Medical Evangelists; cancer surgeon; collaborating author
with J. DeWitt Fox
Collège de France; pathologist

U.K. academic; carcinogenesis in mice
to
Leeds University; cancer specialist
to
High-spec laboratory equipment supplier to Rockefeller Institute.

Rockefeller Institute; electron microscopy and viral carcinogenesis
to
University of Chicago; collaborating author with Charles Oberling
to
Rockefeller Institute; pioneer virologist, incl. Viral Theory of Cancer;
Methylcholanthrene research; Nobel Prize
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, but with time at Woods' Hole; Nobel Prizewinning cancer specialist
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission; radiation and cancer

OUR VERDICT: All in all, we found the treatise NOT at all well written. It is, to be blunt, a bundle
of faux pas, perhaps at the level of a keen but inexperienced research assistant who had missed the
session on citations. And if we had been commenting on it as work-in-progress at a project tutorial,
say, we would have given it Grade D, firstly because the style is far too "chatty", and secondly
because the delivery is beset by missing citations and sloppy proof-reading. There is also the
"Chapter Nine Problem". The text claims to be part of a multi-chapter work, but the style is not
that of a textbook. Moreover there are far too few references in the Bibliography to support a
nine-chapter work. So a postgraduate thesis, potentially. Then there is the "California
Connection", by which we mean the unwarranted emphasis given to the work of John E. Gregory
and those who had been promoting it. Indeed such is the overlap of content at one point that we would
not be surprised if the four Gregory sources had been available to the treatise author as offprints at
time of typing! FURTHER READING: For the basics of the Garrison Investigation there is
actually no more concise introduction to the subject than Oliver Stone's (1991) movie "JFK" [Wikipedia
briefing] which with so many of the characters then still alive says as much as the libel laws allowed it

to. After that there is Joan Mellen's (2007) "A Farewell to Justice: Jim Garrison, JFK's
Assassination, and the Case that Should Have Changed History" [Amazon] and James DiEugenio's
(1992/2012) "Destiny Betrayed: JFK, Cuba, and the Garrison Case" [Amazon]. For more on the
animal house operation in New Orleans 1958-1964 see both Edward Haslam's (2007/2014) "Dr.
Mary's Monkey" [Amazon] and Judyth Vary Baker's (2015) "Ferrie" [Amazon].
Fildes, [Sir]1946 Paul Gordon: British physician turned bacteriologist [Sir]1946 Paul Fildes [Wikipedia
biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for having been on the medical staff at Portsmouth's
Haslar Hospital during WW1, therefore seeing just about every type of wound, infection, and disease
that the Western Front could inflict, (b) for having then trained himself up in bacteriology in the mid1930s, (c) for thereby being put in charge in 1940 of the biological warfare section of Porton Down
[see own entry], soon becoming the nation's expert on the weaponisation of anthrax, (d) for conducting
field research with anthrax delivery systems on a remote Scottish Island ...
ASIDE - GRUINARD ISLAND: See the inset in the entry for Porton Down.

... and (e) for reportedly providing at least one WW2 special ops team with a specially prepared
biological agent ...
ASIDE - REINHARD HEYDRICH: As anybody who has seen the movie "Operation: Daybreak" [IMDB entry]
will know, SS Obergruppenführer Reinhard Heydrich [Wikipedia biography] was assassinated 1942 by a Czech
special operations team. He was not killed outright, but hit by shrapnel from a grenade, dying eight days later
from "sepsis". Fildes is rumoured to have dosed said grenade with botulism toxin, thus injecting the target with
each fragment of shrapnel.

Fleming, [Sir]1944 Alexander: [Read firstly the entry for [Sir]1906 Almroth Wright.] British physician-bacteriologist and
Nobel laureate1945 [Sir]1944 Alexander Fleming [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context
(a) for graduating from St. Mary's Hospital Medical School, London, in 1906, (b) for joining their
research department in 1908, where he worked to Wright until the outbreak of war in 1914, (c) for
following Wright into the RAMC in 1914, soon finding himself based at the No. 13 General Hospital
in Boulogne-sur-Mer ...
CAMEO - FLEMING, THE CASINO, AND BATTLEFIELD TRAUMA: The BEF's principal infectious
diseases laboratory was administratively part of No. 13 General Hospital, housed for the duration in the
Boulogne Casino [Wikipedia briefing]. The Casino laboratory was headed by Wright and liaised closely with
Colonel David Harvey's [see own entry] Army Vaccine Department at the Royal Army Medical College,
Millbank, London. Altogether there were eventually 97 bacteriologists available to the BEF on the Western
Front, although the majority were attached to the 15 mobile laboratories closer to the action (Macpherson,
1923). As far as we have been able to establish, the "big six" of the BEF's hospitals in France consisted of four
isolation hospitals administered by William Leishman [see own entry] and dealing with enteric fevers [=Typhoid
and Paratyphoid], a very large (some 600 acres!) cluster of pre-repatriation hospitals at Étaples - notably No. 24
General and (specialist virology) No. 20 General- and a specialist wound sepsis hospital - No. 13 - at
Boulogne. Fleming was accordingly at the very leading edge of wound infection practice in these years.
Typically, the cases in question would have been suffering from deep infections resulting from debris carried
into their wounds by the penetrating missile, and therefore difficult to treat with superficial disinfecting agents.

... (d) for returning to St. Mary's after the war, and there, in 1921, discovering that a substance in nasal
mucus - now known to be Lysozyme [Wikipedia briefing] - possessed a significant bactericidal effect, and
(e) for making the chance observation 3rd September 1928 [see COVID Timeline that date] which led to the
development of the antibiotic Penicillin [Wikipedia briefing]. FURTHER READING: For Fleming's own
account of Lysozyme see Fleming (1932 [full text online VERY RELEVANT TO COVID-19 PROPHYLAXIS]). For
more on the set-up at St, Mary's, both before and after the war, see Hare (1983 [full text online
RECOMMENDED]).
Flexner, Simon: American physician-researcher Simon Flexner [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context (a) for an early academic career at Johns Hopkins University Medical School 1890-

1901, (b) for being head-hunted 1901 to be first head of research of the Rockefeller Institute, and
for holding said post until retiring in 1935, contributing personally to field research into the nature of
the immune system's response to pathogens such as polio.
Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO): Established 16th October 1945 as an agency of the United
Nations, the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) [Wikipedia briefing] has spent the intervening 75
years directing international efforts to defeat hunger and improve food security worldwide. It was
partly modelled on the post-WW1 American Relief Administration (ARA) [Wikipedia briefing], It created
an Animal Health Subcommittee in 1947 to oversee the role veterinary vaccines might play in meeting
its broader objectives. This included an early rinderpest vaccination programme in Civil War China
and at-risk African states, fielding the latest derivatives of Junji Nakamura's [see own entry] III Strain.
More than 60 years later, in 2010, it had the satisfaction of declaring the planet free (barring lab
accident one day) of the disease. FURTHER READING: For much more of the detail see Amanda
Kay McVety's (2018) book "The Rinderpest Campaigns" [Amazon].
Fort DetrickMD: Established in 1931 as an airfield but then gradually expanded to host the U.S. Army
Biological Warfare Laboratories (USBWL) [Wikipedia briefing], Fort DetrickMD [Wikipedia briefing] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for having been the centre of the United States'
CBW(Biological) warfare effort since (official date) 1943 ...
ASIDE - BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION: America had already been the innocent victim of two of history's
earliest deliberate biological warfare attacks, the first by the British using smallpox against the Pontiac Indians
in 1763, and the second by the Germans using anthrax and glanders against neutral American livestock
exporters in 1916, thus ...
CAMEO - THE AMHERST BIO-ATTACK, 1763: See the entry for 29th June 1763.
CAMEO - THE DILGER BIO-ATTACK, 1916: Now classified as "biological sabotage" rather than
as a full bio-attack, this was an attempt by Germany to sabotage the trans-Atlantic trade in horses and
cattle to the French and British Armies. At the direction of German sabotage chief Rudolph Nadolny
[Wikipedia biography], the bugs were cultured by German-American agent Anton Casimir Dilger [Wikipedia
biography] on his farm in Chevy Chase, and administered in sugar cubes or feedstuff to animals destined
for Europe. No outbreaks seem to have been forthcoming, however, so it was not an auspicious start.
ASIDE/RECOMMENDED READING: Prior to 1943 the Pentagon's chief concern was with chemical
attack, and this research effort had been centred since 1917 at the Edgewood Arsenal [see own entry]. The
biological effort seems to have been spun off in the early-1930s following work in France under Auguste
Trillat [see own entry] and in Japan under Shiro Ishii [see the entry for Unit 731]. Probably the best free introduction
to the topic is Graham Templeton's (2017) documentary "The Red Line" - YouTube it now. Spiers (2010
[Amazon]) is richly detailed, but more expensive. Rosebury (1949 [Amazon]) is dated, but a classic by one of the
first scientists to work at Detrick.

and (b) for generally following the same research priorities as the Japanese Army's CBW specialists
mentioned above, namely firstly to isolate and study naturally occurring agents, secondly to defend
against them, and thirdly to weaponise those with the greatest military promise (that is to say, deadly
to them, but not to us). Since many natural agents have insects as disease vectors, this meant high
volume insect breeding at Detrick. In his 1968 book "Chemical and Biological Weapons" Seymour
M. Hersh notes as follows ...
"The use of insects to convey disease [...] was thoroughly studied by the Japanese before and during World
War II; it also received heavy study at Fort Detrick. One reporter wrote that the Detrick insect inventory in
1959 included 'mosquitoes infected with yellow fever, malaria, and dengue; fleas infected with plague; ticks
with tularemia, relapsing fever, and Colorado fever; houseflies with cholera, anthrax, and dysentery'" (p86).

In the end, Detrick's research indicated that on balance the benefits of an insect attack did not
outweigh the attendant practical difficulties. They also ruled out using bubonic plague because it

would have been too difficult to restrict the effects to the enemy. They were, however, quite fond of
"dry biologicals" such as weaponised anthrax and pneumonic plague ...
ASIDE: Researchers Theodor Rosebury and Elvin Kabat published their hitherto top secret airborne
infection research in 1947.
Rosebury, T. and Kabat, E. A. (1947). Bacterial warfare, a critical analysis of the available agents, their possible military applications, and
the means for protection against them. . Journal of Immunology, 56(1):7-96.

Research continued through into the Cold War, indeed Detrick was the site where ill-fated Frank R.
Olson [see own entry] had worked - YouTube his story here. They have also been implicated by Judyth
Vary Baker [see own entry] as the control centre for the Ochsner Clinic's [see own entry] research in the early
1960s into weaponised cancer sera. Fort Detrick is presently [March 2019] the largest employer in
Frederick County, Maryland - check out their website. The Post Exchange is at 1405 Porter Street.
Don't have the soup.
Fox, Jean DeWitt: American physician cum evangelist publisher-author J. DeWitt Fox [Prabook biography]
is noteworthy in the present context (a) for qualifying at Loma Linda University in 1946, (b) for
serving in the U.S. Army Medical Corps 1946-1948, (c) for promoting the Viral Theory of
Carcinogenesis in the late 1940s by featuring in his writings the works of (later disgraced) John E.
Gregory [see own entry MOST INFORMATIVE], (d) for time spent in Hong Kong at the "Far Eastern
Theological Seminary" (apparently a proselytising outpost of the Seventh-Day Adventist church) in
1952 ...
ASIDE: The Internet has little to tell us about this congregation, and browsers will find that most mentions are
of a companion branch active in the Philippines since the early 1980s. Jiao (2020 [full text online]) helpfully sets
the historical scene.

... (e) for generally promoting the good and healthy life as editor of the Seventh-Day Adventists'
lifestyle magazine Life and Health, (f) for becoming an associate editor of the journal Clinical
Neurosurgery in 1962, (g) for being featured - including a photograph - in the 27th September 1963
issue of Life Magazine, at which time his affiliation was given as "staff neurosurgeon" at the
California Hospital [Google Books archive copy - see the item "Battle to save his brain"], and (h) for being affiliated to the
Neurological Center, Los Angeles, in 1968. Also - although it would not come to light until 1967 for featuring in around 1956 in what would go on to become the Ferrie Medical Treatise [see own entry],
a photocopied set of typewritten notes discovered in the apartment of David Ferrie [check him out] - a
suspected accessory-before-the-fact in Jim Garrison's investigations into a New Orleans conspiracy
angle to the 1963 JFK assassination - on the morning after Ferrie's (no-way-was-it-)suicide, 22nd
February 1967. The work cited in that treatise was Fox and Nelson (1949 [unavailable online]), and this is
what we had to say about it in that treatise's separate entry ...
"ASIDE: This is Fox and Nelson (1949 [unavailable online]). The first author is Jean DeWitt Fox [see own entry
ESSENTIAL], who, in addition to the electron microscopy of cancer viruses, was fully aware of the work of John
E. Gregory, and - as Editor of Life and Health magazine - occasional commissioner of popular medicine articles
by the aforementioned Alton Ochsner. Fox's co-author on this occasion was the College of Medical Evangelists'
[now Loma Linda University] Clarence E. Nelson [no convenient biography], and a quick look at Nelson (1948 [full text
online VERY THOROUGH]) will give a flavour of his specialist knowledge of gastric cancers. [...] The first three
volumes of the journal Medical Arts and Sciences were not available to PubMed at time of writing [=November
2020] and 1949's issues 2-4 are irritatingly missing from Loma Linda University's 1947-1949 collection. We
find it slightly incestuous that Medical Arts and Sciences was funded by Review and Herald Publishing
[Wikipedia briefing] via Life and Health, all three being in-house publications of the Seventh-Day Adventist
church. The journal was too in-house to be counted as mainstream science. It may or may not be relevant
(a) that the third advertiser in the first issue (April 1947 [full text online]) was our old friend Cutter Laboratories
[see own entry] ...".

A November 1952 Seventh-Day Adventist biography adds as follows ...

"Active in civic affairs, Dr. Fox is a member of the Glendale Chamber of Commerce and American Legion
Post 127, is a leader in YMCA affairs, and is a director of the Republican Buck and Ballot Brigade, a fundraising organization for the Twentieth Congressional District. He is on the attending staff of Glendale
Sanitarium and Hospital, Behrens Memorial Hospital, and Memorial Hospital of Glendale, all three of
Glendale; St. Joseph's Hospital, of Burbank; Presbyterian Hospital-Olmsted Memorial and California Hospital,
both of Los Angeles. Dr. Fox is a member of the Los Angeles, California, American, and World Medical
associations. He is chairman of the public relations committee, Glendale district, Los Angeles Medical
Association" (p5).

FURTHER READING: Although we lack access to the 1949 Fox and Nelson paper, it is possible
to get a feel for that particular research area from a 1951 follow-up paper entitled "Virus-like bodies
in human cancer" (Fox, 1951 [full text online] INFORMATIVE). Like others of its genre it begins with the
work of John J. Bittner [see own entry] into a post-partum "milk factor" from cancerous mice which,
after ultrafiltration, seemed able to induce cancer in healthy fresh animals. The paper was funded "in
part by a grant from the National Cancer Institute, Federal Security Agency, Bethesda, Maryland"
(p168), and was received for publication 9th June 1950. We mention this because it walks precisely
the same streets, content-wise, as the aforementioned Ferrie Treatise. That treatise, upon close
inspection, cites the prior science of 19 named recent researchers [nine further researchers are listed in the treatise, but
in post-1950 publications - Ed.]. Counting Fox himself, ten out of these 19 - Gregory included - are explicitly
named in Fox's 1951 paper. For more on the use of religious missions as covers for intelligence
operations, see Matthew Sutton's (2019) book "Double Crossed: The Missionaries Who Spied
for the United States During the Second World War" [Amazon].
Francis, Thomas, Jr.: American physician-virologist Thomas Francis [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy
in the present context (a) for graduating from Yale Medical School in 1925 and being headhunted by
the Rockefeller Institute to help solve the many remaining mysteries of the 1918-1919 Spanish Flu
Pandemic, (b) for thereby being part of the team which in the early 1930s isolated the virus
responsible for said pandemic (Laidlaw, 1937 [full text online] summarizes that effort), (c) for thereby
being headhunted again in 1941, in the shadow of impending war, to head the Commission on
Influenza, based now at the University of Michigan's School of Public Health, (d) for taking a young
Jonas Salk [see own entry] onto his team to assist with an Army-funded influenza B vaccine project, (e)
around this time for becoming an enthusiast for the "killed virus" type of vaccine ...
ASIDE: A killed, or "inactivated", vaccine is one in which the microorganism concerned is passage-mutated
(and that might be in animals, eggs, test-tubes, or combination thereof) until a strain is obtained which - when
[hopefully] killed by heat or mixing with a germicide (of which there are many, including formaldehyde
[Wikipedia chemistry]) - is capable of inducing an immune reaction in the recipient, but not the live disease.

... (f) for establishing the Poliomyelitis Vaccine Evaluation Center at Ann Arbor, Michigan, in 1954,
where a 120-strong team conducted statistical monitoring of the Salk Vaccine trials, finally judging
it to be "safe, effective, and potent" (Bookchin and Schumacher, 2004, p91), and (g) for assisting the
forensic effort to track down the chain of SV40 contamination which later came to light. He died in
1969. FURTHER READING: PubMed lists over 150 papers to <Francis T> from 1928 through to
the mid-1960s, many on influenzas A, B, and - eventually - C. For full histories of the polio vaccine
fail see both Debbie Bookchin and Jim Schumacher's (2004) "The Virus and the Vaccine" [Amazon]
and Paul A. Offit's (2005) "The Cutter Incident" [Amazon]; for a shorter summary see Smith (1992
[full text online (paywalled)]). For a personal tribute see Salk (1970 [full text online (paywalled)]).
Friend, Charlotte: American virologist Charlotte Friend [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for obtaining her doctorate at Yale in 1950, receiving guidance from established
virologists such as Elvin A. Kabat [see own entry RECOMMENDED FOR BACKGROUND], (b) for obtaining a postdoctoral position at the Sloan-Kettering Institute, working to Cornelius P. Rhoads [see own entry
RECOMMENDED FOR BACKGROUND], (c) for specialising 1956-1957 in the "cell-free" - that is to say, filterpassing; that is to say, viral - transmission of "a disease having the character of a leukaemia" (Friend,
1957 [full text online TECHNICALLY INFORMATIVE]), (d) for proceeding to isolate the Friend Leukaemia

Virus [Wikipedia briefing] by the end of the decade [e.g., Metcalf, et al. (1959)], (e) for thereby becoming a frontline viral cancer researcher in the early 1960s, and (f) for becoming director of the Center for
Experimental Cell Biology at Mount Sinai Hospital in 1966. She died in 1987, possibly from one of
her own bugs, aged 65. The Friend Virus remains intensively studied by modern researchers.
FURTHER READING: PubMed lists 108 publications to <Friend C> in the period 1951-1988,
including one 1959 joint paper with Sarah Stewart and Bernice Eddy [see own entries RECOMMENDED FOR
BACKGROUND]. For a thorough technical appraisal and professional tribute see Diamond and Wolman
(1989 [Amazon]).
GIR and GIN: These are the codenames of the sister research stations on Grosse Île [see own entry] 19421946. The R station worked on weaponised rinderpest, and the N-station worked on Agent "N", that
is to say, anthrax.
GOF/GOFRC: The epidemiologists' acronym for <Gain-of-Function Research/of Concern>, that is
to say: "Scientific studies or experimentation that increases a pathogen's ability to cause disease,
become transmissible, or make that disease more severe, more difficult to treat, or both" (Osterholm
and Olshaker, 2017/2020, k55). Think WMD, but in full hazmat PPE and with attitude. [Compare
DURC].
Gorgas Commission: See next, and then the entry for Thomas Rivers.
Gorgas, William Crawford: American military physician [Surgeon-General]1914-1918 William C.
Gorgas [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for serving in the U.S. Army Medical
Corps 1880-1918, (b) for becoming Chief Sanitary Officer in Cuba 1898-1904, helping the fight
against yellow fever, but only defeating that disease after 1900 once Walter Reed [see own entry] had
demonstrated that it was vectored by mosquitoes, (c) for relocating to Panama 1904 to help rid the
Panama Canal operations of the same scourge, and then (d) gradually moving up the chain of
command to become Surgeon-General 1914-1918. In the last of these roles, he played an important
part during the 1918 Spanish Flu Pandemic as head of the Congressional Pneumonia Commission
- but see the entry for Thomas Rivers for the story here.
Gregomycin: This was the marketplace name for a questionable anti-cancer drug derived from a B.
subtilis culture by Californian medical entrepreneur John E. Gregory [see own entry] and aggressively
sold as patent medicine in the late 1940s and early 1950s. Its developer claimed that his preparation
possessed specific value in killing the virus he believed caused certain types of cancer. The product
was mentioned - and dismissed as value-unproven - in a 1954 report by the Cancer Commission of
the California Medical Association into overmarketing malpractice on Gregory's part - see the
Gregory entry for a summary, or read their full report at Green, et 9 al. (1954 [full text online]).
***** SNAKE OIL SALESMAN, OR UNSUNG GENIUS? *****
Gregory, John E.: American physician and research pioneer (or perhaps just heartless ambulancechaser) John E. Gregory [no convenient biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for a few lowimpact publications 1948-1955, strongly supporting the theory of viral transmission of cancer ...
ASIDE: In October 1948, for example, he gave a talk to a joint meeting of the Southern Medical Association
and the American Cancer Society [see own entry], claiming to have isolated an anti-cancer preparation from a
culture of Bacillus subtilis - more on which below. This preparation could save lives, he claimed, because it
neutralised the virus responsible for cancer. Research was showing that tumours could be passed from diseased
to healthy rats by injected tissue extract, and similarly in monkeys, where the effect was intensified by
simultaneous treatment with oestrogenic hormone. (He most likely got this latter belief from the work of John
J. Bittner [see own entry], which he seems to have shadowed for some reason.) The talk was promoted in the
media by Byron Aubrey Schneider [1960 obituary SHORT BUT INTERESTING], cancer statistician for the
American Cancer Society, more on whom below. In 1950 he is reported as having attended the International
Cancer Conference, Paris.

... (b) from around 1950 for commercially promoting a metabolite of Bacillus subtilis (Tracy strain)
[Wikipedia briefing; see also Moore (1950)] in remitting breast, and other, human cancers, which he marketed to
selected patients as "Gregomycin" [no convenient briefing], (c) for promoting his cure in the 1952
monograph "Pathogenesis of Cancer and Applied Therapy (First Edition)" [Amazon (rare); note the similar
1955 title below], (d) for being heavily censured in an April 1954 malpractice report by the Cancer
Commission of the California Medical Association in the following terms ...
"For over four years the Cancer Commission has been receiving reports of the activities of John E. Gregory,
M.D., of Pasadena in the treatment of cancer by a method of his own development. Most of the reports have
been in the nature of complaints. [... This included pressure] directed toward securing favourable publicity in
the newspapers [...]. In January 1953 [the Commission] visited Dr. Gregory in an attempt to secure Gregory's
cooperation in releasing some of his material for impartial trial [...]. No such cooperation could be secured
[...]. [His method is described as per the 1952 monograph.] [the production of Gregomycin is explained, and
its clinical use compared to conventional treatments.] On the occasion of the visit of the Commission's
representatives with Dr. Gregory in January 1953 he described a series of 14 patients whose histories are
included in his monograph [...]. On that occasion he also brought five patients into the room [but] no facilities
for adequate examination were provided [and] no written records were offered. [Detailed case descriptions
provided.] After repeated refusals by Dr. Gregory to supply the Commission with any of his agent for
testing of any sort, it was finally possible to secure an adequate amount [from patients] to whom he had given
the material for administration at home. [Details of thorough independent testing and other testimony are now
given, all negative.] The treatment of cancer by John E. Gregory, M.D., is based on the claim that all human
cancer is associated with the presence of a single virus, a possibility that no other scientist or institution has
been able to establish. [...] The evidence accumulated by the Commission lends no support to these claims,
either as to the role of a viral agent in the production of human cancer, or as to any established value for
Dr. Gregory's methods of treatment" (Green, et 9 al., 1954 [full text online]).
RESEARCH ISSUES: The Commission report also mentioned, but we have so far been unable to obtain
further details concerning (i) Gregory's time at the College of Medical Evangelists [see own entry] prior to 1939,
(ii) his business interests in the health supplements trade 1942-1953, as stockholder in and director of ...
CAMEO - PASADENA RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.: This company seems to have traded
from 1942 as a partnership and then 1944-1953 as incorporated. The Secretary-Treasurer at the time of
the malpractice hearings was one Russell R. Bavouset [no convenient biography but check this out]. An earlier
partner was one Harry Stotesbury [nothing known].
... (iii) his "certain employed medical assistants" (op. cit., p328), (iv) the "eastern medical centre" (idem.) who
tested his products (but whom he refused to identify), and (v) the names and affiliations of the monkey tumour
researchers mentioned above, and (i) the nature of his apparently quite cosy relationship with the Southern
Medical Society and his occasional spokesman, the aforementioned Byron Aubrey Schneider ...
ASIDE - B. AUBREY SCHNEIDER: We take Schneider as wholly respectable, by virtue of his
involvement as statistician for the American Public Health Association. He also had sufficient security
clearance to be one of the authors in 1951 of the Army Institute of Pathology's multi-volume
Oughterson Reports [check them out starting here] into the effects of the Japanese atomic bombing as collated
by the Joint Commission of physicians 1945-1950. He died 1960.

... (e) for nevertheless setting down his latest theories in the 1955 Third Edition of "Pathogenesis of
Cancer and Applied Therapy" [Amazon (£££)], published this time by the Fremont Foundation, a newly
formed company which only ever published that one work, and (f) for featuring in around 1956 in
what would go on to become the Ferrie Medical Treatise [see own entry], a photocopied set of
typewritten notes discovered in the apartment of David Ferrie [check him out] - a suspected accessorybefore-the-fact in Jim Garrison's investigations into a New Orleans conspiracy angle to the 1963
JFK assassination - on the morning after Ferrie's (no-way-was-it-)suicide, 22nd February 1967.
ASIDE: In fact Gregory, despite being one of the least well-published, was the single most heavily cited of the
33 authors referenced in that treatise, and in the few fragments available contributes phraseology and detail to
its unknown author. The "Antivin" treatment mentioned in that text is directly credited to him, and, from its
description, was just a look-alike form of Gregomycin.

FURTHER READING: PubMed lists 15 publications to <Gregory JE> in the period 1944-1954,
with the viral theory of cancer predominating in the period 1949-1953; there is also at least one further
paper listed to <Gregory J>. Two of these papers, together with the 1955 book, are referenced in the

Bibliography to the aforementioned treatise, which see. There is also a valuable contemporary
discussion of the fine line, both moral and legal, between quackery and cutting edge science in
November 1963's Bulletin of the Foundation for Health Research - read it here; note that Gregory
and his mycin seem to have been just one of many get-rich-quick fringe treatments doing the rounds
in that era.
Grosse Île: [Read firstly the entries for Rudolf Nadolny and Anton Dilger in WW1, and Unit 731 in WW2.] Located in the St.
Lawrence Seaway some 30 miles short of Quebec City, the small island of Grosse Île [map] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for having been used as Canada's main east coast quarantine
station between 1832 and 1937, inspecting and - when safe to do so - issuing certificates of health to
ships heading upstream, and (b) for being taken over in 1942 by the Department of Defense, due to
concerns that there might be a repeat of the sort of "biological sabotage" carried out by the Germans
in WW1. The pathogens most feared were rinderpest (veterinary) and anthrax (general purpose) ...
AT A GLANCE - RINDERPEST [Wikipedia briefing]: A highly infectious viral disease of cattle and other
"even-toed ungulates" such as deer and goats. The virus responsible is thought to be an ancestor of measles in
humans and related to distemper in dogs. Mortality can reach 100% in herds with no herd immunity. Much
of the early science came from Chiharu Kakizaki's [see own entry] veterinary diseases research station at Busan,
Korea, 1911-192?, then part of the Japanese Empire.
CAMEO - JAPANESE OFFENSIVE BIOLOGICAL WARFARE, WW2: For the Japanese, WW2 began
more than four years before Pearl Harbour with their invasion of China on 7th July 1937 [see Aneurin Timeline that
date]. This invasion ushered in eight years of three-sided shooting war, as the Japanese fought both the U.S.supported Chinese Nationalists under Chiang Kai-Shek, and the Chinese Communists under Mao Tse-Tung,
and the rival Chinese systems fought each other. In this period, the Japanese waged aggressive

biological warfare against the Chinese and experimented on captured U.S. servicemen.
The offensive was led by Shiro Ishii's Unit 731 from "the Asian Auschwitz", its Harbin headquarters and
human experimentation lab [nowadays a peace museum ONE OF THE SEVEN WONDERS OF MANKIND AT WAR]. Ishii
had done an academic grand tour of Western research labs (not least Porton Down) in the late 1920s, and so,
too, had his veterinarian counterpart Junji Nakamura [see own entry], expert on rinderpest. British and
American military microbiologists routinely monitored the outbreaks from behind Nationalist lines.

... and the objectives were (1) to develop a vaccine to deploy defensively should the need arise, and
(2) to weaponise the agents for retaliatory use if so provoked. The U.S. involvement in the
collaboration was ultimately under the control of George W. Merck's War Research Service
(WRS), and must therefore be presumed to have cross-fertilised its research with the human
biological warfare people at Camp DetrickMD. The Grosse Île programme was duly codenamed
"GIR-I" [phonetically, "gee-eye-are-one", we guess - Ed.], and worked alongside a sister facility on the island
codenamed "GIN", which conducted research >>and bulk production<< of weaponised anthrax
spores (McVety, 2018). The Americans pulled out in 1946, leaving the station under the control of
Charles Mitchell [see own entry] of the (Canadian) Department of Agriculture on Ottawa. Research
programmes were henceforth framed to the requirements of Cold War with the Soviets and the
Communist Chinese. The station was finally decommissioned in around November 1958, and "a large
amount of its viral stock" was shared out between the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA)'s research facility at Fort Terry/Plum Island [see own entry] and the British East African
Veterinary Research Organisation at Muguga [see own entry] in Kenya. FURTHER READING: For
more of the details see Amanda Kay McVety's (2018) book "The Rinderpest Campaign" [Amazon].
For more on the 1888-1902 African Rinderpest Panzootic see Sanseri (2018 [full text online (paywalled)]).
For the anthrax side of the operation see Chapter 4 of Susan D. Jones' (2010) book "Death in a
Small Package" [Amazon]. For others involved these projects but not directly mentioned above, see the
entries for [Sir]1934 Frederick Banting, [Sir]1943 Daniel Cabot, James Edwards, Everitt Murray,
Joseph Needham, and Richard Shope.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT - VETERINARIANS AS KILLERS: In his (2004) book "Lab 257" [Amazon]
forensic historian Michael C. Carroll makes the very interesting point that veterinarians are not bound by the
Hippocratic Oath the way physicians - "MDs" - are. In the following snip he is interviewing WW2 Camp
Detrick veteran veterinarian Albert Webb ...

"Like MDs, [veterinarians] were trained in infectious disease. But unlike their medical counterparts, the
vets weren't ethically bound by an oath that began: 'First do no harm ...'. Dr. Webb recalled the mindsets of the two branches of medicine. 'The MDs had this unresolved medical conflict - they weren't
supposed to help kill people. Vets, I think, were much more ready than MDs,' he says. 'There's obviously
not the same feelings about the death of their subjects. The mass killing of animals for food is an
accepted part of our culture.' Unlikely as it seems, the veterinarian was ideally suited for germ
warfare research and development" (op. cit., p42).

Haffkine, [Sir]1897 Waldemar Mordechai Wolff: [Cyrillic Хавкін by birth; variously transliterated as Haffkine or Khawkin]
Born in the Tsarist Ukraine, biochemist-immunologist-Zionist [Sir]1897 Waldemar Haffkine [Wikipedia
biography] is noteworthy in the present circumstances (a) for combining his student years in Odessa and
St. Petersburg with a moral and sometimes physical stand against the antisemitic pogroms of the early
1880s, (b) for eventually being forced [there was a cap on Jewish promotions in Tsarist universities - Ed.] to relocate to
Paris in 1889, quickly obtaining a research post in the Pasteur Institute, (c) for being the first, on
18th July 1892, to self-administer a cholera vaccine, (d) for repeating the demonstration in London
in 1893, being immediately head-hunted by the 1st Marquess of Dufferin and Ava [Wikipedia biography],
lately Viceroy of India, onto a sponsored medical mission to test his system of immunisation against
cholera in that subcontinent, (e) for setting up the Bombay Institute - later the Haffkine Institute
[Wikipedia briefing] - in the Byculla [map] suburb of Mumbai, and there, in 1896, deploying his vaccine to
such good effect that Queen Victoria knighted him in 1897, (f) for then turning his attention to the
plague, it having just broken out in Mumbai [see COVID Timeline 1st October 1896], developing a vaccine for this
disease too [there are nine full text online PubMed publications on this subject in the period 1897-1915 if interested - Ed.] ...
HANSARD PROFILE: Hansard lists mentions of Haffkine a few times, starting in 1894 in debates on cholera
in India, again in 1897-1898 on plague inoculation in India, and again in 1907-1911 following some adverse
experiences with the latter programme. Check them all out here.

(g) for taking time out from his medical career in 1898 to help broker a sensitive geopolitical
proposition to the Ottoman Empire's Sultan Abdul Hamid II [Wikipedia biography] through the good
offices of the (Muslim) Indian religious leader [Sir]1902 Sultan Mohammed Shah, Aga Khan III
[Wikipedia biography] ...
***** PAY ATTENTION - THIS ONE'S STILL RUNNING *****
CAMEO - HAFFKINE AND ZIONIST PALESTINE: As explained in Syed B. Ahmad's (1973) paper
"India and Palestine 1896-1947: The genesis of a foreign policy" [full text online (JSTOR registration required)], the
Aga Khan had access to Sultan Abdul, and was persuaded by Haffkine to pass on an offer from senior Zionist
figures to purchase the Ottoman province of Palestine from him, to serve as an Arab-Jewish joint homeland.
Ahmad explains that the Aga Khan visited Paris "where he met Haffkine's friends, Rabbi Zadek Khan and
Baron Edmond de Rothschild", and that Rabbi Khan then prepared the papers for transmission to Istanbul.
The Sultan eventually declined the offer. For more of the detail see the Aneurin Timeline at 10th March 1896
and follow the onward pointers.

... (h) for thereby coming to the attention of the U.S. Marine Hospital Service (MHS) in 1900, when
his vaccine was approved for use in the San Francisco Plague Outbreak [see COVID Timeline 11th March 1900],
(i) for "retiring" in 1914 or 1915 [accounts differ - Ed.], returning to wartime France, and settling in
Boulogne, where he became "active in Jewish affairs" (Yivo Institute) ...
LEST IT BE OVERLOOKED: The Yivo Institute are probably alluding here to Haffkine's 1916 essay "A
plea for orthodoxy" [full text online]. As far as Boulogne is concerned, we deem it highly unlikely that
Haffkine was "retired" at all. We have seen his Boulogne address given as 17 Avenue Victor Hugo. This
places him some 50 miles to the west of the WW1 Western Front as it snaked northward from Arras to Ypres,
and a mere 20 miles to the north of the BEF's supply port and military hospital complex at Étaples. It is also a
matter of record that the BEF's principal infectious diseases laboratory was administratively part of No. 13
General Hospital, housed for the duration in the Boulogne Casino [Wikipedia briefing]. The Casino laboratory
was headed by [Sir]1906 Almroth Wright [see own entry], had future Nobel laureate [Sir]1944 Alexander Fleming
[see own entry] on the payroll, and liaised closely with Colonel David Harvey's [see own entry] Army Vaccine
Department at the Royal Army Medical College, Millbank, London. Altogether there were eventually 97
bacteriologists available to the BEF on the Western Front, although the majority were attached to the 15 mobile

laboratories closer to the action (Macpherson, 1923, op. cit. inf.). We mention all this because it is but a quarter
of a mile between Haffkine's lodgings and Wright's lab - far too close for coincidence. In fact, one biography
specifically credits Haffkine with helping out on a 1917 programme to deploy a TAB typhoid/paratyphoid
vaccine developed at Millbank. For more contextual detail and some good photos see Michael Rauer's (?year)
book "Yanks in the King's Forces" [full text online], and for the official history see Sir William Macpherson's
(1923) book "Medical Services, Pathology" [full text online]. At time of writing [7th July 2020] we have seen no
mention of Haskine being involved in the BEF's response to the 1918-1919 Spanish Flu Pandemic, although
we suspect that it would have been all hands to the pumps in those months. We do know, however, that those
who then ran the Bombay Institute headed the remedial effort in India.

... and (j) for helping to present the Rothschild Petition for a Zionist homeland in Palestine at the
1919 Versailles Peace Conference (Jewish Virtual Library [full text online]). Little is known about
Haffkine's movements after that, with Hawgood (2007 [full text online]) mentioning merely more
geopoliticking, thus ...
"From 1915 until 1927 Waldemar Haffkine lived in France at Boulogne (Pas-de-Calais) with his sister. He was
interested in cultural and theological aspects of the Jewish religion and supported the Jewish emancipation
movement that followed the First World War. In 1926–27 he visited the Ukraine and the Crimea in order to
inspect Jewish agricultural facilities on behalf of the Universal Israelite Alliance [Wikipedia briefing]. In 1927
he moved to Lausanne in Switzerland and in 1929 placed his considerable savings in a fund to support religious
schools for the training of Jewish youth in eastern Europe. After his death the Haffkine Foundation for the
Beneﬁt of Yeshivoth was founded" (op. cit.).

Haffkine died 26th October 1930 in Lausanne, Switzerland. FURTHER READING: For more on
the 1918-1919 Spanish Flu Pandemic see COVID-19 Timeline 27th April 1915, and follow the
onward pointers. For a contextual briefing on the Ukraine's role in the Russian Civil War see the
long asides in the entry for Avrahm Yarmolinsky in this companion resource, as well as Ernest
Léderrey's (1920) report to the International Committee of the Red Cross entitled "La Situation
Sanitaire en Ukraine" [full text online]. For the Zionists at Versailles see Levene (1993 [full text online (JSTOR
registration required)]). For an account of the impact of Spanish Flu in the Ukraine see Vyacheslav
Stefansky in "Pale Rider" [Amazon].
Harries, Jennifer Margaret: British physician turned public health director Jenny Harries [Wikipedia
biography] is noteworthy in the present context for being in post as Deputy Chief Medical Officer
(DCMO) (to Chris Whitty]) during the COVID-19 Pandemic. As such she has regularly delivered
advice on behalf of the government - YouTube typical advice here.
Harvey, David: [Read firstly the entry for Waldemar Haffkine.] The British military physician Lieutenant-Colonel
David Harvey [not much around] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for having been stationed in India
1908-1911, becoming a specialist in military inoculation programmes to fight "enteric fever", (b) for
serving during WW1 as Officer Commanding, Army Vaccine Department. the Royal Army Medical
College, Millbank, London, administering the BEF's large antityphoid programme, (c) for serving on
the Trench Fever Committee 1917-1920, and (d) for being promoted Deputy Director of Pathology
at the War Office in the early 1920s (Macpherson, 1923). FURTHER READING: For more on the
context of enteric fever in WW1 (but sadly only one specific mention of Colonel Harvey) see Anne
Hardy's (2000) paper "Straight back to barbarism: Antityphoid inoculation and the Great War,
1914" [Full text online (requires JSTOR registration)]
Heidelberger, Michael: American chemist-immunologist Michael Heidelberger [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for joining the Rockefeller Institute in 1912, helping to develop
treatments for syphilis during WW1, (b) for continuing his researches in the interwar years, becoming
firstly an acknowledged expert on African tripanosomiasis (sleeping sickness) [Wikipedia briefing], and
subsequently on the role of streptococcal polysaccharides in determining their virulence, and (c) for
collaborating regularly with Elvin Kabat [see own entry] on antibody science.
***** BRITAIN'S DR. DEATH *****

Henderson, David Willis Wilson: British research bacteriologist David Henderson [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for doctoral/post-doctoral research during the 1930s into sporebearing and aerosolised bacteria, (b) for thereby being quickly headhunted in 1940 to the Porton
Down biological warfare station, where he worked under [Sir]1946 Paul Fildes [see own entry] on
biological weapons and how to defend against them, liaising 1943 onward with the equivalent people
at Camp Detrick ...
CAMEO - HENDERSON AND THE WEAPONISATION OF ANTHRAX: [Read firstly the entry for Roy
Vollum.] Henderson's involvement in the Allied biological warfare effort on both sides of the Atlantic is
summarised in Susan D. Jones' (2010) book "Death in a Small Package" [Amazon] as follows (the explanation
of "passaging" has been highlighted because we shall be referring to it from another entry) ...
"... by the early 1940s, several questions remained unanswered. Could the hardy spore form of B.
anthracis reliably cause infection when inhaled, and if so, what was the optimal particle size? How far
could such particles travel? How much of a dose was required? Which strains of the bacilli were best to
use? These and other questions about inhalational anthrax fascinated one of the Porton scientists, David
Henderson, who devoted a large part of his career to answering them. [...] As other anthrax investigators
had done before them, the Porton group began by creating new strains of B. anthracis by passaging
bacilli through the bodies of experimental animals to intensify certain characteristics. Passaging
consisted of injecting bacteria into animals' bodies and then recovering and growing subsequent
generations of microbes. Passaging could genetically alter the population of bacilli, presumably
due to intensive selection pressure within the animals' bodies. [... The Porton scientists] thought
that passaging through several animals of the same species could render some strains of the
microbial population more deadly to that particular animal species. They used monkeys as a
substitute for humans. [... They] began with strains of B. anthracis already domesticated to the
laboratory and encouraged them to mutate by applying radiation or heat, or by passaging them
through guinea pigs, rabbits, ruminants, and rhesus monkeys. The variations created on the Vollum
strain of anthrax, the eventual favourite for the trilateral allies' BW research, provide a good example.
[...] David Henderson and his colleagues created M-36 Vollum by passaging the original Vollum strain
through monkeys [... and] by testing strains on scores of experimental animals, they could select those
that had the characteristics they were looking for. [...] M-36 Vollum proved to be a star. [...] BW
researchers also knew that they had an especially useful strain when 'laboratory accidents' occurred, and
allegations persist that research programs obtained some strains of bacteria and viruses from the bodies
of infected laboratory workers" (pp157-160).
Henderson made "several" trips across the Atlantic during this research to help get his counterparts at Camp
Detrick up to speed [see dedication at end entry - Ed.]. M-36 was the strain produced in macroscopic bulk and used
in 30-pound projectiles in the spore-bombing of Gruinard Island.

... (c) for succeeding Fildes as director at Porton Down in 1946, continuing in post and specialism
until retiring in 1957. His contribution to the Camp Detrick research was acknowledged by their head
of respiratory infections Theodor Rosebury [see own entry] in the following terms: "We owe a special
debt of appreciation to Dr. D. W. Henderson of the Porton Laboratories, who ... devised the first
workable equipment for exposure of animals to highly infective clouds, and who contributed
invaluable basic data and many helpful suggestions during his several visits to Camp Detrick" (op.
cit., p169). FURTHER READING: For much more of the detail see Jones. For more on the Gruinard
trials see the Fildes entry.
Herd Immunity: The epidemiological term Herd Immunity [Wikipedia briefing] was popularised by
University of Manchester bacteriologists Topley and Wilson (1923) [PubMed full text online], when writing
up two animal laboratory experiments studying the spread of a deliberately induced Bacillus
enterides [a.k.a. B. aertrycke, a gut/faecal bacterium in the Salmonella genus] infection in caged mice colonies. Both
experiments involved colonies of 30 mice at a time, caged together, with different proportions of
normal and previously immunised animals. Six such colonies (A-F, 180 animals) were used in
Experiment #1, and five (A-E, 150 animals) in Experiment #2. The two experiments differed in the
way the infection was introduced: in #1, all animals were fed infected bread on day #1, whereas in
#2, ten infected mice were rotated in pairs around the five cages on a daily basis (it follows that
Experiment #2 had the greater "ecological validity" [the technical term for being intrinsically life-like - Ed.]). The
different colonies displayed different patterns of mortality, both within and between experiments,

depending on the proportions of infected and healthy individuals living together, thus [or read the op. cit. for
the unabridged version] ...
EXPERIMENT 1:
"The results may be briefly summarised. [...] If we consider the two cages which contained both normal and
immunised mice, we find that, in Cage C, the mortality was 60 per cent. among the normal and 50 per cent.
among the immunised, while in Cage D it was 100 per cent. among the normal and 50 per cent. among the
immunised. The time-relations of the deaths are of considerable interest. In Cages A and B, containing only
normal mice, the deaths had practically ceased by the 24th day of the experiment. In Cage C, containing normal
and immunised mice in the proportion of two to one, no deaths occurred after the 19th day. In Cage D,
containing normal and immunised mice in the proportion of one to two, 25 per cent. of the total deaths occurred
after the 24th day. In Cages E and F, 36-8 per cent. and 53-3 per cent. respectively of the total deaths occurred
after the 24th day. There is similar evidence of delay, if we compare the deaths of the normal and immunised
mice in the two cages which contained animals of both classes. It appears, then, that immunisation by
intraperitoneal inoculation of a killed vaccine confers a definite, but by no means an absolute protection against
infection [...]" (op. cit., pp244-246).
EXPERIMENT 2:
"So far as was possible each cage was subjected to an equal risk of infection. In the result, a considerable
epidemic was produced among the 30 normal mice leading to a mortality of 96-7 per cent. within 120 days,
and a specific mortality of 70 per cent. Among the immunised mice there was no evidence of spread of specific
infection. Although a total mortality of 60 per cent. occurred during 120 days, no death could be attributed to
enteric infection. Among the population, half of which were normal and half immunised, an epidemic was
produced of equal severity with that which occurred among the normal population. The total mortality was 100
per cent. and the specific mortality 53-3 per cent. It should, however, be noted that, while the specific mortality
among the 15 normal mice was 66'7 per cent. that among the immunised was only 40 per cent" (op. cit., p247).
DISCUSSION:
"Active immunisation of mice, in the manner indicated, confers a definite degree of protection against
subsequent infection by feeding. [...] It also confers some protection against mouse-to-mouse infection. There
is some evidence that spread of infection occurs with difficulty among a population, each individual of which
has been actively immunised. There is definite evidence that, among a population containing susceptible and
immunised individuals, the relative immunity of the latter does not save them from infection and death, when
epidemic spread occurs. It appears that a degree of immunity, which may save individual hosts when living
among equally resistant companions, is rendered of no avail when they are surrounded by highly susceptible
individuals of their own species. We have referred above to the need for a careful study of the factors
determining the immunity of a herd as distinguished from the immunity of an individual" (op. cit., p248).

Nigh on a century later, the notion of herd immunity suddenly became a very fevered topic of
conversation as the COVID-19 Pandemic began to take hold. The sudden interest was sparked by a
series of press conference and individual interviews 9th-13th March by Premier Johnson and/or
Britain's Chief Scientific Adviser [Sir]2019 Patrick Vallance, during which "herd immunity" was
mentioned as one of the factors being taken into account in a four-faceted government strategy for
dealing with the emergency. The specific prediction was that herd immunity would help damp the
pandemic down once the number of cases had reached 60 percent of the population, that is to say,
some 40 million Britons. Before considering the wisdom of raising the subject at all with many of
said 40 million listening in, watch the originals carefully ...
YouTube the ITV News 9th March 2020 (one of three, with Boris Johnson) interview here
YouTube the Sky News 13th March 2020 (follow-up) interview here
Unsurprisingly, Vallance's comments did not go down at all well with the population at large, who
quickly worked out that even at a conservative one percent mortality [this being the word on the street at that juncture
- Ed.] this meant 400,000 deaths. The British people grew instantly suspicious of government advisers
contradicting each other and government speechwriters doing snip-and-paste with their scientists'
wise words. The lab rats had decided they did not like being guinea pigs in what was at best a gigantic
experiment with their lives, and at worst total incompetence ...

HINDSIGHT FIGURES, 8TH APRIL 2020: A month after the initial presser, figures from the Johns
Hopkins Coronavirus Database as at 1100hr 8th April 2020 allow us to compare progress of the pandemic
in Greece (strict early lockdown and management, hence healthcare system not swamped; 81 deaths out of
1832 cases (4.4 percent mortality)), with Italy (loose early lockdown, hence healthcare system initially
swamped; 17,127 deaths out of 135,586 cases (12.6 percent mortality)). The U.K. (no early lockdown and
healthcare system seriously overloaded) scored 6159 deaths out of 55,949 cases (11.0 percent mortality).
AND 11% MORTALITY ON THE GOVERNMENT'S 40 MILLION TARGET IS 4.4 MILLION DEAD. No
surprise, therefore, that the University of Washington Institute of Health Metrics and The Lancet revealed
that same day that the U.K. was shaping up to be the worst performing of the European nations in its handling
of the crisis.

FURTHER READING: All the dates specified above have their own entries in the Companion
Timeline, and those entries, taken together, provide a richer contextualisation of the advancing
pandemic if required. We shall update this entry regularly as the pandemic burns itself out
(Coronavirus willing), but in the meantime, as an alternative to the video sources above, check out
Anya van Wagtendonk's 15th March 2020 piece for Vox, entitled "The U.K. Backs Away From
'Herd Immunity' Coronavirus Proposal Amid Blowback" [full text online].
Hinsch, Friedrich: [Read firstly the entry for Rudolf Nadolny.] German mariner Friedrich Hinsch [no convenient biography
but worth a quick browse] is noteworthy in the present context as the captain of the SS Neckar [Wikipedia
shipography] during WW1, the first three years of which she spent as a sanctuary-seeking combatant in
neutral Baltimore. He is strongly suspected in a number of sources as having organised pick-ups of
agents and sabotage materials from U-boats, destined for Rudolf Nadolny's biological warfare cell at
Chevy Chase or his intelligence-sabotage operations elsewhere.
Hinshaw, Deena: Canadian physician turned public health officers Deena Hinshaw [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context for being in post as Chief Medical Officer for the Canadian state of
Alberta during the COVID-19 Pandemic, and for becoming something of a "folk hero" for the clarity
and scientific appropriacy of her public communications. YouTube her at work here.
***** IMPERIAL JAPANESE BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SCIENTIST *****
Hojo, Enryo: [Read firstly the entries for Unit 731 and Shiro Ishii.] Japanese militarised physician Colonel Enryo Hojo
[very obscure, but half a dozen mentions in Cunliffe (2006 [full text online ESSENTIAL REFERENCE MATERIAL])] is noteworthy in
the present context as a Japanese Army doctor and expert in biological warfare who "frequently
visited the Robert Koch Institute as well as companies under German occupation to collect
information about research on bacteriological warfare" (cited in Kurt Blome's Wikipedia entry [accessed
10th September 2020], and referenced to a paper by the University of Freiburg's Bernd Martin [University
homepage] entitled "Japanese-German collaboration in the development of bacterial weapons and
the war in China" [in Spang and Wippich's (2008) book "Japanese-German Relations, 1895-1945" [Amazon]]). Little was
known about Hojo's activities during the 1937-1941 Sino-Japanese War until comparatively recently.
He is believed to have been involved in setting up the anti-Chinese biological warfare labs in
Manchuria, and was Japanese military attaché for a time in Berlin. During the 1941-1945 phase of
the war, Hojo continued on Ishii's staff, eventually being captured in mid-1945. When interrogated
by the Americans 11th July 1945 he claimed to have worked with Germany since 1942 (Cunliffe, op.
cit.). The British National Archives, Kew, mention a July 1945 paper by him entitled "Concerning
bacteriological warfare" [abstract only online], in which he is described as "Chief Army Medical Officer, 9
Army Medical School"
Horton, Richard: British physician turned medical journalist Richard Horton [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for joining the editorial team at The Lancet in 1990, becoming
Editor-in-Chief in 1995, (b) as such, for having published some of the clearest early warnings of the
impending COVID-19 Pandemic from late January 2020 onward, (c) for disagreeing openly with
government suggestions that Herd Immunity might be a suitable response strategy, and (d) for then
falling very much into government disfavour with vocal criticisms of the run-down of pandemic
preparedness measures over the preceding couple of years.

Hygienic Laboratory: See the entry for National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
Independent SAGE: [Read firstly the entry for Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE).] Assembled 4th May 2020
and headed by Sir David King [see own entry], the Independent SAGE group [not yet on Wikipedia so see Homepage
instead] is noteworthy in the present context as a collaboration of multidisciplinary scientists who were
so disenchanted with the ability of the formally constituted and funded Scientific Advisory Group
for Emergencies (SAGE) to talk dispassionately (that is to say, free of political interference), that
they set out to do the job more completely and more professionally. YouTube a typical intervention.
Ishii, Shiro: See the entry for Unit 731.
Jenner, Edward: See the COVID Timeline entry for 14th May 1796.
Kabat, Elvin Abraham: American chemist-immunologist Elvin A. Kabat [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for joining Columbia University as a doctoral student 19331937, supervised by Michael Heidelberger [see own entry], (b) for continuing his researches into blood
chemistry in Uppsala, Sweden, doing collaborative research with electrophoresis expert (and future
Nobel Prize winner) Arne Tiselius [Wikipedia biography] on what is now known as Immunoglobulin G
(IgG) [Wikipedia briefing], (c) for moving on to Cornell University Medical School 1938-1941, and then
back to Columbia in 1941, (d) for service from early 1942, working closely with Theodor Rosebury
of the Air-Borne Infection Division at Fort Detrick [see, for example, COVID Timeline 1st May 1947], and (e) for
sustained published research [112 PubMeds in the 54 years 1937-1991] into the processes of immunity in general,
and the immunoglobulins in particular. FURTHER READING: The Rosebury-Kabat collaboration
is covered in Hank P. Albarelli's (2009) book "A Terrible Mistake" [Amazon].
Kakizaki, Chiharu:

Japanese veterinary immunologist Chiharu Kakizaki
[no convenient biography, but several research papers in English below] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for being
selected in 1911 to establish and run the Japanese veterinary infectious diseases lab at Busan, Korea
[map], a year after the Japanese annexation of the short-lived Korean dynastic empire, (b) for turning
same into a centre of excellence in the fight against the rinderpest endemic in China to the north, and
(c) for developing the first glycerine-inactivated vaccine against said disease. The Busan facility was
destined to maintain its role through into WW2 as one of the Japanese Empire's biological warfare
assets - see the entry for Junji Nakamura. FURTHER READING: For more of the details see
Amanda Kay McVety's (2018) book "The Rinderpest Campaign" [Amazon].
[Read firstly the entry for Grosse Île.]

FOOD FOR THOUGHT - VETERINARIANS AS KILLERS: In his (2004) book "Lab 257" [Amazon]
forensic historian Michael C. Carroll makes the very interesting point that veterinarians are not bound by the
Hippocratic Oath the way physicians - "MDs" - are. In the following snip he is interviewing WW2 Camp
Detrick veteran veterinarian Albert Webb ...
"Like MDs, [veterinarians] were trained in infectious disease. But unlike their medical counterparts, the
vets weren't ethically bound by an oath that began: 'First do no harm ...'. Dr. Webb recalled the mindsets of the two branches of medicine. 'The MDs had this unresolved medical conflict - they weren't
supposed to help kill people. Vets, I think, were much more ready than MDs,' he says. 'There's obviously
not the same feelings about the death of their subjects. The mass killing of animals for food is an
accepted part of our culture.' Unlikely as it seems, the veterinarian was ideally suited for germ
warfare research and development" (op. cit., p42).

Kawasaki Disease: Discovered in 1967 by Japanese paediatrician Tomisaku Kawasaki [Wikipedia
biography], Kawasaki Disease [Wikipedia briefing] is an "acute febrile mucocutaneous syndrome with
lymphoid involvement with specific desquamation of the fingers and toes in children". The original
report is Kawasaki (1967 [full text online (paywalled)]). The syndrome came to the attention of the public at
large in the early COVID-19 Pandemic when a similar constellation of signs started to be recorded
as complications in young coronavirus patients - click for quick YouTube tutorial.

***** A SAVER OF LIVES *****
King,
David Anthony: British chemist [Sir]2003 David King [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in
the present context (a) for having served as the government's Chief Scientific Adviser (CSA) during
both the Blair and the Brown administrations 2000-2007, commentating on the risks of climate
change and how those risks might be addressed, (b) for having been just as vocal during the COVID19 Pandemic, specifically by noting the crippling effects of austerity underfunding during the 2010s,
and then more generally by criticising the ability of SAGE, the official government scientific advisory
group, EITHER to cover all the scientific bases (because not all necessary professionalisms were
represented on the committee), OR for that group's recommendations to survive political interference
and secret MSM pre-briefing, and (c) for having therefore assembled "Independent SAGE" [see own
entry] in an ongoing [as at 20th June 2020] attempt to level the playing field with transparent arguments and
recommendations - check out interview coverage 4th May - YouTube it here.
[Sir]2003

Kinyoun, Joseph James: American physician and public health officer Joseph J. Kinyoun [Wikipedia
biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for having been made head of the Stapleton, Staten
Island, Marine Hospital Service (MHS) Hygienic Laboratory [NIAID historical piece] 1887-1891, (b) for
moving with that laboratory when it relocated in 1891 to WashingtonDC, remaining there until 1897,
(c) for then moving across to head the San Francisco MHS Quarantine Station 1897-1901, where (d)
he led the public health response in the face of the San Francisco Plague Epidemic [see COVID Timeline
at 30th January 1900], including sealing off that city's Chinatown ...
CAMEO - KINYOUN ON FILM: It has been suggested by NIAID historians (linked above) that Kinyoun
may have been filmed on duty in Chinatown at this time on a 1900 cine short - YouTube him here (with cap at
52secs in).

He resigned the MHS in 1901 when full-Amity politicians accused him of scare-mongering, and went
back east to round off his career at George Washington University.
Kirschstein, Ruth Lillian: American pathologist Ruth L. Kirschstein [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in
the present context (a) for graduating from Tulane University Medical School, New Orleans, in 1951,
(b) for joining the National Institutes for Health (NIH) in 1955, just in time to help upgrade the
vaccine safety protocols following that year's Cutter Incident [see own entry ESSENTIAL], (c) for going
third author on Eddy, Stewart, Kirschstein, and Young (1959 [full text online (paywalled)]), one of the
papers which helped to confirm the breaking SV40 monkey virus disaster. She died in 2009, aged 82.
FURTHER READING: PubMed lists 68 papers to this author between 1956 and 2001, with roughly
the first three dozen dating from the height of the polyoma/SV40 debacle. If following that particular
narrative trail, start with the entry for Bernice Eddy (and plan to be away for some time).
Klebs, Theodor Albrecht Edwin: German-Swiss research bacteriologist Edwin Klebs [Wikipedia biography]
is noteworthy in the present context (a) for serving as military physician in the Prussian Army during
the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, (b) for then taking up a series of university posts across Europe
1872-1893, during which time he became an authority on the vacuum filtration of tissue samples ...
TECHNICAL ASIDE - VACUUM FILTRATION: Conventional filter papers [such as coffee filters] trap
large particles. If you make the pores smaller, they can also trap bacteria, allowing only dissolved material and
nanosolids (like viruses) through. However this process is very slow. Klebs' system was to filter through slugs
of "thonzellen", or plaster-of-Paris, and to speed things up by sucking out air from the receiving vessel, thus
pulling the filtrate through. As Hueppe (1885) tells it, Klebs actually credited a student of his, one Tiegel, with
having written a dissertation on the vacuum filtering technique for the University of Bern in 1871. Pasteur used
a similar technique but preferred unglazed ceramic to plaster of Paris.

... (c) for isolating the organism responsible for diphtheria [see COVID Timeline 18th April 1883], (d) for isolating
the bacterial family Klebsiella [Wikipedia briefing], (e) for being headhunted to Rush Medical College,
Chicago, in 1896, where he stayed until 1900, and (f) for relocating to Berlin to conduct late-career
research projects.

Kleine, Friedrich Karl: German research bacteriologist Karl Kleine [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in
the present context (a) for having trained at Robert Koch's Institute for Infectious Diseases, Berlin,
between 1900 and 1908, (b) for foreign service in German East Africa 1908-1916, being interned in
Madrid for the last two years of the war, and (c) for becoming head of the Berlin institute after the
war, working closely with Bayer Pharmaceuticals on cures for tropical diseases.
Koch, Heinrich Hermann Robert: German research bacteriologist Robert Koch [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for pioneering work in the 1880s on bacteriological laboratory
techniques, (b) for becoming world expert in his time on anthrax and tuberculosis and cholera,
frequently supported by field work in affected countries, and (c) for being awarded the 1905 Nobel
Price for Medicine.
Kolmer, John Albert: American immunologist John Kolmer [American Association of Immunologists obituary] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for joining the well-respected Philadelphia Hospital for
Contagious Diseases in 1910 as a newly qualified researcher ...
ASIDE - EARLY WORK: Kolmer racked up 14 serological publications between 1911 and 1922, mainly on
syphilis, but with excursions into polio and streptococcal pneumonia (the latter work prompted by the 1918
Spanish Flu Pandemic). He is remembered, for example, in the (now superseded) "Kolmer Test", and quickly
developed sufficient of a reputation to be elected president of the American Association of Immunologists
1917-1918.

... (b) for being belatedly called in as specialist adviser during the abortive attempt in 1926 to save
the life of Calvin Coolidge, Jr., the 16-year-old son of President Coolidge, who had gone down
with Staphylococcus albus blood poisoning from an infected toe ...
CAMEO - KOLMER AND THE COOLIDGE CASE: Kolmer's intervention is described in Paul A. Offit's
(2005) book "The Cutter Incident" [Amazon] as follows ...
"Kolmer treated Cal Jr. by injecting him with an antitoxin against Staphylococcus - a preparation made
by injecting horses with the bacteria, removing their blood, and collecting the serum. But the antitoxin
didn't work" (p186).
We have been unable to find any PubMed publication to confirm Offit's explanation.

... (c) for taking charge of the Philadelphia Hospital's poliomyelitis research programme in 1932,
working on a ricinoleate-inactivated polio virus ...
ASIDE: A killed, or "inactivated", vaccine is one in which the microorganism concerned is passage-mutated
(and that might be in animals, eggs, test-tubes, or combination thereof) until a strain is obtained which - when
[hopefully] killed by heat or mixing with a germicide (of which there are many, including sodium ricinoleate
[Wikipedia chemistry]) - is capable of inducing an immune reaction in the recipient, but not the live disease.
Unfortunately, (1) if you use too little heat or germicide it can leave live pathogen in the vaccine, (2) if you use
too much germicide the pathogen is broken down and no longer produces the required immune reaction; and/or
(3) there can be side effects of the germicide itself. This all requires much lengthy trial-and-error
experimentation. Morover, because it can take several weeks for the immunity to develop, it is difficult
to deploy a vaccine in the teeth of an active outbreak, because when an inoculee gets the disease you do
not know if s/he caught it from the vaccine or the outbreak!

... (d) for deploying said vaccine during the 1935 polio season, presenting his results at meetings of
the American Public Health Association 8th October 1935 in MilwaukeeWI and 19th November 1935
in St. LouisMO ...
CAMEO - KOLMER'S VACCINE: Here is Offit again, setting the scene ...
"To prepare his vaccine, Kolmer took spinal cords from monkeys infected with polio, ground them up,
suspended them in a salt solution, filtered them through a fine mesh, and treated them with ricinoleate
for fifteen days. After injecting his eleven-year-old son; his fifteen-year-old son; his assistant, Anna

Rule; and twenty-five children 'convalescing from various medical and surgical ailments', John Kolmer
declared his vaccine to be safe. In the fall of 1934, Kolmer began injecting more than ten thousand
children with his vaccine. Given that the spinal cord from one monkey made about forty doses, the size
of this study - and the number of monkeys that died in its name - was remarkable" (pp188-191).
Unfortunately, there were 10 adverse reactions out of the 10,725 individuals inoculated. Kolmer defended his
programme in two journal papers, both published in February 1936 - see Kolmer (1936a,b [full text online][full
text online]) - the thrust of which being that the adverse reactions were in individuals who had coincidentally
already been incubating the disease at time of inoculation.

FURTHER READING: For details of Kolmer's method and his professional defence, see the two
Kolmer links immediately above. For an interesting recent re-evaluation of this and the parallel case
of Maurice Brodie [see own entry], see Wyatt (1995 [full text online (requires JSTOR registration)]).
Kuba, Noboru: [Read firstly the entries for Grosse Île and Junji Nakamura.] Japanese veterinary immunologist and (for a
period) biological warfare boffin Noboru Kuba [no convenient biography] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for being assigned in 1943 to the Japanese Army's Army Technical Research Institute
#9 at Kawasaki, some 30 miles south of Tokyo ...
AT A GLANCE - THE ARMY TECHNICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE #9: Occasionally referred to as
the "Noborito Institute", the Army Technical Research Institute #9 was situated on the north-eastern outskirts
of Kawasaki, in the triangle formed by the Tama River and the Tama Canal [map]. In her (2018) book "The
Rinderpest Campaigns" [Amazon], Amanda Kay McVety explains its purpose thus ...
"The institute researched covert warfare. 'Operating under a veil of heavy secrecy, the facility's
departments developed and produced miniature cameras, invisible inks, and other equipment for
intelligence gathering; researched chemical and biological weapons, and developed new and deadly
poisons'" (p73).
Mercado (2010, op. cit. inf.) adds ...
"Miniature microphones and other equipment served those working in counterintelligence. Counterfeit
foreign currencies streamed from Noborito into overseas operations. Special explosives, lethal
pathogens, and long-range balloons developed by the Institute threatened the continental United States
with fire and plague. In the end, following Japan's defeat and occupation, some Noborito veterans
worked in the shadows for the United States against the Soviet Union, Communist China, and North
Korea in the Cold War" (p286).
Kuba was assigned to the team charged with attacking an enemy's cattle industry. Reports were still trickling
out 60-plus years later, thus ...
"A Japanese army research center, known as the Noborito Institute, developed the agent that causes
rinderpest, the most lethal of cattle diseases, and tested it in South Korea, according to records in a
recently published book, titled, 'The Truth about Noborito Institute.' The test was conducted on 10 cows
at a river delta in the southern South Korean city of Busan in May 1944. Researchers fired the powdered
agent into the air, causing it to fall over the cows that had been placed in three rows. The animals showed
typical symptoms of rinderpest after three days, and all of them died in about a week, the records said"
(Hindustan Times, 13th August 2010).

... (b) for liaising closely with Junji Nakamura [see own entry] at Busan (where there were opportunities
for field trials) and the Mukden Institute [see own entry] (where there was a constant supply of new sick
animals), (c) for burning his institute's records in August 1945 in the face of the U.S. occupation, (d)
for continuing in civilian veterinary medicine after the war, and (e) for speaking candidly about his
wartime experiences in interviews shortly before his death in the early 1990s. FURTHER
READING: For more on the institute see specialist researcher Mercado (2010 [full text online (paywalled)]).
See also Aomi Mochida's (2017) academic dissertation entitled "Beyond a Static Site:" [full text online].
FOOD FOR THOUGHT - VETERINARIANS AS KILLERS: In his (2004) book "Lab 257" [Amazon]
forensic historian Michael C. Carroll makes the very interesting point that veterinarians are not bound by the
Hippocratic Oath the way physicians - "MDs" - are. In the following snip he is interviewing WW2 Camp
Detrick veteran veterinarian Albert Webb ...
"Like MDs, [veterinarians] were trained in infectious disease. But unlike their medical counterparts, the
vets weren't ethically bound by an oath that began: 'First do no harm ...'. Dr. Webb recalled the mind-

sets of the two branches of medicine. 'The MDs had this unresolved medical conflict - they weren't
supposed to help kill people. Vets, I think, were much more ready than MDs,' he says. 'There's obviously
not the same feelings about the death of their subjects. The mass killing of animals for food is an
accepted part of our culture.' Unlikely as it seems, the veterinarian was ideally suited for germ
warfare research and development" (op. cit., p42).

Laidlaw, [Sir]1935 Patrick Playfair: British research virologist [Sir]1935 Patrick Laidlaw [Wikipedia
biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for an early career as a toxicologist 1902-1922, (b)
for then joining "Mill Hill", that is to say, the Medical Research Council's National Institute for
Medical Research (NIMR) [Wikipedia briefing] as part of the team charged with developing a research
programme into filterable viruses, not least the one which had been responsible for up to 100 million
deaths in the 1918-1919 Spanish Flu Pandemic, (c) for conducting award-winning research into the
organism responsible for canine distemper, (d) for working with the Compton Labs' senior
veterinarian Major G. W. Dunkin [Nature obituary] on a joint paper in 1928 [not available online] on balanced
vaccination ...
ASIDE - BALANCED LIVE VIRUS VACCINATION: In circumstances where there had so far been
no success developing a [hopefully] killed virus vaccine, but where an effective non-vaccine antiviral
serum was available, then Laidlaw and Dunkin demonstrated that a live virus could be used, provided
only that its pathogenicity was offset, drop for drop as it were, by a simultaneous injection of the
antiserum. Thus protected against the full illness, the recipient animal was free to develop antibodies
against the live virus.

... (e) for being on the team at Mill Hill who in 1932 first isolated the virus responsible for the 19181919 Spanish Flu Pandemic ...
Readers unfamiliar with the airborne transmission of viral pneumonia should
browse the 27 entries for <Spanish Flu> in the Companion COVID Timeline between
15th April 1915 and 10th December 2019 (inclusive) before proceeding.
CAMEO - PROF. LAIDLAW AND THE HELPFUL FERRETS: Despite a decade of research, the
relationship between the influenza virus (which gave victims the flu, but rarely fatally) and the bacterium
responsible for the secondary purulent pneumonia (which killed victims in their tens of millions) remained far
from clear. The main barrier was the bacterium - a common enough pathogen in its own right - required the
virus to go in first and create the sort of red raw respiratory tract where it could really get to work creating
killer pus. But the virus could not be separately cultured in the lab nor seen under a conventional microscope.
This problem was resolved by Smith, Andrewes, and Laidlaw (8th July 1933 [full text online HISTORIC
PAPER]), who had been working with ferrets, cross-infecting them with nasal washings from infected humans,
recovering "the infective agent" from the nasal passages of the animals thereby infected, and re-infecting
healthy ferrets down the line. By thus passaging the virus it became available on demand for further
experimentation.

... (f) for the 1938 book "Virus Diseases and Viruses" [Amazon], and (g) for WW2 preventative
research into aerosol infection with influenza. He died in 1940, aged only 58. His final paper was
published posthumously as Edward, Elford, and Laidlaw (1943 [full text online]). FURTHER
READING: It is also useful to compare Laidlaw's work at Mill Hill with that of Thomas Rivers [see
own entry] at America's Rockefeller Institute.
Langmuir, Alexander Duncan: American physician turned strategic epidemiologist Alexander D.
Langmuir [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for a brief early stint as Public
Health Officer in Westchester CountyNY 1940-1942, quickly interrupted by war service with the U.S.
Army 1942-1946, (b) for joining Johns Hopkins University as lecturer in epidemiology 1946-1949,
and (c) for becoming director of the epidemiology division of the Communicable Disease Center
(CDC) [Wikipedia briefing] in 1950, there setting up the Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS) [Wikipedia
briefing] in 1951 and generally promoting "disease surveillance" in his scientific publications until the
late 1980s. He was also closely involved (d) in the inquiry following the 1955 Cutter Incident [see
own entry and Timeline 1st April 1955], and (e) in accurately quantifying the treatment-acquired side-effect of
Guillain-Barré Syndrome with the 1976-1977 swine fever vaccination programme, placing the risk

at 4.87 per million [see 1st July 1984]. FURTHER READING: Check out Thacker and Gregg (1996 [full
text online]), Foster and Gangarosa (1996 [full text online]), and Schaffner and LaForce (1996 [full text online]),
Léderrey, Ernest: Swiss Army officer Ernest Léderrey [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present
context for heading the 1919 International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) relief mission to
war-torn Ukraine at the height of the Russian Civil War [see COVID Timeline 15th November 1919], (b) for being
one of the officers commanding the security detachment during the 1932 Geneva Incident [Wikipedia
briefing], when 13 (mostly innocent onlookers) were killed, and (c) for compiling on behalf of the British
War Office the (1955) book "Germany's Defeat in the East" [Amazon].
Leishman, [Sir]1917 William Boog: Glasgow-born military surgeon Lieutenant-General [Sir]1919
William Leishman [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) as an RAMC careerist
1887-1926, with early experience in India treating Enteric Fever [=Typhoid and Paratyphoid] and other tropical
diseases, (b) for returning to Britain in 1897, stationed at Netley Hospital, (c) for developing
"Leishman's Stain" [Wikipedia briefing] in around 1900 as a means of highlighting microbes under the
microscope ...
CAMEO - LEISHMANIA AND LEISHMANIASIS: One of the organisms thus discovered was the sandflyvectored parasitic disease kala azar, subsequently Leishmaniasis [Wikipedia briefing] (sometimes a.k.a. "Jericho
Buttons", from the shape of the cutaneous lesions).

... (d) for serving as president of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine 1911-1912, and (e) for
therefore being a natural selection 3rd October 1914 as Director of Pathology to the British
Expeditionary Force, being put in charge of the BEF's network of isolation hospitals in France.
FURTHER READING: For more on the fight against typhoid and the military in the early 20th
Century see Gradmann, et al. (2019 [full text online]). For more on the WW1 BEF's medical services see
McPherson (1923 Volume II [full text online]) and Leishman's own technical memoir (Leishman, 1921
[full text online]).
Li, Wenliang: See the COVID Timeline entry for 30th December 2019.
Little, Clarence Cook: American geneticist Clarence C. Little [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context (a) for undertaking his graduate studies in zoology at Harvard University before
WW1, (b) for then relocating to the Carnegie Institution of Washington's Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory [Wikipedia briefing; YouTube introduction] 1919-1921, (c) for helping to establish the American Birth
Control League in 1921, (d) for relocating to the University of Maine in 1922, and for there
developing the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial ["Bar Harbor"] Laboratory [Wikipedia briefing], (e) for
relocating to the University of Michigan 1925-1929, (f) in 1929 for returning to Bar Harbor as well
as accepting the post of Managing Director of the American Cancer Society (ACS) [see own entry] ...
***** See the ACS entry for his activities 1929-1954 *****
and (g) for serving on the Scientific Advisory Board of the Tobacco Industry Research Committee
1954-1969, overseeing that industry's ultimately unsuccessful rear-guard action against the antismoking lobby. He died in 1971, aged 83. FURTHER READING: PubMed lists 67 publications to
<Little CC>, in the period 1909-1969, consistently addressing the nature of carcinogenesis, and
frequently using mice as his "indicators". Little's work is well covered in the section concerning the
ACS in Harold P. Rusch's (1985) "The beginnings of cancer research centres in the United
States" [full text online (paywalled)]. Also in Chapters V and VI of Walter S. Ross's (1987) "Crusade: The
Official History of the American Cancer Society" [Amazon].
Marine Hospital Service (MHS): Founded in 1869 by the Secretary of the Treasury as a way of
consolidating the many legacy seamen's hospitals under a single umbrella, the Marine Hospitals
Service (MHS) [Wikipedia briefing] was headed for its first five years by John Shaw Billings [see own entry].

It then provided front line quarantine and laboratory services at America's main ports until being
renamed in 1902 as the Public Health and Marine Hospital Service. It was then reorganised again in
1944 as the Public Health Service (PHS) [Wikipedia briefing]
Matthews, Samuel: British political apparatchik Sam Matthews [no convenient biography but much to reward the
determined browser] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for being the head of the Labour Party's
"Disputes, Governance, and Legal Department" 2017-2019, (b) for having been featured in the BBC's
fundamentally flawed Panorama piece [it was not a documentary within the usual meaning of the word - Ed.] on
antisemitism in the Labour Party [see Timeline 10th July 2019], (c) for his hatchet piece against Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn in The Jewish Chronicle the following day, 11th July 2019 [ditto that date], and (d) for
featuring in the Labour Party Treachery Report when it came out 11th April 2020 [ditto].
May, Ruth: British nurse manager Ruth May [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context as
England's Chief Nursing Officer (CNO) during the COVID-19 Pandemic. As such, she was
frequently interviewed, both solo - YouTube one of many examples - or as part of a major government
presser. Indeed, she was at one very important event 10th April 2020 when the difficulty of answering
straight questions when standing beside politicians actually became rather embarrassing - YouTube
thereof (see 34:30-36:00 mins).
McLean, [Dame]2018 Angela Ruth: British "mathematical biologist" [Dame]2018 Angela McLean
[Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for her mathematical modelling skills in
infectious disease control (including, in 2013, the parameters of global spreading by air transport),
and (b) for becoming Chief Scientific Adviser to the Ministry of Defence 23rd June 2019-present [25th
June 2020]. As such she has appeared on television during the COVID-19 Pandemic - YouTube her at
work 19th May 2020.
Medley, Graham Francis Hassell: British epidemiologist Graham Medley [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for being at the time of the COVID-19 Pandemic professor of
infectious disease modelling at the London School of Health and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM),
(b) for being a member of the Scientific Advisory Group on Emergencies (SAGE), where he
advises on pandemic modelling, and (c) for speaking regularly to the pandemic on radio and television
- YouTube him here, from 30th May 2020, on when it is safe to lift lockdown.
Mitchell, Charles Alexander: Canadian veterinarian Charles Mitchell [see Nielsen (2003 [full text online])] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for serving with his country's Animal Diseases Research
Institute (ADRI) 1916-1920 (specifically the station at Lethbridge, Alberta), (b) for moving on to
the Biological Laboratory at Ottawa 1920-1928, and (c) for moving on to the ADRI station at
Gatineau, Quebec, 1928-1958. During WW2 he was involved in "secret work on animal diseases"
(The Canadian Encyclopaedia). Little was known about this wartime work until the American
forensic historian Amanda Kay McVety's (2018) book "The Rinderpest Campaigns" [Amazon]
revealed that he was Canada's civilian director of the biological warfare station on Grosse Île [see own
entry], thus ...
CAMEO - MITCHELL AND GROSSE ÎLE: As explained in its separate entry, the remote Grosse Île
research station was an important part of the Allies' WW2 biological warfare effort, specialising in such
pathogens as rinderpest (veterinary) and anthrax (general purpose), and reporting - ultimately - to George W.
Merck's War Research Service (WRS). Leader in his field Richard Shope was the chief American scientist
at the station, and Mitchell was his liaison point at the (Canadian) Department of Agriculture in Ottawa. The
project was justified by the fact that back in WW1 Germany had waged offensive biological warfare (they
dismissed it as mere "sabotage") against American livestock destined for the British/French war effort.
ASIDE: For that prior narrative see the entry for Anton Dilger, and follow the onward pointers.
The strategic objective, as with all chemical and biological warfare programs, was (1) to selectively breed the
nastiest pathogens, "weaponising" them for ease of delivery, while at the same time (2) devising
decontamination procedures and vaccines for use in the event that your enemy was faster on his laboratory feet

than you were. The Japanese were known to be particularly active in this arena, as explained in the entries for
Unit 731 and Noboro Kuba. Indeed, on 13th January 1945 Mitchell personally examined the remains of one
of Kuba's intercontinental wind-borne air balloons (McVety [she does not say what the results of his swabs were - Ed.]).
Mitchell took over as chief of station at Grosse Île in late 1946, after Shope had returned to the United States.
He then oversaw the secret re-commissioning of the station 1949-1956, after it emerged that much of the
valuable rinderpest seed stock had been degrading during storage. McVety explains his involvement thus ...
"The virus Mitchell was terrified of losing to decontamination was a strain of rinderpest that had proven
amenable to being turned into a live vaccine: a living weapon whose presence in a host would render it
immune to attack by one of the other deadly strains that roamed freely throughout Africa and Asia. [...]
The United States and Canada no longer had any need of it, Mitchell acknowledged, but other nations
did" (op. cit., p5).
By the mid-1950s, however, the thrust of eradicating rinderpest had shifted to the British lab at
Kabete/Muguga, Kenya [see own entry], and Grosse Île was permanently decommissioned.
CAMEO - MITCHELL AND PLUM ISLAND: Mitchell also attended (and spoke at) the 26th September
1956 public dedication event of the Plum Island [see own entry] biological warfare station in Lond Island Sound.
Here is an extract from his speech ...
"Dr. C. A. Mitchell began his remarks at the 1956 Plum Island dedication day by reminiscing on the
late world war: 'I often think and almost tremble at what could have taken place had our Teutonic
enemies been more alive to this. [...] Fortunately blunders existed in the Teutonic camp as in our own.
Consequently, this means of attack was looked upon as a scientific poppy dream.... If [as much] time
and money were invested in biologic agent dispersion as in one bomber plane, the Free World
would have almost certainly gone down to defeat'. The audience murmured in acknowledgement, but
one dedication day VIP stirred uncomfortably - the director of the new virus laboratory in Tübingen,
West Germany, personally invited by Plum Island director Maurice S. 'Doc' Sheehan [..f]or he - Dr.
Erich Traub [see own entry] - was that 'Teutonic enemy'. Strangely enough, he had every right to be there.
He was one of Plum Island's founding fathers" (Carroll, 2004, pp6-7, and then re-cited in McVety, 2018,
p203).

FURTHER READING: For more of the details see McVety (op. cit.). There is also much valuable
contextualising detail in Jonathan Turner's (2012) thesis entitled "The Defence Research Board
of Canada, 1947 to 1977" [full text online].
FOOD FOR THOUGHT - VETERINARIANS AS KILLERS: In his (2004) book "Lab 257" [Amazon]
forensic historian Michael C. Carroll makes the very interesting point that veterinarians are not bound by the
Hippocratic Oath the way physicians - "MDs" - are. In the following snip he is interviewing WW2 Camp
Detrick veteran veterinarian Albert Webb ...
"Like MDs, [veterinarians] were trained in infectious disease. But unlike their medical counterparts, the
vets weren't ethically bound by an oath that began: 'First do no harm ...'. Dr. Webb recalled the mindsets of the two branches of medicine. 'The MDs had this unresolved medical conflict - they weren't
supposed to help kill people. Vets, I think, were much more ready than MDs,' he says. 'There's obviously
not the same feelings about the death of their subjects. The mass killing of animals for food is an
accepted part of our culture.' Unlikely as it seems, the veterinarian was ideally suited for germ
warfare research and development" (op. cit., p42).

Models and Databases, Epidemiological: [Read firstly the entry for Herd Immunity, noting especially the introductory paragraphs
on the science of epidemiology - ESSENTIAL.] Here (in the order in which we first learned about them) are the
epidemiological models and research databases which at one point or another featured in the COVID19 Pandemic, and which, in the U.K. at least, by being too complicated for politicians to understand,
helped turn a healthcare emergency into a full-scale national catastrophe ...
(1) THE OXFORD ZOOLOGISTS' MODEL: This model has been discussed in some detail in the Timeline
entry for 24th March 2020, as well as in Nafeez Ahmed's piece for Byline Times two days later, entitled
"Oxford Model Touting 'Herd Immunity' Was Promoted by PR Agency Tied to Ministry" [full text online].
Having been politically oversold, it was soon discarded.

BEFORE PROCEEDING ...
TRY SOME EPIDEMIC MODELLING YOURSELF
OmniCalculator

It looks difficult to start with, then it gets harder
(2) THE IMPERIAL MODEL: We refer here to the work being carried out by Neil Ferguson [academic
homepage] at the School of Public Health, Imperial College, London. As with the Oxford Model above [take
care, because there is another Oxford Model below - Ed.], Ferguson's team have struggled to get the mathematical nuances
of predictive modelling across either to reporters or politicians. Predictions derived by Ferguson's model feature
in the Timeline entries for 16th and 26th March 2020, being initially that we might suffer less than 20,000
deaths, and then - 10 days later - perhaps as many as half a million dead. Why the not-inconsiderable difference?
Because the curve-fitting is there to test hypothetical ways forward, and if you make different presumptions
then you get different - sometimes wildly different - predictions. (But you already know this because of your
work on the OmniCalculator above). One mistake may have been to rely overmuch on an earlier set of Imperial
Model predictions based on the parameters for seasonal influenza, which is 20 times less contagious and far
less likely to kill you than COVID-10.

BEFORE PROCEEDING ...
CHECK OUT ONE OF IMPERIAL'S EXPERTS AS AT 13TH MARCH 2020
Watch this 13th March BBC Newsnight
Professor Graham Medley's take on Herd Immunity, and so on
(3) - THE JOHNS HOPKINS DATABASE: This archive was maintained more or less in real time by the
Center for Systems Science and Engineering at Johns Hopkins University (JHU), taking inputs from health
authorities worldwide. It came complete with a publicly available dashboard and data tables [explore their website].
The data was closely monitored by The Financial Times' pandemic correspondent John Burn-Murdoch [no
convenient biography but much of his work readily browsable] , who used it to generate daily progress charts of both cases
and deaths, mostly using the "logarithmic y" plotting approach. We ourselves sampled the data for a dozen or
so of the worst and best performing nations from 1st March 2020 onwards.
(4) - THE OFFICE OF NATIONAL STATISTICS DATABASE: The Newport-based Office of National
Statistics (ONS) is the U.K.'s official data repository, receiving very precise of births, deaths, and other
demographics. Its base-expectation and actual deaths per day figures tend to be weeks in preparation, but are
as precise as you are likely to get. Click here to see what they have on offer.
(5) THE OXFORD MATHEMATICIANS' MODEL: To see how the mathematicians at Oxford University's
Mathematics Centre are trying to out-think the COVID-19 virus, we recommend spending an hour with Robin
Thompson [Homepage], of the Oxford Mathematical Institute [Homepage], who, on 8th April 2020 fronted an
hour-long online tutorial on the application of mathematical models to fighting epidemics in general, and
COVID-19 in particular.
YouTube it here - POSSIBLY LIFE-SAVING

Mukden Institute for Infectious Diseases of Animals: Established in 1925 by the South Manchuria
Railway Company [Wikipedia briefing] at Fengtian/Mukden in Japanese-occupied Manchuria (now
Shenyang, China [map]), the Mukden Institute for Infectious Diseases of Animals [no convenient briefing,
but specialist readers will much of value in U.S. Navy Report (1946 [full text online MICROSCOPIC DETAIL, MANY DAYS' READING])] is
noteworthy in the present context as the Japanese Empire's main regional veterinary vaccine
production laboratory 1925-1945. As such, it had by its nature to gather to itself infected animals and
tissues, and, as such, it was well placed to supply prime infectious samples to biological warfare
specialist Noboru Kuba [see own entry] at the Noborito Institute for offensive weaponisation (McVety,
2018).
"Muktashwar": See the entry for the Indian Veterinary Research Institute (IVRI).
Murray, Everitt George Dunne ["Jo'burg"]: [Read firstly the entry for Grosse Île.] South African immunologist
Everitt ["Jo'burg"] Murray [Journal of General Microbiology obituary] is noteworthy in the present context (a)
for joining the Royal Army Medical College, Millbank, London 1916-1918, working to Colonel
David Harvey [see own entry], with a stint in Mesopotamia helping the fight against dysentery, (b) for
joining the Medical Research Council (MRC), Cambridge, in 1920, specialising in bacteriology, (c)
for relocating to McGill University, Montreal, in 1930, (d) for being called upon in 1939 to advise
the Canadian government's "M-1000" Biodefence Committee, helping to identify rinderpest as the
likely pathogen of choice should biological attacks on Canada's cattle industry be mounted, (e) for

thereby ending up in December 1941 as Canada's representative on the joint U.S.-Canada initiative
at Grosse Île, overseeing the rinderpest vaccine research and supporting its weaponisation as
rinderpest-impregnated peat moss powder (McVety, 2018), and (f) for handling an alert in January
1945 when Japanese balloon drones started to arrive on the prevailing westerlies, advising that
"rinderpest and foot and mouth disease were the two animal diseases most likely to be introduced"
(ibid., p76). Jones (op. cit. inf.) remarks of this period of Murray's work ...
"British information helped advance basic research in Canada, with at least one Canadian laboratory working
to increase the killing power of B. anthracis strains [...]. The Canadians, led by the noted McGill microbiologist
Everitt George Dunne Murray, quickly geared up at [Grosse Île] with a goal of producing 300 pounds of anthrax
spores per week [... However,] serious laboratory accidents and leaks of spores concerned Murray, while the
faculty was unable to attain its production goals" (pp170-171).

FURTHER READING: For more of the details see Amanda Kay McVety's (2018) book "The
Rinderpest Campaign" [Amazon] (as indexed) and Susan D. Jones' (2010) book "Death in a Small
Package" [Amazon] (pp170-171).
Nadolny, Rudolf: [Read firstly the entry for Anton Dilger.] Imperial German lawyer-diplomat turned WW1
spymaster turned interwar senior diplomat turned WW2 general staff officer Rudolf Nadolny [Wikipedia
biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for an early career posting to the German Embassy in
St. Petersburg 1903-1907, where he observed and reported back on the 1905 Russian Revolution
[Wikipedia briefing] and the "St. Petersburg Soviet" [Wikipedia briefing], (b) for moving on to similar duties in
Persia and the Balkans 1907-1914, (c) with the coming of war in 1914 for becoming head of Section
IIIB (Sabotage) in the Berlin Foreign Office, (d) for developing a widespread network of agents and
outstation-workshops, and for deploying cells of saboteurs against Germany's enemies (Britain,
France, Rumaniafrom 1916 and Imperial Russia), as well as in neutral countries such as Spain, Argentina,
Norway, Rumania1914-1916, and the United States (there, notably, Anton Dilger's Chevy Chase
biological warfare cell) who routinely sold war material to those enemies, (e) for supporting those
cells in encouraging industrial unrest, using whisperings and leaflets, (f) ditto for arson in munitions
and supply depots, on trains, and at sea, using small incendiary pencils, (g) ditto for biological
sabotage against livestock en route to the combatants, using small vials of live anthrax, glanders, or
other pathogens, (h) for continuing in the diplomatic service through to the early Nazi era, with terms
as Ambassador to Turkey (1924-1933) and the Soviet Union (1933-1934), before being somewhat
marginalised by the Nazis, (i) for returning to military intelligence staffwork during WW2 [sadly, there is
no great sourcework on what he got up to - Ed.], and (j) for becoming emergency president of the German Red Cross
for most of 1945 ...
ASIDE: We presume that Nadolny served with at least the tacit consent of OSS's William Harvey, who was
active at the time colluding with ex-Nazi spymaster Reinhard Gehlen on Operation Paperclip and similar
Cold War anti-Soviet operations. Nadolny may not have known, of course, but one German historian judges
that it was "a clear no" that the German Red Cross could maintain its original independence at this time (Wicke,
2002 [Amazon], p121).

Nadolny spent the late 1940s supporting vexatious American initiatives calling for the reunification
of Germany [vexatious to the extent that reunification would mean Soviet withdrawal from East Germany, which was not going to happen for
another 40 years - Ed.]. He died in Düsseldorf 18th May 1953.
***** IMPERIAL JAPANESE BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SCIENTIST *****
Naito, Ryoichi: [Read firstly the entries for Unit 731 and Shiro Ishii.] Japanese military physician-microbiologist
Ryoichi Naito [World War II Database entry] is noteworthy in the present context (a) as one of Unit 731's
senior officers during its offensive biological warfare campaign against the Chinese in the 1930s, (b)
for approaching the Rockefeller Institute in NYC in February 1939 bearing a request from the
Japanese government for starter samples of Yellow Fever Virus ...

CAMEO - NAITO PRIOR TO THE EUROPEAN WW2: In a 2019 paper entitled "Biological warfare
and snake venom for poliomyelitis and ALS" [full text online], the neurologist Victor M. Rivera [Baylor College
of Medicine biography] profiles Naito's anti-Chinese atrocities as follows ...
"... Naito had been a student and admirer of Ishii at the Army Medical College in Tokyo, becoming later
his right-hand man in a bacteriological satellite facility of Unit 731 located at the Shinjuku District in
Tokyo. As an assistant professor in 1939, before the war, Naito had been sent to the Rockefeller Institute
in New York to obtain a yellow fever virus strain with the excuse to create a vaccine for Japanese
people. He appeared unannounced and despite an introductory letter from the Military Attaché of the
Japanese Embassy in Washington, DC, the request was refused by Wilbur Sawyer, the director of the
laboratory" (p3).

(c) for relocating in 1942 to Outram Park [see own entry] in recently occupied Singapore, from where he
masterminded offensive biological warfare operations against British and American forces in the
Southeast Asian theatre of war. (d) for being captured by the advancing Allies in mid-1945, and (e)
for acting as mild-mannered and apparently innocent translator to Lieutenant-Colonel Murray
Sanders [see own entry] in the latter's late-1945 interrogation of captured Unit 731 commanding officer
Shiro Ishii (perhaps even secretly infecting Sanders with tuberculosis when his guard was down) ...
CAMEO - NAITO PLAYS CAT AND MOUSE: Sanders was, of necessity, a specially shipped in Camp
Detrick officer, so they had set a thief to catch a thief, with a third thief - Naito - doing the interpreting!
The interrogation narrative is then taken up in Hank P. Albarelli, Jr.'s (2009) book "A Terrible Mistake"
[Amazon] ...
"In Japan, Sanders was greeted dockside by Dr. Ryoichi Naito, the physician who, unbeknownst to
Sanders, had been dispatched to New York by Ishii years earlier, in 1939, to get samples of yellow fever
virus from the Rockefeller Institute. Sanders was unaware that, as a scientist, Naito had been part and
parcel of Ishii's wartime activities. [...] As translator, Naito was in a perfect position to manipulate
questioning and to mislead Sanders' investigation" (p70).

After the immediate occupation period, the Japanese scientists were formally granted immunity from
prosecution by President Truman in 1948, and Naito began a very successful rehabilitation into postwar Japanese industry, thus ...
"Naito held several biological industry leadership positions during Japan's post-war re-structuration period.
Parlayed by his experience with freeze-drying technology Naito founded the immensely profitable commercial
Japanese Blood Bank in 1951 [which procured plasma to the U.S. military during the Korean War, 1950-1953]
and later the Green Cross Corporation [Wikipedia briefing], a billion-dollar enterprise. Naito died in 1998. His
association with the activities of Unit 731 were never mentioned" " (Rivera, op. cit., p3).

Nakamura, Junji: [Read firstly the entries for Passaging, Grosse Île, Chiharu Kakizaki, and Noboru Kuba.] Japanese veterinary
immunologist Junji Nakamura [Nippon Institute for Biological Science obituary] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for making an early career fact-finding visit in 1934-1935 to a number of western research
institutes, being instructed, for example, in viral "ultra-filtering" through collodion by William J.
Elford [C. H. Andrewes (1952) obituary (requires JSTOR registration)] at the National Institute for Medical Research,
Hampstead, London; also to the British research station at Mukteshwar [see own entry] in India, where
he observed the passaging of rinderpest through goats, (b) for then being assigned to the Japanese
government's Rinderpest Serum Production Facility at Busan [see own entry], where he gradually isolated
rinderpest strains which could be "lapinised", that is to say, passaged through rabbits ...
ASIDE - THE NAKAMURA III STRAIN: The pivotal publication was Nakamura, et al. (1938 [full text online
(Japanese and English)]), and by 1941 the Nakamura III Strain had successfully completed field trials in the wilds
of Mongolia (McVety, 2018). The strain was then acquired by the Nationalist Chinese in September 1945 after
the Japanese surrender, who passed it on to the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
(UNRRA). Here is how it got used (note the serial passaging of the stock animals) ...
"The [Chinese] researchers were easily able to keep Nakamura III going via passages through new
rabbits. The benefit of the vaccine for field use [was that] technicians could travel with live rabbits
instead of kerosene refrigerators and chilled thermoses. Lapinised vaccine could be made on the spot
by killing an infected rabbit, grinding up its spleen and intestinal lymph glands in a sterile mortar, adding

a little infected blood and saline, and then straining the mixture through a layer of sterile gauze. [...]
Each rabbit yielded between 300 and 600 doses" (idem, p102).

... (c) for being put in charge in 1942 of a Busan outstation at Anyang, just south of Seoul [map], from
where he acted in part at least as field testing station for sprays and potions being developed by Kuba
at his institute at Kawasaki, and (d) for thereby getting centrally involved in 1944 in Kuba's project
for a major biological warfare attack on the continental United States ...
CAMEO - DEATH DOWNWIND: Kuba's plan was to drift air balloons carrying "an acute contagious
disease" across the Pacific on the jetstream. Nakamura was to produce the necessary pathogens at Anyang.
Here are some of the technicals ...
"The key, Kuba decided, was that he needed to turn the virus into a powder that could be dispersed
through the air. This he did by grinding infected lymph node tissue up with a large porcelain mortar,
mixing it with refined flour, and then grinding it some more. [... He] already knew how he wanted to
disperse his weapon: he was going to blow up a box full of rinderpest powder in the air over a large
space where animals could breathe it in. Kuba scheduled his test in May of 1944 along the shore of the
Nakdong River to the west of the Serum Production Station in Busan. [...] Kuba attached fifty grams of
the powdered virus in a small cardboard box to a skyrocket that had been built for the team at Noborito.
He launched his rocket [... and] it covered all of the [target ten] cows. [...] Ten days later, all ten
developed symptoms and died. [... His] balloon bombs (fu-sen bakudan) [...] were made of paper and
paste and each carried a fifteen-kilogram, high-explosive bomb and two or more thermite incendiary
bombs. [...] Researchers predicted the trip would take about three days, so they designed a control
system to keep the balloon aloft for that amount of time" (McVety, 2018, pp74-75).
In the end, however, the Japanese government forbade replacing the incendiary payload with rinderpest for
fear of American reprisal in kind. The fire balloon offensive began 3rd November 1944 and by April 1945
some 9000 had been launched. Some 350 came successfully to ground, but not reported.

FURTHER READING: For more of the details see Amanda Kay McVety's (2018) book "The
Rinderpest Campaign" [Amazon]. For more on the Nakamura III Strain see Sonoda (1983 [full text online]).
FOOD FOR THOUGHT - VETERINARIANS AS KILLERS: In his (2004) book "Lab 257" [Amazon]
forensic historian Michael C. Carroll makes the very interesting point that veterinarians are not bound by the
Hippocratic Oath the way physicians - "MDs" - are. In the following snip he is interviewing WW2 Camp
Detrick veteran veterinarian Albert Webb ...
"Like MDs, [veterinarians] were trained in infectious disease. But unlike their medical counterparts, the
vets weren't ethically bound by an oath that began: 'First do no harm ...'. Dr. Webb recalled the mindsets of the two branches of medicine. 'The MDs had this unresolved medical conflict - they weren't
supposed to help kill people. Vets, I think, were much more ready than MDs,' he says. 'There's obviously
not the same feelings about the death of their subjects. The mass killing of animals for food is an
accepted part of our culture.' Unlikely as it seems, the veterinarian was ideally suited for germ
warfare research and development" (op. cit., p42).

National Center for Medical Intelligence (NCMI): Founded in 1956 by the Walter Reed Army
Medical Center but transferred in 1979 to Fort Detrick, the National Center for Medical
Intelligence (NCMI) [Wikipedia briefing] came to the world's attention early in the COVID-19 Pandemic
in a piece on NBC News by Associated Press intelligence reporter Ken Dilanian [no convenient biography but
much to reward the determined browser] entitled "Spying on Coronavirus: A Little-Known U.S. Intel Outfit
Has Its Most Important Mission Yet" [full text online]. For the full context of the part the NCMI played
in the pandemic, see the Companion Timeline 13th March 2020, and follow the onward pointers.
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID): Founded 29th December 1955, but
with a line of inheritance back to the 1887 Marine Hospital Service (MHS) quarantine laboratory
on Staten Island [see the entry for Joseph Kinyoun, and this NIAID historical piece], the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) [Wikipedia briefing] is noteworthy in the present context (a) as one of the 27
divisions making up the National Institutes of Health (NIH), (b) for being headed since 1984 by
Anthony S. Fauci, and (c) for promoting research and research-driven good practice in all branches
of infectious disease, including, most recently, the COVID-19 Pandemic.

"You can't handle the truth!"("A Few Good Men", 1992)
Needham, Noel Joseph Terence Montgomery: Cambridge biochemist Joseph Needham (1900-1995)
[Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for serving briefly as Sub-Lieutenant Surgeon
in the Royal Navy in the closing months of the war (and for surviving a bout of the infamous Spanish
Flu into the bargain), (b) for graduating from Cambridge's brand new biochemistry laboratory in
1921, going on to become - initially as Benn Levy Research Student (succeeding the up-and-coming
Rudolph Peters - more on whom below - in this respect) and then as the Sir William Dunn Reader in
Biochemistry - one of that laboratory's star postgraduates ...
CAMEO - NEEDHAM AT CAMBRIDGE: Once his promise became apparent, Needham worked closely
to his professor, [Sir]1925 Frederick Gowland ["Hoppy"] Hopkins [Wikipedia biography], innocently noting one
day that "his place bristles with clever Jews and talkative women" (Winchester, 2008, p20). Between 1921 and
1923 he would have been familiar with, and perhaps taught by, [Sir]1942 Rudolph A. Peters [Wikipedia biography].
His publications during the 1920s and 1930s show him to have been interested in the biochemistry of
embryonic development, especially the "mucoproteins", finding this easiest to study in hens' eggs (see his
PubMeds 1924, 1927, 1931, 1936ab).

!!!!! NOW IT SO HAPPENS ...
ASIDE: As luck would have it, hens' eggs were just becoming popular in virology as the
culturing medium of choice when passaging viruses (it being impossible to culture viruses in
nutrient broth or on Petri dish media as had long been the practice with bacteria). There was
therefore a happy coincidence between the appearance of Needham's first magnus opus, the
(1931) three-volume "Chemical Embryology" [Amazon], and a handful of pioneering human
and veterinary researchers, many of them funded by the Rockefeller Institute, who were
investigating the use of hens' eggs as a virus passaging medium. Here, in date order, are some
of the breakthrough studies (all have full text links in the companion COVID Timeline under the
year shown, if required) ...
Olitsky (1927) [This Rockefeller-funded researcher indirectly sparked interest in new methods by concluding
that in vitro methods (for foot and mouth virus at least) were making insufficient progress - Ed.]; Woodruff and
Goodpasture (1931); Goodpasture, et al. (1931); Maitland and Maitland (1931); Burnet
(1931); Shope (1931); Burnet and Galloway (1934); Andrewes and Elford (1935); Burnet
(1936)
Needham's skills would thus have made him a natural collaborator-adviser for the applied science
researchers at Porton Down or its outstations, engaged as they were in highly focused field research
into viral pathogens such as foot and mouth disease and rinderpest [see the entry for Grosse Île], frequently
using cutting-edge lab virology using hens' eggs.
ASIDE: The collaboration between Cambridge University and interwar research at Porton
Down is not often mentioned in the literature and requires detailed research. Suffice it to say
that Porton Down's chief physiologist (in both wars) was Cambridge's [Sir]1935 Joseph
Barcroft [Wikipedia biography], Nobel Prize nominee and professor of physiology 1925-1937.
Perhaps the most obvious avenue of liaison would have been via the aforementioned Rudolph
Peters, an earlier (possibly the second) Benn Levy Student in 1913. Peters had taken time out
after graduating to serve in the RAMC on the Western Front between 1915 and 1917. He was
then headhunted into the Army's brand new gas warfare school at Porton Down, where he
worked 1917-1918 alongside Barcroft (his old Cambridge professor). He returned to
Cambridge 1918-1923, overlapping with Needham 1921-1923, and then moved on to a chair
of his own at Oxford.

... (c) for acquiring Chinese students in 1937, from whom he learned to speak, read, and write Chinese,
(d) for thereby being admirably qualified to be headhunted by the British Council [Wikipedia briefing] in
1942 to lead a special mission to Chungking in the remote hinterland of war-torn China ...
↓↓↓↓↓ ADVISED ↓↓↓↓↓
Readers unfamiliar with the Japanese invasion of China in 1937 should make a point of
watching Frank Capra's [see own entry] (1944) 62-minute purposely anti-Japanese documentary
"The Battle of China" [Wikipedia briefing] before proceeding - YouTube it here.

↓↓↓↓↓ ESSENTIAL↓↓↓↓↓
Readers unfamiliar with Unit 731 as Japan's 1937-1945 biological warfare specialists
in their war against China should read that entry before proceeding.
CAMEO - NEEDHAM IN CHINA: Britain declared war on Japan 8th December 1941 following Japanese
attacks on Hong Kong, and the United States did likewise a few hours later following the attack at Pearl
Harbour. It seems that Needham's name was put forward to the British Council for head of mission by science
journalist and frequent visitor to the Soviet Union James Gerald Crowther [see own entry]. He arrived on station
21st March 1943, 16 months after the Unit 731 bio-atrocity against the town of Changde/Changteh [map] in
late 1941, and through to 1946 he travelled widely, supporting what was left of Chinese science and researching
Chinese history. Here, from Britain's National Archives entry, is how the mission was administered ...
"Early in 1942 Needham and E. R. Doods [sic, actually Dodds [Wikipedia biography; see also FURTHER
READING below]], Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford, were invited to visit China under the auspices of
the British Council. They arrived in the autumn of 1942 [sic, actually 1943], Needham traveling via the
USA. In China Needham was made Head of the British Scientific Mission and later Scientific
Counsellor to H.B.M. Embassy at Chungking (then the 'acting capital' of China). Under the auspices of
the British Council, Needham established the Sino British Science Cooperation Office (SBSCO) and
became its first director. [...] Needham made several journeys through China, visiting many institutions
to assess for himself the needs of Chinese research and teaching centres."

... (e) for helping to set up the Natural Sciences Division within the new UNESCO [Wikipedia briefing]
after the war, (f) for then being headhunted to lead the 1952 International Scientific Commission
(ISC) [see own entry] during its investigations into allegations that the United States had been using
biological agents in Korea and China since 1951 ...
MUCH MORE SHORTLY ON THIS
... (g) for being pilloried as an unwitting dupe of Communist propagandists, rather than a bold and
impartial seeker after truth ...
MUCH MORE SHORTLY ON THIS, TOO
... and (h) for returning to Cambridge in 1956 to write it all up in the 15 personally written volumes
(1954-1995) of the multi-volume "Science and Civilisation in China" [Amazon (Vol. I)]. In his later years
he was honoured politically with a Companionship of Honour in 1992 and professionally by being
made a Fellow of the British Academy in 1971. He died in 1995.
That, then, is the core 1000-word telling of the Needham story. However, as
you probe more deeply into the detail, you enter the world of military secrets
and cover-ups, and end up disturbingly close to what has been described
as "the biggest state secret of the Cold War".
Unsurprisingly, Needham's story has been regularly revisited by academics and investigative
journalists over the years. Firstly, however, we must point to a very large elephant in the room ...
ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM - THE BRITISH COUNCIL AS ESPIONAGE COVER: According to its
originating architect (the intelligence professional in pinstripes [Sir]1945 Reginald W. A. Leeper [Wikipedia
biography; see also FURTHER READING below]), the British Council was created expressly to deliver pro-British
"cultural influence" on behalf of the Foreign Office. In everyday English this means that Leeper was a spymaster, the British Council was a cover, and British Council emissaries often had covert as well as overt
missions. Here, according to the papers of one of Needham's contemporaries, is how it all worked ...
"In April [1938] Harold went on a British Council speaking tour of the Balkans, with a secret
mission from the Foreign Office to attempt to restore some confidence among the Eastern Europeans.
His visit was used in the Balkan capitals as an excuse for pro-Western demonstrations" (Nigel
Nicolson, from the diaries of his diplomat-politician father Harold Nicolson, in Nicolson, 2004, p185).
Nor, in wartime, is anybody flown half-way around the world (and very much into harm's way) just for fun.
The whole sinophile story must therefore best be taken as a cover story, and the expedition seen rather as an
attempt to monitor Japan's ongoing biological warfare offensive, which had begun in 1939 with unexplained
breakouts of bubonic plague and other infectious diseases wherever Unit 731 cast its black shadow. After Pearl

Harbour, the risk was that these same weapon systems were about to be deployed in an advance against British
India. In other words, Needham's real mission was to act as a listening post for MI-10 (the technical people in
British military intelligence) and thence upward as far as Winston Churchill if necessary.

1950-1951 - THE RUMOURS: Williams and Wallace (op. cit. inf) list a number of rumours from the
very early 1950s to the effect that the United States had the capacity for, and may well have been
field trialling, the technology necessary to deliver diseases as weapons of war. For example, Science
News Letter had warned on 8th July 1950 that "germ warfare may get a trial very soon", and the wellnetworked investigative journalist Chapman Pincher [Wikipedia biography] warned likewise later in the
year. Then, on 8th May 1951, the North Korean Foreign Minister protested to the United Nations that
their troops had been the victims of actual biological attacks ...
LEST IT BE OVERLOOKED: The Korean War was entirely America's war, but, by a masterpiece of
diplomacy, it was being fought in the name of the United Nations - see FURTHER READING below.

Finally, as the war approached its third year, things came to a head ...
1952 - THE CHINESE ALLEGATIONS: On 21st February 1952, the Chinese government's official
news agency also alleged that the United States had been making biological warfare raids both against
North Korea and across the Yalu River into China itself. Chinese Foreign Minister Chou En-lai/Zhou
Enlai (who had met Needham during his own Chungking days) repeated these allegations on the
international stage 6th March 1952. The American Secretary of State Dean Acheson immediately
denounced the claims as Red propaganda, followed by similar denials from General Ridgway in
theatre, the American contingent at the United Nations, and The New York Times.
ANOTHER ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM: By and large, the Western press has, since the 19th Century,
printed whatever respective governments have instructed it to print, and willingly connived to suppress
inconvenient secrets. The historian Hugh Wilford explains how this was done in post-WW2 America in
Chapter 10 of his (2008) book "The Mighty Wurlitzer: How the CIA Played America" [Amazon]. The
process is never more shameful (nor never more effective) than when state media howl down "insults",
regardless of the truth behind them. It follows that all establishment denials should be very critically examined
for signs of omission, inaccuracy, or sudden self-righteousness, and quickly disregarded if detected.

1952 - THE ISC INVESTIGATION: Winchester (see 2008 below) explains the birth of the ISC as
follows ...
"About six weeks after Zhou made his charges, he sent Guo Moruo, who was the head of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences and an old colleague of Needham's to Oslo for a meeting of the World Peace Council [...]. At this
meeting Guo [... requested] an International Science Commission to investigate the charges. [...] Guo told the
conference that what China and North Korea wanted was a group of six or seven 'impartial and independent
scientists ... known for their devotion to humanitarian causes'. [...Seven] scientists were quickly found, and
only one of them, a professor of biology named [Nikolai] Zhukov[-Verezhnikov] [Wikipedia briefing] from the
Soviet Academy of Medicine, was from an overtly communist background. Others were more obviously
neutral. [Details given] [Needham] needed little persuasion, and that same evening agreed readily to go and
see for himself if the charges against the American forces were true or false" (pp203-204).

In a parallel narrative, Williams and Wallace (op. cit. inf.) tell it this way ...
"The ISC was formed on 29 March 1952 by a meeting in Oslo of the executive committee of the World Peace
Council, an organisation which reportedly received some backing from Moscow. Addressing the committee
[the] President of the Chinese People's Committee for World Peace called for the formation of an international
group of impartial and independent scientists to investigate the BW allegations. Late in June that year, the six
principal members of the ISC arrived in Peking to commence their investigation. They were [five bios] and
finally Dr. Joseph Needham, FRS, Sir William Dunn Reader in Biochemistry, Cambridge University, formerly
scientific counsellor, Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy, Chungking, and later director of the Department of
Natural Sciences, UNESCO. [...] On the Chinese side, an illustrious array of scientists and medical men, many
trained in the West, was arranged to assist the Commission. [...] As historical background for the ISC's first
meeting, Zhukov-Verezhnikov presented Russian evidence about Unit 731 [details given]. At the ISC's second
meeting on 27 June, the Chinese produced surviving materials relating to Japanese bacterial warfare waged

against them during the Second World War. [Targets enumerated.] The meeting also received a communication
which had arrived the night before from newspaperman Wilfred Burchett[*] [... presently] covering the Korean
War from the Communist side for French left-wing daily Ce Soir. In his letter Burchett claimed that at about 2
p.m. on 6 June, he had been sitting in a jeep on a ferry crossing an arm of the upper reaches of the Yalu River
when he noticed that the water was very thickly covered with insects [...]. The next day it transpired that the
phenomenon had coincided with several similar ones in the region, and that all had accompanied the passage
of American planes. Non-exploding bombs had been seen to fall [etc.]" (pp352-353).
[*]

ASIDE: It seems that Australian war correspondent Wilfred Burchett [Wikipedia biography
RECOMMENDED] had already let the cat out of the American censor's bag once before, when he wangled
his way into the ruins of Hiroshima only three weeks after it had been A-bombed. His "scoop of the
century" copy went out in the London Daily Express on 5th September 1945, warts and all. The
Americans promptly withdrew his press card and ordered him out of Japan. He wrote up his experiences
in Korea in his (1953) book "This Monstrous War" [Amazon]

And back to Winchester one more time, concerning the support given to Needham during the ISC's
investigations ...
"He entirely trusted, he wrote, the dozens of Chinese scientists he interviewed on behalf of the commission all of them were first-rate bacteriologists, and many were men and women he had known personally in the
1940s and could vouch for. [...] He helped select some sixty of the local specialists who could carry out
technical investigations for his report, and much was made of their foreign credentials. Twenty-three of them
had PhDs from American universities (Cornell, Berkeley, and Harvard), a dozen came from British schools,
and nine had doctorates from the well-regarded Japanese colleges [...] in the old puppet state of Manchukuo"
(p207).

The ISC report was finally published 15th September 1952, and the nub of its 665 pages of evidence
and judicial analysis was that Yes, the Americans had indeed used biological weapons against the
North Koreans and the Chinese. The text of the report will not become readily accessible until
published online by the University of Massachusetts at Amherst in 2018. Here is the link ...
"Report of the International Scientific Commission for
the Investigation of the Facts Concerning Bacterial
Warfare in Korea and China"
ESSENTIAL READING (esp. pp49-52)
1952 - NEEDHAM'S REPORT DISMISSED: Needham arrived back in Britain a week later, and
walked straight into a media storm. Here is how biographer Winchester (see 2008 below) recorded
the event more than half a century later (the press throng had clearly been rounded up by some
government agency) ...
"When Needham arrived in London a week later, he was immediately and rudely exposed to the world of
misery in which he would now have to live. His first clue should have been the two-hour grilling by a
vehemently skeptical press. [...] He had never been subjected to an onslaught like this. One imagines that he
began to stutter, to blink, to look uneasy, to seem suddenly quite out of his depth, and as if he didn't have the
slightest idea of just how little the western press wanted to hear the news he claimed to bring. He managed to
splutter weakly that he was 'ninety-seven percent certain' that the Americans had used infected insects and
small animals as vectors to spread diseases such as anthrax, smallpox, tularemia, typhus, and plague in China
and Korea. He was not able to say why they had done this; nor could he be certain how successful the alleged
biological warfare campaign had been militarily - but that it had occurred he never had any doubt. No, never.
Well hardly ever. [...] Not a single question asked that day was friendly. [Example given.] He returned to
Cambridge, chagrined and bewildered, and for the next several months had to endure a firestorm of criticism,
first in his own country, then across the Atlantic" (op. cit., pp208-209; coloured highlighting ours, where the
author resorts to non-objective phrasing).

Then came the official, professional, disavowals, every one from a person on this or that
establishment payroll ...

"The establishment turned its guns on him as only the British establishment can do. A hitherto unknown
government organisation, the Intelligence Research Department of the British Foreign Office [profiled by
Anglim (2006) as covert operations specialists - Ed.], mounted a fierce campaign of character assassination against him,
directed at friends within the press and malleable members of Parliament. Fury rained down on him from all
quarters. He was ostracised in his college. He came under intense pressure to resign from his academic posts
[...]. He was condemned even by colleagues in the Royal Society [...]. Two former presidents of the Royal
Society wrote a letter to the Times officially distancing the society from the commission's report [further
examples given]. One prominent fellow of the Royal Society, the Nobel-prize-winning physiologist A. V. Hill
[Wikipedia biography THIS MAN'S WW2 EXPERIENCE IS WELL WORTH A THOUGHTFUL LOOK], widened the attack
by writing a scathing letter to the New York Times, alerting Americans to the commission's existence, to its
report, and to its principal author - all the while telling them not to be too concerned, since no one of any
standing in Britain had taken much notice" (ibid., pp209-210).

Needham's punishment was to be blacklisted by the U.S. State Department for more than 20 years.
Moreover, even his friends got to suffer if they sided with him, thus ...
"One good friend of Needham's, the anthropologist Gene Weltfish [Wikipedia biography ALSO WELL WORTH A
LOOK], was abruptly dismissed by Columbia University at about this time., for no more serious a crime than
publicly agreeing with Needham's conclusions [...]. Twenty years later the university president [...] confessed
that he was pressured to do so by the board of regents. He was directed to weed Dr. Weltfish out as undesirable,
an agitator, and a Red. For the following nine years she was essentially unemployed" (ibid., pp210-211).

1953 - NEEDHAM'S DEFENCE: For a year or so, Needham fought back fiercely against his many
detractors, driven by a desire not to defend any particular historical truth, but rather to uphold the
integrity of the scientific method itself. He stood accused of basic professional incompetence; of not
being able to record objective observations and - worse still - of "going beyond his data". The
aforementioned Wilfred Burchett did what he could to help by drawing attention to the 1952 report
in his 1953 book, especially where it concerned the offloading of insects from the bomb bay of the
downed B-26, whose crew, in a North Korean prison camp at the time, plainly confirmed they had
been on just such a mission on the day they had been shot down. In the end, therefore, the
confrontation degenerated into a battle between entomologists and microbiologists on the one side
and exceptionally well-networked career propagandists on the other, and - to be blunt - the scientists
never stood a chance. Needham's case then collapsed entirely when members of the crew of the B26 retracted their statements as soon as they had been repatriated during the Panmunjom Peace Talks,
claiming that they had testified under duress. Needham lost another ally late in the year, when the
Dean of Canterbury Cathedral, the lifelong "Christian Marxist" Hewlett Johnson [Wikipedia biography],
spoke out on his behalf in London's Evening Standard on 4th November 1953, only to be promptly
slapped down in an ad hominem attack as "The Red Dean of Canterbury" ...
CAMEO - HOW TO DISCREDIT A SCHOLAR: The Case of the Red Dean was even brought to the
attention of President Eisenhower in a briefing document dated 30th December 1953 ...
READ THAT BRIEFING HERE
(COURTESY OF THE EISENHOWER LIBRARY)

Quite without moral reservation, the briefing describes how, with British connivance, this senior cleric was
belittled and his argument systematically undermined, thus ...
"Several possible courses of action were considered, including direct answers to the Dean by U.S.
clergymen or other appropriate personnel, answers to the Dean by British personnel, attacks on the
substance of the letter but avoiding personalities, attacks on the personalities of the [ISC] and the
substance of their report. The advice of the British Embassy was solicited as to the desirability and
usefulness of instituting a propaganda attack or a libel suit against the Dean."

In fact, Needham had been doomed from the outset, for he had had to fight his corner with one hand
tied behind his back. Not only was he subject to Royal Navy oaths of loyalty from back in 1918, but
he would also have been subject to the Official Secrets Act while in the field between 1943 and 1946.
Unable to defend himself against the ISC allegations without inviting more serious ones, we therefore
presume that in the end a "friendly" word was passed to him to the effect that it was time to drop the

subject, be a good boy for a year or two, and, in due course he would be quietly edged back to
scientific respectability. Which is precisely what he did.
1964 - CLEWS ON COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA: In 1964 British academic (LSE, Oxford, and
Chatham House) John C. Clews [no convenient biography] published a book entitled "Communist
Propaganda Techniques" [Amazon (£££)] which devoted many pages to debunking the 1952 ISC team
as having been somewhat naive victims of a major Communist propaganda operation. However,
because Chatham House was (and is still proud to be) one of the pillars of the British establishment
(Quigley, 1948/2013), and noting that the publisher of Clews' book has more recently been described
as "one of the publishing houses in which the [Central Intelligence] Agency had an interest" (Wilford,
2008, p103), we shall here treat Clews' arguments as vexatious testimony.
1970s/1980s - OCCASIONAL MENTIONS: By the 1970s, the Far Eastern campaigns of 1937-1952
were no longer "current affairs", but had become "modern history". Historians now replaced
newspaper journalists, and every now and then their researches added to the knowledge base. Here,
for example, from author/documentary maker Robert W. Reid's [publisher's biography] (1970) book
"Tongues of Conscience: War and the Scientist's Dilemma" [Amazon], is where the Chemical
Officer for Far Eastern Command is named ...
"There were accusations [...] that the United States had resorted to biological warfare in Korea and Manchuria.
China invited an International Scientific Commission to investigate. Included in the Commission was Joseph
Needham [...]. Needham concluded with his Italian, Swedish, Brazilian, French, and Russian colleagues, and
still holds this same view today, that insects had indeed been used as vectors of disease. The Commission's
report was rejected out of hand by the United States. Brigadier General [Jack H.] Rothschild [see own entry
MUCH RESEARCH NEEDED], who was chemical officer to the Far East Command during most of the action, has
denied that biological agents were used in any way in Korea" (pp310-311).

THE PENDULUM STARTS BACK
1989 - UNIT 731 FINALLY OUTED: By the 1980s, investigative authors were beginning to benefit
as secrecy dates expired and government archives started to be opened. One of the most disturbing
revelations came in Peter Williams and David Wallace's (1989) book "Unit 731" [Amazon ESSENTIAL
READING], which proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that Japanese scientists had waged aggressive
germ warfare against China during WW2, only to be hoovered up by Fort Detrick as design
consultants in 1946, in a Far Eastern Command equivalent of Operation Paperclip in Europe. Here,
for example, is how one of that unit's operations suddenly explained why Needham had really been
in China during WW2 ...
"One misty morning at 5 o'clock early in November 1941, a lone enemy plane was seen making three low
passes over [the aforementioned Changde/Changteh]. Air raid sirens were sounded, people dashed for cover,
but no explosions were heard. Suspiciously, the plane seemed only to drop a mixture of wheat and rice grains,
pieces of paper, cotton wadding, and other unidentified particles. There were many eye-witnesses [...]. Twelve
hours later, after the all-clear sounded, some of these strange 'gifts' were collected and sent by [...] for
examination. There, the presence of microorganisms resembling plague was detected. Town life carried on
normally the following week. Then, suddenly, [...] an eleven-year-old girl [...] fell ill with a high fever. She
died two days later in the missionary hospital. Blood smear tests and a postmortem examination of her internal
organs revealed the presence of plague-like organisms. [More cases presented.] Headed by plague specialist
Dr. Wen-kwei Chen [... a] team started work immediately. They proved that the last death had been caused by
bubonic plague. [Forensic details given.] American intelligence in Chungking moved quickly and by 27
November, the CWS [=Chemical Warfare Service - see own entry] had received a paraphrased report, later relayed [...]
to the War Office in London. By that time, however, MI-10 [=the scientific and technical branch of British military
intelligence] had already independently relayed the information to the Biological Section at Britain's top
secret Chemical Defence Experimental Station at Porton Down [...]. [This report] was passed to the
British government by Cambridge biochemist Dr. Joseph Needham, then serving as scientific counsellor
in His Britannic Majesty's embassy in Chungking" (pp161-164).

We are not aware whether Needham (now flagged as WW2 military intelligence asset, remember,
and just into his nineties) ever got to read this book, or, if he did, whether it said things which the
Official Secrets Act prevented him from saying in his defence back in 1953. He seems to have let the
opportunity pass. After all, he was still working his way through the volumes of "Science and
Civilisation in China", and had finally been rehabilitated into academe as a Fellow of the British
Academy in 1971.
1998/9 - THE KOREA ISSUES RESURFACE: Because Unit 731 had carried out frequently fatal
(and always nightmarishly gruesome) human experiments on American prisoners of war, the 1989
revelations tended to cast the United States as one of the victims. However the allegation that Ishii
and many of his team had simply transferred their allegiance from Tokyo to Washington after the war
as part of some sort of technological plea bargaining raised new doubts, and in 1998 the issue flared
up with a vengeance thanks to Stephen Endicott and Edward Hagerman's book "The United
States and Biological Warfare: Secrets from the Early Cold War and Korea" [Amazon]. We shall
come to the book in a moment, but firstly here is some scene-setting from Buchanan (op. cit. inf.) ...
"In 1998 the case was reopened with two significant developments. First, Russian documents from 1953 were
published in Japan which appeared to demonstrate that the Soviet leadership was fully aware of the fabrications
of evidence of germ warfare. [...] Secondly, 1998 also saw the publication of a monograph by Stephen Endicott
and Edward Hagerman which, although the product of many years of research, benefited from the opening of
Chinese archives in response to these Russian revelations. Endicott had become interested in the topic in the
mid-1970s when researching a biography of his father, a Canadian missionary in China and one of the first
westerners to support the Chinese 'germ warfare' allegations. Endicott and Hagerman assembled compelling
circumstantial evidence of American bacteriological warfare in the Korean War from two principal sources.
First, U.S. archives revealed the extent to which the U.S. had developed a capacity for producing and delivering
bacteriological weapons during the precise period of the alleged attacks (1951-1953), building on expertise
acquired from the Japanese [...]. Secondly, Chinese archives demonstrated the immense scale and complexity
of the public health campaign that was mounted (for whatever reason) in the spring of 1952" (p505).

Turning now to the book in question ...
DECLARATION OF INTEREST: Endicott's father - Dr. James G. Endicott - was not just any old Canadian
missionary happening to speak out in support of the Chinese germ warfare allegations. He was, like Needham,
professionally smeared by the American and Canadian authorities in an attempt to discredit his testimony.
Endicott junior openly dedicated his book to setting the record straight, much of the time using the
unimpeachable words of the authorities themselves.

Chapters Eight through Eleven of the Endicott and Hagerman book contain more verifiable detail
from the years in question than all the works so far mentioned put together, and point moreover to
numerous conveniently unavailable entries in American unit war diaries. It turns out that "in all thirtysix U.S. officers" had admitted to participating in biological warfare sorties (p163; all named and
many pictured), rather than just the single B-26 crew mentioned in the Needham Report. The authors
also note repeated contradictions between statements made at the time by American government
witnesses and absolute proof to the contrary in American government documents released
subsequently: or to put it another way, witnesses - many of them respected pillars of their
community - repeatedly lied through their teeth where grant moniess and pension rights were
at stake. Unsurprisingly, the book was in its turn given the full establishment cold shoulder, notably
in hostile pieces by one Milton Leitenberg [Wikipedia biography], arms control expert at the Center for
International and Security Studies at Maryland (CISSM) [Homepage] ...
CAMEO - LEITENBERG VERSUS ENDICOTT AND HAGERMAN: Leitenberg entered this particular
argument with a (1999) paper entitled "New Russian evidence on the Korean War biological warfare
allegations" [full text online ESSENTIAL READING], in which, as well as specifically mentioning Endicott senior,
he reviews the case against Needham in no little detail. He then caps off his case with 12 recently released
Soviet documents from 1952-1953 which appear to indicate that Stalin and Mao had conspired to incriminate
the United States. However, as we shall shortly be seeing, the new "evidence" will in due course be revealed
as not itself beyond criticism. We shall therefore return to the debate in section 2017a below.

2001 - MORE ON NEEDHAM AS A LEFTY: Moving on to the new millennium we have a (2001)
paper by Oxford academic Tom Buchanan entitled "The courage of Galileo: Joseph Needham
and the 'germ warfare' allegations in the Korean War" [full text online (JSTOR registration required) ESSENTIAL
READING]. Buchanan attempts the very difficult task of trying to run with the Needham-Was-a-Lefty
meme without letting it unduly influence his objective appraisal of the evidence he presented. He
concluded, after much balanced consideration, that the latest archive releases vindicated Needham
"on a number of points" (p521), but not entirely, thus ...
"Like a number of scientists of his generation (notably J. B. S. Haldane, J. D. Bernal, and Hyman Levy), his
scientific interests were located in a political, social, and, in Needham's case, religious context. He was a
committed socialist and member of the Labour Party, and during the 1930s actively campaigned in
support of the Spanish republic and against the threat of war. His was a high church Christian socialism
[...]. [In China, however, h]e does not seem to have been influenced by political motivations but rather by
humanistic feelings for the peoples of Asia, given focus by his own experiences in China during the war. He
was also lucid, persuasive, and, as a respected academic, difficult to dismiss as a crank. However, this does not
mean that he was right. [...] Needham joined the commission against his own better judgement, and it was
surely irresponsible of him to claim '95-97 per cent' certainty in a field in which he was not an expert.
[Ultimately,] Needham's belief that bacteriological warfare had occurred owed much to his noble, but perhaps
quixotic, willingness to accept the word of the Chinese scientists" (pp506/521).

2006 - MORE CONCERNING ROTHSCHILD: There are some tangential comments about the
aforementioned Brigadier-General Jack Rothschild in Jonathan B. Tucker's (2006) book "War of
Nerves: Chemical Warfare from World War I to Al-Qaeda" [limited preview text online]. Unfortunately,
the work does not revisit the 1952 allegations in any great detail, so we note merely that it does at
least confirm that this very secretive character did indeed exist.
2008 - SIMON WINCHESTER'S NEEDHAM BIOGRAPHY: 2008 brought us a detailed biography
of Needham in the form of British-turned-American journalist Simon Winchester's [Wikipedia biography]
book "The Man Who Loved China" [Amazon]. This work adds little to what we know about United
States germ warfare operations, but - following Buchanan's lead (above) - focuses instead on the man
himself and on whether or not he was the traitor the Americans subsequently made him out to be, that
is to say, a naive and pre-opinionated scholar who should never have been put in charge of assessing
Communist allegations against the West. In short, Winchester is asking whether it is possible to be a
loyal, even patriotic, lefty ...
FOOD FOR THOUGHT: As to the related question whether the truth is more important than victory, the
present author sees both sides of the argument, and salutes Jim Garrison, New Orleans District Attorney
(1962-1973), for so courageously choosing truth in a parallel narrative - YouTube it here ESSENTIAL
VIEWING.

Here is Winchester's core argument concerning the treason issue ...
"[In 1917, t]he teenage Needham immediately supported the Bolsheviks [...] How he came to this view
intellectually puzzled him: he had never read any of the Marxists' classics, and in later years he suggested
that his voracious appetite for the works of George Bernard Shaw and H. G. Wells, whom he came to
know well, led him to believe in the possibility of a political utopia. Perhaps, he remarked later, his socialism
was born more from an emotional response to his encounters with labouring men [example given] than from
listening to theory or studying radical polemics. [For his university, h]e chose Cambridge: it was here that his
entire life would undergo a profound and utterly unimaginable change. [His Anglo-Catholicism discussed.]
Almost immediately on his arrival, he abandoned his schoolboy ambition of becoming a surgeon [being advised
that] 'The future, my boy, lies in atoms and molecules'. [He graduated and became a promising researcher.] He
became an avid nudist [thankfully not a precondition for socialism in modern Britain - Ed.]. [He married in 1924, and was
made a Fellow by way of a wedding present.] Six years later he produced [...] a history of embryology [...
making] virtually certain the honour that would be bestowed on [him] a decade later: in 1941 he was elected a
fellow of the Royal Society, arguably the greatest scientific distinction short of a Nobel prize. [...] Britain's
nine-day general strike of 1926 finally confirmed Needham as a man of the far, far left [...] He was by no

means a Bolshevik, as he had thought himself as a schoolboy; nor would he ever become a full-fledged
member of the Communist Party." ...
IF NOT A COMMUNIST, THEN "FAR, FAR LEFT" IS TOO LOOSE A TERM - ED.
... "But around this time he would devour both Das Kapital and the German edition of Engels' Dialectics of
Nature, and he would throw his hat in with the far left wing of the Labour Party now and for the rest of his
life. [...] He became very much an activist - a militant, almost. He was forever writing letters to newspapers,
pamphleteering, designing placards, campaigning, marching, taking up causes. He demanded, for instance, that
Britain boycott the Olympic Games of 1936 in Berlin. He complained on behalf of the National Council for
Civil Liberties about heavy-handed police actions at an airfield at Duxford, where pacifists had tried to hand
out leaflets during an air show [...]. His colleagues on the National Council for Civil Liberties represent a roll
call of the intellectual left of the day: E. M. Forster, Clement Attlee, Nye Bevan, Havelock Ellis, Dingle Foot,
Victor Gollancz, A. P. Herbert, Julian Huxley, George Lansbury, Harold Laski, David Low, Kingsley Martin,
A. A. Milne, J. B. Priestley, Hannen Swaffer, R. H. Tawney, H. G. Wells, Rebecca West, and Amabel
Williams-Ellis. All of them became firm friends." ...
↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓
WHICH BRINGS US TO THE CRUX OF THE MATTER: Not one of the "intellectual lefties"
listed above is anything more than what in Britain we call a "middle class do-gooder". They are neither
poor nor underprivileged nor of the common clay. They do demonstrations, occasionally; barricades
never. In order of listing: Forster was a somewhat effete humanist, Attlee the architect of the post-war
reconstruction of Britain, Bevan the creator of the now defunct British National Health Service, Ellis a
freely practising sex guru, Foot a lawyer-politician, Gollancz a "Christian socialist and internationalist",
Herbert a WW1 veteran and parliamentarian, Huxley a man of many abilities and highly promoted,
Lansbury a prominent Labour Party pacifist, Laski a Labour Party communist, Low a cartoonist-winnerof-wars, no less, Martin the once-pacifist editor of a progressive but highly respectable magazine, Milne
a WW1 trench fighter turned Military Intelligence asset, Priestley another WW1 trench fighter turned
WW2 propagandist with a few socialist leanings, Swaffer an editor with few left wing credentials
beyond being against capital punishment, Tawney another Christian socialist, Wells a war-critical
author who nevertheless happily allowed himself to be deployed as a WW1 propagandist, West one of
the then-newfangled feminists, and Williams-Ellis the grand-daughter of a Strachey baronet. Not one
of them would have known the sharp end of pitchfork from the other!
↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑
Here's a real
traitor
... "He addressed the University Socialist Society, finding himself lecturing to a comrade named Kim Philby
[... and] was enormously influenced by the communist crystallographer J. D. Bernal, and joined Sir Solly
Zuckerman's famous scientific dining club [...]. Not surprisingly Needham was an instantly recruited and
enthusiastic supporter of the Republican cause in the Spanish civil war, to which every left-winger in
Europe became magnetically affixed from the moment it began in the summer of 1936. He never went off to
fight, arguing that he had a full-time teaching job. But he campaigned, spoke out, attended rallies,
organised" (pp17-32).

So in short, Needham's friends were not revolutionaries, and he himself - as a MI-10 undercover field
asset - was just another university cloister eccentric. But Washington wanted him trashed nonetheless,
and so London found a way.
FRAGMENT, 2013: The next major work was Dave Chaddock's (2013) book "This Must Be the
Place: How the U.S. Waged Germ Warfare in the Korean War and Denied It Ever Since"
[Amazon]. Chaddock followed the Endicott and Hagerman line of attack, but went into greater detail on
how the CIA stage-managed the cover story. Taking the testimony of the American prisoners-of-war
as our example, it turns out that not only had they NOT been interrogated under duress by the Koreans,
but that their subsequent retractions followed debriefing by one of the CIA's very hardest hard men,
Colonel Boris Pash [Wikipedia briefing], counter-insurgency specialist, head of security for the WW2
Manhattan Project, head of the 1945-1946 ALSOS Programme in Europe, and occasional state
assassin.

FRAGMENT, 2016: Following up on his earlier paper (see 2001 above), Tom Buchanan now gave
us "'Loyal believers and disloyal sceptics': Propaganda and dissent in Britain during the
Korean War, 1950-1953" [full text online (paywalled)], in which he turned his focus onto the smear campaign
in Britain during 1952-1953, by which any scientist, scholar, civil servant, cleric, politician, or media
commentator, who spoke out in favour of Needham was systematically - and ultimately at the public
expense - contradicted, demoted, defunded, bugged, followed, telephotographed, and - in today's
parlance - mercilessly cancelled. Needham was not the first to suffer, however, for the entire country
had been split over the merits of the People's Liberations Army's victory over the Nationalists since
1949 ...
CAMEO - THE SMEARING OF SIR JOHN PRATT: Senior Foreign Office civil servant, one-time Consul
General in Shanghai, and brother of the actor Boris Karloff, Sir John Thomas Pratt [no convenient biography but
much to reward the determined browser] makes a perfect example of how the British establishment axed whomever
the United States, in their initially undeclared war against Mao Tse-tung's new communist republic, asked them
to. The situation became even worse once the United Nations had been railroaded into allowing the U.S. to
operate against North Korea under the U.N. flag. Thus ...
"Even simple criticism of government policy could be punished. For instance, Sir John Pratt, a retired
Foreign Office 'old China hand' who challenged the official account of how the Korean War had started,
was sacked as the Foreign Secretary's nominee to sit on the Universities China Committee in July 1951.
Although Pratt was formally dismissed on the grounds of age [...] there was no question that this
represented a response to his outspoken and politically embarrassing views. [... A] fellow official wrote
that Pratt 'sees everything in relation to China and ignores the overall picture which is that we are allied
to America and at war with communism'. Pratt was hardly unaware of this 'overall picture', and believed
that the USA was gravely weakened by its support for discredited 'racketeers' such as Chiang Kai-shek
and South Korea's president Syngman Rhee. The new Chinese government was, in his view, everything
that the old Nationalist regime was not: 'honest, purposeful, and disciplined'" (pp6-9).

Others put to the professional sword in this drive for establishment groupthink included known
communists Alan Winnington [Wikipedia biography] and Michael Shapiro [no convenient biography but much to reward
the determined browser], and the aforementioned Wilfred Burchett. Needham was just the latest in a
procession of inconvenient intellectual lefties.
2017a - MORE FROM LEITENBERG: In a tightly argued (2017) paper entitled "New Russian
evidence on the Korean War biological warfare allegations" [full text online RECOMMENDED], Milton
Leitenberg repeats his earlier (see 2006 above) refutation of the 1952 allegations, again taking the
1998 Russian document release as pivotal. This time, however, the paper will attract equally tightly
argued responses from researcher Thomas Powell (several 2017-2018, but 2019 [full text online (paywalled)
RECOMMENDED] is the most powerfully detailed). At time of writing [= 9th October 2020], the battle of
evidence can be summarised by the Leitenberg (2017) vs Powell (2019) stand-off, and the release of
the remaining American archive papers is eagerly awaited in the hope that they might prove decisive
one way or the other.
2017b - THE NEEDHAM PAPERS TRAWLED: Needham's experiences in China between 1943
and 1946, and again in 1952, were also revisited in 2017 in a paper by historian Thomas Mougey
entitled "Needham at the crossroads" [full text online], in which the author analyses primary source
material in Cambridge University Library's Needham archive in a search for "the origins of his
fascination for China". It is a good source on Needham's wartime duties, especially that element
thereof which involved approving requisitions for technical equipment for Chinese research labs and
production sites ...
ASIDE: This material had to be flown in over the Himalaya from Allied logistics bases in India and Burma. It
therefore had to compete for payload with all other anti-Japanese tonnage, and Needham was one of those
doing the prioritising.

However, in the light of our earlier CRUX OF THE MATTER indent (see 2008 above), we find
Mougey just a tad too willing to depict Needham as "a leftist scientist" with "radical Marxist leanings"

rather than as a loyal and
tight-lipped boffin doing military intelligence work. Advanced students are free to form their own
opinion as to the appropriacy of this phrasing, if interested.
[in the past 70 years, few apart from Mougey and the Pentagon have ever used this particular phrase - Ed.]

***** THINGS START TO HOT UP *****
FRAGMENT, 2018a: In a (2018) article entitled "The long-suppressed Korean War report on
U.S. use of biological weapons released at last" [full text online ESSENTIAL READING], investigative
journalist Jeffrey Kaye [website STRONGLY RECOMMENDED; social media profile readily available to browsers] adds further
to our knowledge about the composition and activities of the ISC during its 1952 tour of inquiry.
Moreover, he has helpfully made an e-copy of the ISC's 1952 report available online ...
The Needham Report - ESSENTIAL READING
The report warrants detailed critical study, and readers are, of course,
encouraged to decide for themselves what conclusions to draw.

STOP PRESS[January 2022]: Further argument, together with much impressive documentary evidence,
is now also available in Kaye (2021 [full text online TRULY REVELATORY]), as well as on the author's website
referenced above.
2019 (October) - THE MILITARY WORLD GAMES, WUHAN, CHINA: Coming right up-to-date,
between 18th and 27th October 2019, the Military World Games [Wikipedia briefing] were staged in
Wuhan, China. A 172-strong team represented the United States, including Sergeant First Class
Maatje Benassi, "an armed diplomatic driver and cyclist", later to be suggested as a possible
American Patient Zero in the COVID-19 Pandemic.
THE END
And there we have it. It remains only to add two small pointers and we are finally done with Needham,
having satisfied ourselves that he was a loyal but lefty British boffin who disliked intensely being
told what to think, and who saw what he said he saw. The first pointer is to George Santayana's 1905
observation that any period of history which fails to note the mistakes of earlier periods is doomed to
repeat them. The second pointer is to the entry in our companion COVID-19 Timeline entry for 27th
February to the effect that Asian sources were reporting epidemiological evidence suggesting that the
SARS-CoV-02 coronavirus had originated in the United States. This 26th March 2020 piece from
Forbes fills in some of the details of the allegation. This 27th April 2020 CNN piece spearheads
Washington's counterattack (and unashamedly resurrects all the Korean War tropes). As we used to
say in the olden days, when you could turn up at the picture house part way through the programme,
this is where I came in ...
FURTHER READING: Students wishing to take their Needham studies further should firstly
familiarise themselves with the list of Needham's lifetime publications (all 32 pages of it) provided
by Blue (1997 [full text online (JSTOR registration required)]). They should then painstakingly work their way
through all the links mentioned in the body of the present entry (not least Chapter 17 of the Williams
and Wallace volume). Gurdon and Rodbard (2000) provide another biographical perspective. For
more on the close relationship between Cambridge University and Porton Down see Boyd and Boyd
(2010) and Peters (1957). For the work of political officer Reginald Leeper and his British Council
go to Frances Donaldson's (1984) "The British Council: The First Fifty Years" [Amazon] (Part 2 of
which matches our period of interest very closely) or Taylor (1978 [full text online (requires JSTOR registration)]);
the Council's expulsion by the Russian Federation for spying in 2018 is readily browsable. For more
on medical ethics in general and the Nuremberg Code in particular, see Shuster (1997). For an hour
by hour account of the descent into war in Korea in 1950 see Isidor Stone's (1952) book "Hidden
History of the Korean War" [Amazon]. For more on the mysterious Eric Robertson Dodds [who had
chanced?? to undertake "a walking tour" of Germany in the weeks prior to the outbreak of WW1, and who was a Foreign Office "researcher" in WW2

- Ed.] see his

autobiography "Missing Persons" [Amazon (£££)]. And finally, for the rules of objective
debate (especially insofar as they forbid the use of "gratuitous" (smearing) adjectives) see Anthony
Weston's "Rulebook for Arguments" [Amazon], or, gratuit, this (2004) student handout of our own.
Newton, John: British epidemiologist John Newton [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for being appointed in 2012 as Director of Health Improvement for Public Health
England (PHE), (b) for warning 6th April 2020 that the available COVID-19 antibody tests were far
from 100% reliable, and (c) for being appointed 1st May 2020 coordinator of the government's
COVID-19 testing programme, making regular televised appearances promoting same - YouTube an
example here.
Noborito Institute: See the entry for Noboru Kuba.
Ochsner, Alton: Renowned cancer surgeon Alton Ochsner [see the Companion Resource for a longer, more politicised,
entry] founded New Orleans's Ochsner Clinic in 1942, and led research into the link between tobacco
smoking and lung cancer. This research employed Mary Sherman [see own entry], and involved lots of
laboratory mice. These lab mice were kept and "processed" by out-stationed workers such as Judyth
Vary Baker [check her out], girlfriend of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Oldknow, Emilie: British neoliberal political activist Emilie Oldknow [no convenient biography but much to reward
the determined browser] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for being active within the Unison trade
union, and thereby extremely well connected with Labour Party HQ, during Jeremy Corbyn's four
years as leader of that party, (b) for being honoured with an OBE for her troubles in 2019, (c) for
being COO of aforementioned trade union at the time of the COVID-19 Pandemic and the 2020
Labour Party Leadership Elections, (d) for being accused by the Labour Party Treachery Report
[see own entry] of having spent much of her time plotting and briefing against Corbyn, and (e) for seeing
her hopes of becoming General Secretary of the Labour Party take a turn for the worse in the storm
of protest from rank and file membership which arose from said report.
Olson, Frank Rudolph: Bacteriologist and Fort Detrick [see own entry] biological warfare expert Frank
Olson [Wikipedia biography] was the U.S. government research scientist who on 28th November 1953
jumped out of a New York City hotel window in an apparent suicide. However it would eventually
transpire that 10 days before his death he had been spiked a dose of LSD by Sydney Gottlieb [see own
entry] himself, and could therefore have been in a drug-induced state of psychotic confusion. Or just
pushed. For a fuller telling of this tale (and the 40-year campaign by his son Eric to clear his father's
name) we recommend the 2002 documentary "Biological Weapons and Experimentation" - YouTube
it now.
Osterholm, Michael: American epidemiologist Mike Osterholm [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context (a) for having been on the teams which helped the early epidemiology of AIDS and
Toxic Shock Syndrome, (b) for advising the U.S. government on bioterrorism 2001-2005, (c) for
heading the University of Minnesota's part in the NIH's monitoring of pandemic influenza 2007-2014,
and (d) for writing it all up in the (2000, with John Schwartz) bioterrorism shocker "Living Terrors"
[Amazon] and the (2017, with Mark Olshaker) memoir "Deadliest Enemy: Our War Against Killer
Germs" [Amazon].
Park, William Hallock: American microbiologist William Park [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context (a) for learning his craft under Theophil Prudden [Wikipedia biography] at Columbia
University Medical School 1883-1893, (b) for being headhunted in 1893 to work under future
Rockefeller Institute director Hermann Biggs [Wikipedia biography] at New York University, specialising
in research into diphtheria, and (c) for featuring in the 1934-1935 polio outbreak in which the
successes were unfortunately marred by a number of adverse events - see the entry for Maurice
Brodie.

>>>>>>>>>> WHERE COVID-19 CAME FROM <<<<<<<<<<
*******************************
***** A LONG-ESTABLISHED BUT HIGH RISK MICROBIOLOGICAL PRACTICE *****
++++++++++ PART ONE OF FIVE PARTS ++++++++++

Passaging I (1717 to 1785): The various branches of microbiology all grew originally out of a common
interest in what happens when an infection "passes" from one sufferer to the next. The knowledge
thereby accumulated was set down in the early medical treatises, rabies being a particular concern.
The Babylonians, for example, over four millennia ago, had laws laying down the compensation to
be paid if a man allowed a mad dog to bite a neighbour (Eshmun Codex, ~2300BCE [ multiple citations
online]). Aristotle described the transmission of rabies in his (~350BCE) book Historia Animalium
[Amazon], and Aulus Celcus, in his (≤47CE) book De Medicina [Amazon], was the first to use the term
"virus" in the sense of a transmission agent to be avoided (c.f., "venom"): having noted that it was
safe to suck snake venom from a bite (unless you had an open sore in your mouth), but that the same
did not apply to rabid dog saliva, he recommended keeping well away from the stuff, thus (in English,
then original Latin) ...
FIRST USE OF TERM
VIRUS
"... especially if the dog is rabid, the virus must be drawn out with a cupping glass" (quoted in Waterson and
Wilkinson, 1978, p3) / "Vtique autem si rabiosus canis fuit, cucurbitula uirus eius extrahendum est" (Celcus
Book 5, stanza 27.2a [full text online (courtesy of the University of Chicago)].

***** "INOCULATION" *****
Jumping forward to the Enlightenment, the 1710s saw a major smallpox pandemic across Britain,
during which society hostess Lady Mary Wortley Montagu [Wikipedia biography] introduced the British
establishment to the deliberate-but-beneficial passing of infection ...
FIRST USE OF TERM
INOCULATION
CAMEO - LADY MONTAGU AND THE "INGRAFTING" OF SMALLPOX: The formal scientific
record began 1st January 1714 in the journal Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society with an extract
from a letter from one Emanuel Timonius [no convenient biography] to society fellow John Woodward, published
under the title "An account, or history, of the procuring the smallpox by incision or inoculation; as it has
for some time been practised in Constantinople" [full text online]. It begins ...
"The writer of this ingenious discourse observes, in the first place, that the Circassians, Georgians, and
other Asiaticks, have introduced this practice of procuring the smallpox by a sort of inoculation, for
about the space of forty years, among the Turks and others at Constantinople. That although at first the
more prudent were very cautious in the use of this practice; yet the happy success it has been found to
have in thousands of subjects for these eight years past, has now put it out of all suspicion and doubt,
since the operation having been performed on persons of all ages, sexes, and different temperaments
[...], yet none have been found to die of the smallpox; when at the same time it was very mortal when it
seized the patient the common way, of which half the affected [died]. [... T]hey that have this inoculation
practised upon them, are subject to very slight symptoms [... without] any scars or pits in the face. [...]
For this purpose they make choice of some boy, or young lad, of a sound healthy temperament, that is
seized with the common smallpox (of the distinct, not flux sort [i.e., separate pustules, not "confluent" or flown
together into single great sores - Ed.]) on the twelfth or thirteenth day from the beginning of his sickness; they
with a needle prick the tubercles [...] and press out the matter coming from them into some convenient
vessel of glass [...] A convenient quantity of this matter being thus collected, is to be stopped close, and
kept warm in the bosom of the person that carries it, and, as soon as may be, brought to the place of the
expecting future patient. The patient therefore being in a warm chamber, the operator is to make several
little wounds with a needle, in one, two, or more places of the skin, till some drops of blood follow, and
immediately drop out some drops of the matter in the glass, and mix it well with the blood issuing out;
one drop of the matter is sufficient for each place pricked" (op. cit., pp72-73).

Three years later Lady Montagu came across the procedure at first hand when she accompanied her husband
on his 1716-1718 tour of duty as British Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire in Istanbul. She observed how
Middle Eastern physicians tried with some success to cross-infect people at risk from smallpox with exudate
from the pustules - the "variolae" - of those already infected ...
ASIDE: The notion of deliberately exposing oneself or one's children to an infection is still seen
nowadays in the "let's get it over with" mindset. Thus female children are not kept away from outbreaks
of rubella (German measles) on the grounds that it can cause birth defects should they catch it in their
child-bearing years.
The infection was transferred by such devices as sharing bandages and dressings, lancet-inoculation, or even
by having the recipient snuff up powdered smallpox scabs obtained from sufferers of mild infections - for more
of the details click here. Most recipients came down with a mild infection and became thereafter immune to
the disease. There were occasional deaths, but the death-rate from the inoculation was considerably lower than
from doing nothing. Lady Montagu took a chance and arranged for her son Edward - then just short of 5 years
old - to be variolated in March 1718. She also had her 3-year-old daughter - Mary, Jr., - done in April 1721,
after her return to Britain. Much of what we know about the procedure comes from her correspondence,
published in 1724. One of the letters, dated 1st April 1717, includes the following ...
"A propos of distempers, [...] the smallpox, so fatal and so general amongst us, is here entirely harmless,
by the invention of ingrafting, which is the term they give it. There is a set of old women, who make it
their business to perform the operation, every autumn [...] when the great heat is abated. [...] they make
parties for this purpose [...] the old woman comes with a nutshell full of the matter of the best sort of
smallpox, and asks what vein you please to have opened. She immediately rips open that you offer to
her, with a large needle [...] and puts into the vein as much matter as can lie upon the head of her needle,
and after that binds up the little wound [...] and in this manner opens four or five veins. [...] The children
or young patients [...] are in perfect health to the eighth [day]. Then the fever begins to seize them, and
they keep their beds two days, very seldom three. [...] Every year thousands undergo this operation [...]
There is no example of any one that has died in it" (Montagu, 1724/2020 [Amazon], K1142-58).

Thus convinced of the safety of the procedure, Britain's royalty started to adopt the practice, and
within 30 years ingrafting - more commonly known as "inoculation" - had spread across Europe. Here
are some of the milestone events ...
CAMEO - SMALLPOX IN NEW ENGLAND, 1716-1736: Having read Timonius' 1714 report (above), the
Boston preacher Cotton Mather [Wikipedia biography] wrote the same journal 12th July 1716 to report that a
similar procedure had been in use in tribal Africa. He knew this, he said, because a slave of his by the name of
Onesimus had been inoculated in this way in his youth. Mather duly advocated inoculation during an outbreak
of smallpox in Boston in 1721, successfully persuading local physician Zabdiel Boylston [Wikipedia biography]
to offer an inoculation program. Boylston inoculated 287 out of the city's 10,700 inhabitants, with only 6 deaths.
Boylston's casenotes have since been tabulated, and clearly show the value of intervention (compare lines #4
and #6) ...
Outcome

Number of Inhabitants

Inoculated, survived

281

Inoculated, died

6 (being 2% mortality of inoculees)

Not inoculated, infected, survived

4917

Not inoculated, infected, died

842 (being 14.6% mortality of non-inoculees)

Not inoculated, not infected, presumed immune

4654

For a deeper analysis of these and related statistics see Best, et al., (2007 [full text online]).

In 1736, however, the young journalist-publisher Benjamin Franklin, being insufficiently convinced, declined
the treatment and lost his son Francis - "a fine boy of four years old" - to the disease.
CAMEO - THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS ENDORSEMENT, 1754: Britain's Royal College
of Physicians gave its formal seal of approval to the practice of ingrafting in 1754. A typical practitioner of the
time seems to be a certain William Watson, whose work is assessed in Boylston (2008 [full text online]).

CAMEO - GATTI ON "ENFEEBLEMENT": In his (1764) book "Réflexions sur L'inoculation"
(1764/2020 facsimile [Amazon (French)]) the Italian physician Angelo Gatti [Wikipedia biography] addressed the
problem of obtaining an inoculum which was strong enough to cause an infection in the recipient, but not so
strong as to kill them. He argued that the disease was caused by "une matiere étrangere" introduced into our
bodies (p21), which has a particular effect in much the same way that different poisons attack different bodily
systems ...
"If one takes pus from a plague bubo, or the saliva of a rabid, or virus from a smallpox pustule, and
apply the tiniest amount thereof into a slight incision in the skin of others, each will develop a
correspondingly different illness. In all, the poison will multiply, one getting plague, one getting rabies,
and one smallpox. Moreover THEIR pus and saliva will infect others down the line in the same fashion,
like the seed of a plant in suitable soil. There are as many types of these poisons as there are diseases,
and each produces a disease of constant and distinctive character although some pass from person to
person with greater difficulty than others. However it is always true that all contagious diseases are due
to foreign matter [matiere étrangere]" (op. cit., pp31-33; translated by the present author).
"ENFEEBLING" BY "SUCCESSIVE PASSING "

FIRST USE OF
TERMS
ENFEEBLED/PASSED
In discussing best practice for the preparation of the inoculum, Gatti then suggested using material "which has
passed [passé] successively [successivement] through several bodies and rendered thereby enfeebled
[affoiblissement]" (p84) (on p87 he also used the terms "successive implantations" [transplantations
successives] and "successively seeded" [semée successivement]).
KEY CONCEPT - "ENFEEBLING" BY "SUCCESSIVE PASSING": Gatti was here
anticipating the next two and a half centuries of immunological research, albeit his notion of
affoiblissement is nowadays typically called "attenuation", a term taken from the French attenuer and
popularised by Pasteur (1885) [full story in Part III below]. Gatti's passer has become the verb "to passage"
and the process noun "passaging". So, instead of <enfeebling by successive passing> you nowadays
have to search for <attenuating by successive/serial passaging>. At time of writing [=19th August 2020]
PubMed returned Cabot (1899 [full text online]) as the earliest (English language, any fields) hit for
<attenuat->, and Melnick and Banker (1954 [full text online]) as the earliest for <passaging>. The practice
will slowly be further developed after Pasteur, and will frequently produce a more virulent organism
rather than an enfeebled one. Indeed research became downright foolhardy during WW1 and WW2
because it was carried out with malign intent as often as benign - see, for example, the entry for Anton
Dilger - and today attenuation by serial passaging sits at the very heart of humankind's fight against
doomsday germs - many of which it will have helped develop in the first place.
CAMEO - THE SUTTONS AND "JOHNNY NOTIONS": In 1762, country physician Robert Sutton
[Oxford Dictionary of National Biography], having lost a son to an unsuccessful inoculation in 1757, started to market
an improved system grounded on the careful selection of the donor and using only a very shallow scratch.
Suttons' business flourished 1763-1767, and by 1770 he and his surviving sons had scratch-inoculated over
300,000 people. Boylston (2012 [full text online]) tells the tale in greater detail, and gives much of the credit to
Daniel Sutton - "a true clinician-scientist" - who managed 22,000 of those inoculations personally, with only
3 deaths [he could do 700 in a day by pre-booking entire towns - Ed.]. Sutton, Jr., set out the family system in his
(1796/2020 facsimile) book "The Inoculator" [Amazon]. A similar system was practised in Scotland from the
late-1770s by the quaintly nick-named Shetlander John ["Johnny Notions"] Williamson [Wikipedia biography],
who liked to age his pocky matter for months or more prior to use, in order to time-attenuate its virulence.
CAMEO - THE CONTINENTAL ARMY, 1775-1783: During the American War of Independence, the
aforementioned Benjamin Franklin (who still "regretted bitterly" not having allowed his son to be inoculated
against smallpox back in 1736) was an American spy, and without a doubt would have been aware that the
British had deliberately spread smallpox to the Pontiac Indians in 1763 on infected bedding [see Aneurin Timeline
27th April 1763]. However, George Washington was initially reluctant to inoculate the Continental Army. He
himself had gone down with the disease in 1751, and it had incapacitated him for fully five weeks. John Adams
had been inoculated in 1764 and had been incapacitated for three weeks. Worried that entire brigades could be
rendered hors-de-combat for long periods by even the most successful inoculation program, Washington
decided in 1775 to go for strict quarantine instead. Thus when General Howe evacuated Boston 17th March
1776 Washington carefully selected immune troops for its garrison. On the Northern Front opposite Quebec
things did not go so well. Here, the Continental troops were largely susceptible to the disease whilst the British
defenders had been mass-inoculated. As a result, possibly/probably with a little help from the British, the
besieging Colonists went down like ninepins with the disease and the offensive was soon called off. Franklin

was sent to inspect the retreating troops, and reported back to Washington that the time had come to inoculate.
Washington issued the necessary orders on 5th February 1777, and the Sutton technique [see above] was adopted.

Here is how the early scientific literature records these events ...
SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE, 1665-1785: Journalised scientific literature began in 1665 with the
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, but until 1954 that journal's contents are not picked up by the
medical literature database PubMed, and thus need to be separately browsed. Here is how viral immunology
appeared in the journal Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society in the period 1714 (earliest) to 1785
...
<inoculation> 69 hits, starting 1714; <small pox/smallpox> 75, starting in 1714; <vaccine> none;
<variola/ae> 80, starting in 1714
... and here are "all fields" PubMed counts for period 1781 (the earliest)-1785 for the following keywords ...
<antiserum> zero; <inoculation> 1, in 1784; <lymph> zero; <passaging> zero; <serum> zero; <small
pox/smallpox> 2, starting in 1781; <vaccine> none; <variola/ae> 1, in 1784; <variolation> zero.
For readers interested in just an overview, Covey (1786 [full text online]) gives a good idea of what was being
done in the late 18th century, and why.

FURTHER READING: For meticulous detail concerning the part played by smallpox in deciding
the American War of Independence see Elizabeth A. Fenn's (2001) book "Pox Americana" [Amazon
FASCINATING].
>>>>>>>>>> WHERE COVID-19 CAME FROM <<<<<<<<<<
*******************************
***** A LONG-ESTABLISHED BUT HIGH RISK MICROBIOLOGICAL PRACTICE *****
++++++++++ PART TWO OF FIVE PARTS ++++++++++

Passaging II (1786 to 1871): In Part 1 we saw how, in Europe, inoculation began as an old-wives'
remedy made gentrified, and then (from 1754) increasingly became universal public health practice.
The system worked well when done well, despite there being no theory of germs, no theory of
antiseptic surgery, no microscopy, no syringe technology, and no refrigeration. However, in 1783 an
inoculation induced fatal smallpox in four-year-old Prince Octavius [Wikipedia biography], eighth son of
King George III, painfully reminding the Realm that there were dangers in the deliberate passing of
potentially deadly infection. Much then changed during the period 1786-1798, thanks to the sustained
and perceptive researches of a Gloucestershire general practitioner named Edward Jenner [see own
entry] ...
***** "VACCINATION" REPLACES "VARIOLATION" *****
"A never-to-be-forgotten event in the history of scientific medicine" (Copeman, 1898)
"As if an angel's trumpet had sounded over the earth" (Edwardes, 1902)
CAMEO - JENNER AND "VACCINATION": In May 1785, the town of Painswick, Gloucestershire,
suffered an outbreak of smallpox, which "raged with great violence, and destroyed nearly one third of those
who were infected by it" (Jenner, 1786 [full text online], p163). Jenner was called in and duly began inoculating,
and between 26th May and the end of July had carried out 738 procedures. Of these only two had died, and
one of those not obviously from smallpox. Moreover, in these and earlier inoculations going back at least a
decade, Jenner observed a very reliable pattern linking those of his patients who failed to respond at the end of
the incubation period with the necessary reaction, this usually indicating that the inoculation had failed to take
...
Time after time these non-responders turned out to be dairy workers and had already had cowpox!
Jenner concluded that cowpox was a naturally occurring variant of smallpox, albeit less severely eruptive and
considerably less frequently fatal. As such it should be possible, he reasoned, to use matter from a cowpox
pock for an inoculation against smallpox, rather than use smallpox itself. He continued his observations for a
further ten years, noting not only that you needed a donor with "the true" cowpox rather than a "spurious" lookalike, but also that you needed to draw off your matter at precisely the right time in the disease cycle (you
could, he later recalled, get good immunity from a given cow one day, and not the next). When smallpox broke

out again in 1796, Jenner took the opportunity to put his ideas to the test. On 14th May 1796 he scratchinoculated eight-year-old James Phipps with pus scraped from the lesions of one Sarah Nelmes, dairymaid,
presently suffering from cowpox. There was only a little immediate reaction. Four months later, however, the
boy was inoculated with smallpox and failed to respond to that either, a sure sign of prior immunity. Jenner
duly repeated the experiment with a number of fresh child patients "inoculated in succession, one from the
other". These, too, were smallpox inoculated a few months later, and these, too, demonstrated full immunity.

FIRST USE OF TERM
VACCINATION
Because it so happened that the formal name for cowpox was Vaccinia [Wikipedia briefing], Jenner's method soon
became known firstly as "vaccine inoculation" (e.g., Pearson, 1799 [full text online]), and later, simply, as
"vaccination" (e.g., Medical and Physical Journal editorial, 1802 [full text online]). EDITORIAL ASIDE: It is
nowadays standard practice to refer to the earlier practice of inoculating smallpox from pock ("variole") to
pock as "variolation", and Jenner's replacement cowpox procedure as "vaccination". Nevertheless, the first
PubMed hit for <variolation> was not until Francis (1888 [full text online]) (and the second was not until 1934).
In the present resource we use the two terms from this point onwards.

Jenner's procedure was soon taken up across the profession. Here is how William Woodville [Wikipedia
biography], Director of the St. Pancras Smallpox Hospital, and a number of others, developed the science
during the ensuing half century - note the headlong and entirely naive sharing of blood products
across the world ...
"In January 1799, Woodville, physician to the Smallpox Hospital in London [...] discovered the presence of
cow-pox in a dairy in Gray's Inn Lane. With lymph taken [...] he inoculated seven persons at the Smallpox
Hospital; while in the case of certain other persons, he employed matter from sores on the hand of a dairymaid, who had become infected from one of the cows [...]. These cases, from which afterwards in succession
many hundreds of persons were vaccinated, were the main source of what is usually spoken of as 'Woodville's
lymph'. [...] Dr. Pearson, one of the surgeons to St. George's Hospital, also sent out much lymph. [...] The
lymph first employed on the Continent and in other foreign countries was undoubtedly supplied in large
measure by Pearson and Woodville [... while Jenner himself] sent lymph to Stromeyer of Hanover, to De Carro
of Vienna, to Berlin, and to Barbados, Newfoundland, and other parts of America. [...] De Carro it was also
who first succeeded in conveying a supply of lymph to India. [... This] was, moreover, not of bovine but of
equine origin, and according to De Carro had never been passed through the cow. This strain of equine lymph
was originally obtained by Sacco in 1812, from a crop of vesicles on the hands of a coachman who had not had
smallpox, and who had dressed the heels of a horse affected with the 'grease'. From these vesicles two children
were successfully vaccinated, and from these the stock was carried on through a long series of vaccinations.
Among more recent strains may be mentioned that obtained in 1836 at Passy in the environs of Paris from the
hand of a milker, who had contracted casual cow-pox. [...] In 1836, Estlin of Bristol put in circulation a stock
which [... after some transmission] came into extensive use. From this time onwards the various stocks became
so numerous that Ceely, writing in 1841, states that during the preceding three years he had experimented with
lymph from more than fifteen distinct sources; of these six had been taken from the natural disease, either direct
from cows or from vesicles on the hands of the milkers, and seven were artificially produced in the cow" (Sacco
and other early 19th century workers, as described in Copeman, 1898, pp67-71).

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
This detailed history of passaging will continue, until eventually it will help answer
the question whether it was bats, pangolin, ducks, chickens, or whatever which
first mutated the COVID-19 coronavirus.

"Chance favours the prepared mind"
Pasteur, Louis: French chemist turned research microbiologist Louis Pasteur [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for becoming dean of sciences at the University of Lille 18541858, where his research into fermentation chemistry increasingly exposed him to the
microorganisms doing the fermenting, (b) for being headhunted 1858-1888 to a succession of

research establishments in Paris, where, in 1858, he devised the process of near-sterilisation known
still as "pasteurisation" [Wikipedia briefing], (c) for chancing upon vaccination procedures against chicken
cholera in 1879, against anthrax in 1880-1881, and against rabies in 1885 [his rabies workbooks were sealed until
1985 - Ed.], and (d) for setting up the Pasteur Institute [Wikipedia briefing] in 1887-1888.
Plowright, Walter: British veterinary virologist Walter Plowright [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context (a) for joining the Royal Army Veterinary Corps in 1944, being posted in due course
to the biological warfare station at Kabete/Muguga, Kenya [see own entry], where he came to specialise
in rinderpest, (b) for leading that station's ground-breaking research in using tissue culture technology
in the late 1950s and early 1960s ...
CAMEO - PLOWRIGHT AND TCRV: Hoping to remove the need for the slow, dangerous, and
unpredictable passaging [see own entry] of pathogens through living hosts, Plowright adapted John Ender's [see
own entry] technique of tissue culturing for viral attenuation, eventually producing the Tissue Culture
Rinderpest Vaccine (TCRV) [see Roeder, et al. (2013 [full text online])]. This work has been described as "an
enormous step forward in the struggle against rinderpest" (McVety, 2018, p227). In all, Plowright racked up
several dozen research papers between 1951 to 1975, researching such pathogens as rinderpest, sheep pox,
tick-borne swine fever, and "lumpy-skin disease", in both domestic and wild species. In 1975 he returned to
continue his career in Britain ...

... (c) for accepting a professorship in 1975 at the Department of Pathology, Royal Veterinary College,
London, before moving on in around 1978 to the Institute for Animal Health (IAH), Compton [see
own entry]. He retired in 1983 and died in 2010, aged 86 years.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT - VETERINARIANS AS KILLERS: In his (2004) book "Lab 257" [Amazon]
forensic historian Michael C. Carroll makes the very interesting point that veterinarians are not bound by the
Hippocratic Oath the way physicians - "MDs" - are. In the following snip he is interviewing WW2 Camp
Detrick veteran veterinarian Albert Webb ...
"Like MDs, [veterinarians] were trained in infectious disease. But unlike their medical counterparts, the
vets weren't ethically bound by an oath that began: 'First do no harm ...'. Dr. Webb recalled the mindsets of the two branches of medicine. 'The MDs had this unresolved medical conflict - they weren't
supposed to help kill people. Vets, I think, were much more ready than MDs,' he says. 'There's obviously
not the same feelings about the death of their subjects. The mass killing of animals for food is an
accepted part of our culture.' Unlikely as it seems, the veterinarian was ideally suited for germ
warfare research and development" (op. cit., p42).

Porton Down: Initially established in 1916 as the War Department Experimental Station, but then
quickly rebadged as the Royal Engineers Experimental Station, Porton Down's [Wikipedia briefing] early
work was confined to experimentation with the CBW(Chemical) agents encountered in trench
warfare. The station was then scaled down after the war, but maintained its strong links to academic
physiologists such as (their Chief Physiologist in both wars) [Sir]1935 Joseph Barcroft [Wikipedia
biography] of Cambridge University. Barcroft's students - not least Rudolph Peters [see own entry] and
Joseph Needham [see own entry] were also involved. In 1936 a government working party headed by Sir
Maurice Hankey approved the development of a British CBW(Biological) deterrent, and put yet
another Cambridge man - Paul Fildes [see own entry] - in charge of the development team. Spiers (2010)
records these events as follows [note the cattle cake weapon - more on this further down] ...
"The British program was defensive until the outbreak of war, whereupon it became increasingly offensive in
orientation, both in laboratory research and field testing, pursued partly with Canada and later the United States.
Eventually the UK acquired a modest retaliatory capability of five million cattle cakes contaminated
with anthrax spores, intended for use against livestock in the event of a biological attack on Britain. [...]
All too aware of the UK's vulnerability to BW attack, Hankey secured the approval of the cabinet to undertake
offensive BW research in case Britain had to retaliate in kind. Under Hankey's authorisation, Dr. (later Sir)
Paul Fildes, who led Britain's BW program at Porton, shared the results of the anthrax tests on Gruinard Island
with Canada and the United States in May 1943" (pp55-56; bold emphasis added).

The story of the remote Scottish island of Gruinard, where the field testing of weaponised anthrax (if
not more besides) was carried out, actually has a lighter side, thus ...
ASIDE - GRUINARD ISLAND: In 1962 the BBC reporter Fyfe Robertson did a six-minute feature on
Gruinard, a remote Scottish island which for some reason nobody dared row across to ...
YouTube it now
The explanation which subsequently emerged was that Gruinard [Wikipedia briefing] had been requisitioned by
the War Office in 1942 for the field testing of anthrax bioweapons on tethered animals, and was still an infection
risk [anthrax is a sporing bacillus and can survive potentially for centuries in soil - Ed.]. The story was covered in Parliament
11th March 1968 (see Hansard) and again 12th June 1986 (see Hansard). On the latter occasion some
parliamentary wag suggested that the land be gifted for Hippie concerts. The island was returned to the original
owners in 1990. For a peer-reviewed telling of this story see Szasz (1995 [full text online (requires JSTOR
registration)]).For the last word on the subject check out this spoof piece from The Herald at the height of the
Skripal Poisoning [see own entry].

During the Cold War, Porton Down continued with its top secret doings, and in 1952 developed the
VX nerve agent [Wikipedia chemistry]. It also closely monitored the claims and counter-claims at the U.N.
when China accused the United States of using anthrax-impregnated cattle cake against North Korean
cattle, also smallpox and other diseases against humans, although this could all, perhaps as easily,
have been a false flag operation [Wikipedia briefing - STRONGLY RECOMMENDED].
ASIDE: It was the aforementioned Joseph Needham - expert on sudden Far Eastern epidemics since 1942 who confirmed the presence of the anthrax spores.

Coming right up to date, Porton Down continues as Britain's centre of quick extinction excellence,
viz. its involvement after (if not perhaps also before) the Skripal Novichok poisoning mentioned
above. The laboratories are scheduled to relocate in 2024 to Harlow, Essex, where they will be
downwind of Westminster rather than upwind.
Poznan Institute: See the entry for Kurt Blome.
Rabson, Alan Saul: [Rabinowitz by birth] American viral oncologist Alan Rabson [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for obtaining his M.D. from the State University of New York
in around 1949, (b) for being commissioned into the U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) in around
1950, dividing his time between its headquarters in WashingtonDC, the University of Michigan, and
the USPHS's Marine Hospital in New Orleans, (c) for early research into gamma globulin as an
antiviral in the polio epidemics of the early 1950s; also for marrying fellow commuter between New
Orleans and Washington Ruth L. Kirschstein [see own entry], (d) for settling down in 1955 at the
National Institutes for Health (NIH)'s National Cancer Institute (NCI), specialising in the hot
issue of that era, namely the viral transmission of cancer, (e) for thereby coming to supervise fellow
PHE commissioned officer Sarah Stewart [see own entry], during her cutting edge discoveries 1957-1958
of polyoma virus. He died in 2018, aged 92. FURTHER READING: PubMed lists an impressive
175 publications to this author, spread (even more impressively) between 1953 and 2004, and often
in collaboration with his wife (quite conventionally for academics still using her maiden name). His
research interests broadly evolved as follows: polio and its vaccines, 1954-onward; small animal
oncology, especially when induced by polyoma virus; small animal and human oncology, now with
"vacuolating virus (SV40)" and similar viral pathogens, 1962-onward; a flurry of interest in the herpes
virus, 1968-1979; a similar flurry of interest in HIV, 1983-1984. Front line supervisory research
stopped in 1989, but there are then five elder statesman publications 1991-2004. If following the
polyoma/SV40 trail, see also both Edward Haslam's (2007/2014) "Dr. Mary's Monkey" [Amazon]
and Judyth Vary Baker's (2015) "Ferrie" [Amazon].

Rayer, Pierre-François Olive: French physician Pierre Rayer [peer-written biography] is noteworthy in the
present context for being the first medical researcher to observe individual anthrax bugs
microscopically - for more of the detail see Timeline 1st August 1850.
Reed, Walter: American military physician Walter Reed [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for heading up the 1900 committee of investigation which eventually located the causes
of Yellow Fever [see COVID Timeline 22nd October 1900], and (b) for being posthumously honoured by a
succession of hospitals bearing his name [not least this one].
***** THE AMERICAN MENGELE *****
Rhoads, Cornelius Packard ["Dusty"]: [Read firstly the entry for Bailey K. Ashford.] American physician Cornelius
["Dusty"] Rhoads [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for learning his trade at
Harvard Medical School in the early 1920s, (b) for being recruited into the Rockefeller Institute in
1929, working to Simon Flexner, (c) for being selected in 1931 to take part in that institute's mission
to Puerto Rico, where William B. Castle [see own entry] and he were based at "El Presby" (San Juan's
Presbyterian Hospital), initially in support of Bailey K. Ashford's fight against hookworm-vectored
anaemia, but then increasingly on other Rockefeller projects, not least the search for a polio vaccine
...
RESEARCH PROFILE (BEFORE 1932): PubMed lists 15 first author research publications for <Rhoads
CP> 1927-1931, seven of which concern polio. Rhoads (1931 [full text online]), on the possibility of generating
a polio antiserum from infected monkeys, might well be a good place to start for anyone interested in the detail
of his early career.

(d) for being at the centre of a significant diplomatic incident in 1932 ...
CAMEO - THE RHOADS LETTER: As summarised in Daniel Immerwahr's (2019) book "How to Hide
an Empire" [Amazon], the story goes that Rhoads looked down on the Costa Ricans as residents of "an islandsized laboratory" (p143), and cared little for the niceties of medical ethics, thus ...
"Rhoads made the most of his carte blanche. He refused treatment to some of his anaemia patients so
he could compare their progress with treated patients. He tried to induce anaemia in others (he referred
to them as 'experimental animals') by restricting their diets" (op. cit., pp143-144).
Not long afterward he was irritated at having his car vandalised and gave vent to his emotions in a letter to a
friend, of which the following paragraph is an extract ...
"I can get a damn fine job here and am tempted to take it. It would be ideal except for the Puerto Ricans
- they are without doubt the dirtiest, laziest, most degenerate and thievish race of men ever inhabiting
this sphere. It makes you sick to inhabit the same island with them. They are even lower than the Italians.
What the island needs is not public health work, but a tidal wave [...] I have done my best to further
the process of extermination by killing off 8 and transplanting cancer into several more. The latter
has not resulted in any fatalities so far. The matter of consideration for the patients' welfare plays
no role here - in fact, all physicians take delight in the abuse and torture of the unfortunate
subjects" (op. cit., p144).
Carelessly, he left the unmailed letter to be found by a Puerto Rican lab assistant, who passed it on to Puerto
Rican independence leader Pedro Albizu Campos [Wikipedia biography], who copied it and passed it on in turn
to the newspapers, the League of Nations, the Vatican, etc., with the result that Rhoads found himself before a
Governor's inquiry. In the absence of directly attributable dead bodies, however, he simply wrote off the
incident as a bad joke written in anger. Albizu, on the other hand, ended up in prison, and his supporters were
put in their place by an 18-death police massacre in 1937.

(e) for returning to the mainland to continue his work at the Rockefeller's NYC headquarters, (f) with
the coming of WW2, for being headhunted into the U.S. Army as chief medic in the Chemical
Warfare Service, helping to administer top secret chemical weapons experimentation on
insufficiently pre-warned human subjects, both civilian and serving ...

CAMEO - MORE UNWITTING HUMAN GUINEA PIGS: Rhoads has come in for considerable criticism
over the years, being widely regarded as a Doctor Frankenstein figure preying on unsuspecting villagers. Most
recently, his story clearly inspired Roberto Busó García's (2012) movie "Los Condenados"/"The
Condemned" [IMDB entry] about an ageing clinician who returns to Puerto Rico to apologise for having
conducted abusive research on his unsuspecting hosts many decades previously.

(g) for being rewarded by a grateful nation by being made director in 1945 of what has grown into
the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center [Wikipedia briefing], where until his death in 1959 he
helped pioneer the use of chemotherapy and radiotherapy in cancer treatment, thus ...
RESEARCH PROFILE (AFTER 1932): PubMed lists 46 first author research publications for <Rhoads CP>
1932-1978, including a number of late-career retrospectives and commentaries. His research in the 1930s was
into the physiological effects of Indole [Wikipedia briefing] and how to give dogs anaemia. He then returned to the
topic of deliberately causing cancer in Rhoads (1942 [full text online]), was publication-silent during the war
years, only to return into the open with an essay on how medicine had benefited from the war effort in Rhoads
(1946 [full text online]). He then published a series of updates on the role of wartime mustard gas derivatives and
irradiation in peacetime cancer treatment. Rhoads (1978 [full text online]), optimistically entitled "The Sword and
the Ploughshare", provides a comprehensive summary.

(h) at the peak of his (now posthumous) reputation for being honoured in 1979 by the establishment
of a memorial award in his name from the American Association for Cancer Research (AACR),
(i) for then becoming the subject of renewed professional scrutiny in 1982, as this Wikipedia
biographer explains ...
"In 1982, Puerto Rican social scientist and writer Pedro Aponte-Vázquez discovered new information at
various archives which raised questions about the investigations conducted on Rhoads and Rockefeller Project.
Most prominent among his findings was a 1932 letter written by Governor Beverly to the associate director of
the Rockefeller Foundation, stating that Rhoads had written a second letter "even worse than the first" and
which, according to Beverley, the [Puerto Rican] government had suppressed and destroyed. In 1932 the Puerto
Rican Attorney General, aided by top-ranking Puerto Rican doctors, had investigated all of the work of Rhoads
and the Rockefeller Project, including 13 deaths that occurred among nearly 300 patients treated. They found
no evidence of wrongdoing or crimes. In addition, Rhoads' superior at the Rockefeller Project had conducted
a close investigation of the 13 patients who died under Rhoads' tenure, but found no evidence of wrongdoing.
But in 1982 Aponte-Vázquez urged the Puerto Rico Department of Justice to reopen the case. It refused as
Rhoads had been dead for so long" (anon; accessed 3rd July 2020).

and (j) for a further drains-up reappraisal in 2002-2003 by Yale "bioethicist" Jay Katz [Wikipedia
biography], armed now with revelations of just how unsuspecting servicemen had been used in Rhoads'
poison gas experiments during WW2. Katz concluded that the servicemen in question had been
"manipulated, exploited, and betrayed", and the AACR duly rededicated its 1979 accolade.
FURTHER READING: For more of the details, see the above-referenced Immerwahr (2019). For
more on the still-active Puerto Rican independence movement, click here. For more on the deliberate
weaponisation of cancer in some form of "cancer serum", see the entry for Mary Sherman. For more
on the complexities of medical ethics in general see Steinberg (1995 [full text online (paywalled)]). For more
on the WW2 chemical warfare programme in Central America click here.
Rivers, Thomas Milton: American physician turned research virologist Thomas Rivers [Wikipedia biography]
is noteworthy in the present context (a) for graduating from Johns Hopkins University in 1915, (b)
for WW1 service from 1917, including as a junior member of the U.S. Army Commission set up
under the authority of Congress in July 1918 to investigate and advise on the 1918-1919 Spanish Flu
Pandemic ...
CAMEO - THE GORGAS COMMISSION: Accounts of the Spanish flu pandemic have to date failed to
identify a Patient Zero with total precision, but for our present purposes we are happy to support Barry's (2005,
link below) suggestion that there is a direct line back to the U.S. Army recruit who reported sick 4th March
1918 at Camp FunstonKS - see COVID Timeline at 31st January 1918 [note that pointers from there go both backwards
and forwards in time - Ed.]. The Army's Surgeon-General at that time was the physician-in-uniform who - 20 years
previously - had led the fight against yellow fever in Cuba and Panama, William C. Gorgas [see own entry]. The

chair of the Commission was the Rockefeller Institute's director, Rufus Cole [Wikipedia biography], and amongst
the staff available to him were Eugene L. Opie [Wikipedia biography], Francis G. Blake [Wikipedia biography], and
our young Lieutenant Rivers. Other highly respected microbiologists supported the Commission from their
respective universities, including William H. Welch [see own entry], Victor C. Vaughan [Wikipedia biography],
Frederick F. Russell [Wikipedia biography], and Simon Flexner [see own entry]. This was, of course, a time of great
overcrowding in training camps, railheads, and docks across the nation, as units were raised for service with
the A.E.F. in the Great War, and the Commission accordingly oversaw numerous hygiene audits and deep
cleans. They were, however, unable to prevent the devastation which was to come. It follows that Rivers' first
two publications - once back at JHU after demobilisation - were on the topic of influenza (Rivers and Kohn,
1921 [full text online WELL WORTH A LOOK]; Rivers, 1922 [full text online]).

(c) for staying on Rufus Cole's team after demobilisation in 1922, when the Rockefeller Institute
needed a safe pair of hands to develop its virology labs, (d) for setting down what he had learned
about the 65 viruses known to humankind in 1928 in the book "Filterable Viruses" [Amazon (rare)], (e)
for being consulted by the public health authorities in NYC in 1930, to help deal with an outbreak of
psittacosis ...
CAMEO - RIVERS AND THE PARROTS: Amidst the debris of the Great Crash of 1929 it was something
of a double Christmas dampener when the Kalmey family's new parrot turned suddenly listless and shuffled
off this mortal coil. The misfortune did not end there, however, and by 6th January 1930 the family were
seriously ill with flu-like symptoms, and their physician, Dr. Willis P. Martin had been called in. As luck would
have it, the good doctor's wife had just read a report of an outbreak of a fatal fever in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
which public health officials had traced back to infected parrots. Martin therefore wired an official report
through to the Public Health Service asking whether there was an antiserum available, and before long the
outbreak was being overseen by Surgeon-General Hugh S. Cumming [Wikipedia biography] and the Hygiene
Laboratory's George W. McCoy [Wikipedia biography]. It spread at great speed within the bird-owning public,
killing around one fifth of those it infected, and the bug responsible was in due course identified as Chlamydia
psittaci [Wikipedia briefing], spread as aerosolised bird droppings. Rivers and his staff conducted some of the
forensic research.
IMPORTANT ASIDE: Although the outbreak died away readily enough once the specific batches of
infected birds had been culled, the outbreak nevertheless killed more than one hundred Americans.
Amongst the victims were two of the chief researchers at the Hygiene Laboratory. This prompted a
major uprating of laboratory equipment and procedures, such that the most contagious and virulent
microorganisms could only be studied at the best-protected labs, culminating in today's "Level Four"
high-biosecurity research facilities [Wikipedia briefing ESSENTIAL READING] (Honigsbaum, 2019 [link
below]). Many decades later, it would be leaks from American Level Four facilities which prompted
President Obama to contract out elements of America's high risk virology to Wuhan Technical
Institute.

(f) for duly adding psittacosis to the other exotic killers - Rift Valley fever, myxomatosis, etc. - in the
Rockefeller's high-security refrigerators, (g) for rapidly adopting the new in ovo virus culturing
techniques following Alice Woodruff [see own entry] and Ernest Goodpasture's [ditto] 1931 landmark
paper - see the COVID Timeline 31st May 1931, (h) for representing the Rockefeller Institute at the
November 1935 meeting of the American Public Health Association to hear polio vaccine researchers
John Kolmer [see own entry] and Maurice Brodie [ditto] explain how their respective vaccines had both
accidentally infected an unlucky fraction of the thousands who had received it earlier that year [see their
separate entries for the details], (i) for being headhunted in 1938 (thanks to his now world-class reputation) by
the newly-founded National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis [Wikipedia briefing] as chair of its
Research Committee, (j) for supporting the overt work of the armed forces medical services in general
(as well as the covert work of the Chemical Corp) during WW2, (k) for returning to polio research
after the war, helping the University of Pittsburgh's Jonas Salk [see own entry] test his Salk Polio Vaccine
[Wikipedia briefing], but publishing personally now only on public health matters in general, (l) in May
1953 for convening a working group called the Vaccine Advisory Committee, specifically to oversee
and prioritise polio research across the various interested universities and commercial labs ...
"This group purposely excluded polio experts. Rivers and [Joseph] Smadell [see own entry], who had both
decided several months earlier that Salk's vaccine was the quickest way to beat the nation's annual polio
epidemics, were the only virologists on the committee. The rest of the new committee's members had expertise
only in public health. The primary interest of these new members was polio prevention. Unlike the

Immunisation Committee, they had no interest in debating fine points of virus theory. What they wanted was
a vaccine. Not surprisingly, under the forceful leadership of Rivers and Smadell, the new Vaccine Advisory
Committee quickly decided that a nationwide test of Salk's vaccine should be undertaken during the next polio
season - in the spring and summer of 1954" (Bookchin and Schumacher, 2004, p37).

... (m) for accordingly having to preside in 1955 over the drains-up inquiry into a new polio vaccine
crisis, namely the infamous Cutter Incident [see own entry ESSENTIAL READING] ...
CAMEO - POLIO VACCINE DISASTERS, #2: Contracts to produce 27 million doses of the Salk Polio
Vaccine were signed in November 1954, and one of the approved producers was Cutter Laboratories of
BerkeleyCA [Wikipedia briefing]. To cut a long story short, the complexities of culturing and then disabling live
virus to the approved production protocol caused around one third of production batches to be scrapped as
unsafe. A disjointed two-tier approvals superstructure has since been blamed, thus ...
"There were several critical differences between vaccine made for the field trial (supervised by the
National Foundation) and vaccine that was later sold to the public (supervised by the Laboratory of
Biologics Control). First, the National Foundation hired companies to make a product according to
specifications in the Salk Protocol, a document that was fifty-five pages long. The Laboratory of
Biologics Control asked manufacturers to comply with a document [...] five pages long. By law,
companies had to comply with the government document only. Second, the National Foundation
required that each company make at least eleven consecutive lots of vaccine that was free of live virus.
The Laboratory of Biologics Control required a 'method which [was] consistently effective and reliable
in inactivating a series of lots'. 'Consistently' and 'series' were never defined. Third, the Salk protocol
devoted five and one-half pages to the concept and technique of virus inactivation [technical details
given]. In place of these five and one-half pages, the Laboratory of Biologics Control used five
sentences. Details on the number of samples to be tested and how long to treat with formaldehyde were
never given" (Offit, op. cit. inf., k697-705).

... and finally (n) for being in the audience at the October 1960 medical conference at which Bernice
Eddy presented evidence of a hidden - but non-polio - contaminant in the Salk Vaccine, ominously
proclaiming a potential disaster ten thousand times larger than the Cutter Incident ...
Readers unfamiliar with Bernice Eddy's allegations that the 1954 Salk Vaccine
had been fundamentally contaminated with SV40, a slow-acting viral carcinogen,
should read her own entry before proceeding.
CAMEO - POLIO VACCINE DISASTERS, #3 - THE BIG ONE: The SV40 cancer virus came from the
Rhesus Macaques used in great numbers for passaging the Salk virus and testing the derived vaccine batches.
It is, however, in the nature of passaging that contaminant viruses also get cultured onward, unless they are
meticulously weeded out. Unfortunately for the world at large, viral cancers are slow growing and it was not
until chance observations by Bernice Eddy that her laboratory animals were growing unexplained tumours that
suspicion fell on the Salk polio strain. But by then all seed stock had been contaminated, and millions of
people worldwide - including in America and Britain - had been given SV40 while being vaccinated
against polio.

YouTube a documentary retelling of this tale
Unsurprisingly, Rivers' final papers came in 1960 on the relative merits of live vs. [hopefully] killed
virus vaccination for polio. He died in 1962, aged 73 years. FURTHER READING: PubMed lists
90 papers to this author, dated 1921-1960. Before WW2 these came thick and fast, initially on
influenza, then varicella (1923-), haemolytic streptococci (1925), and "Virus III" (1927-), and then
the full range of pathogens, including psittacosis and Rift Valley fever. For more on Rivers' part in
the Spanish Flu investigations see John M. Barry's (2005) book "The Great Influenza" [Amazon], for
the 1930 psittacosis outbreak see Mark Honigsbaum's (2019) "The Pandemic Century" [Amazon],
and for his role in promoting vaccine safety 1935-1955 see Paul A. Offit's (2005) "The Cutter
Incident" [Amazon]. For more on the SV40 contamination (which is believed to have been a major
causative factor for the pandemic rise in soft tissue cancers suffered in America and Europe in the
past fifty years), see Debbie Bookchin and Jim Schumacher's (2004) "The Virus and the
Vaccine" [Amazon]. For a very detailed history of the research programmes of the NCI 1950-1972
(including, significantly, the encouragement of vaccine development by targeted grant after 1958)
see Carl G. Baker's (2001?) "An Administrative History of the National Cancer Institute's

Viruses and Cancer Programs, 1950-1972" [full text online AWESOME]. At time of writing [= October 2020],
the latest of hundreds of follow-up studies on the still unproven was-it-SV40? cancer pandemic in the
boomers' generation is Rotondo, et al. (2019 [full text online]), which confirms that the contaminant is
still circulating, but that its role in human tumours "remains to be proven". For those who can afford
it, we strongly recommend the long personal testimony collated by Saul Benison (1967) under the
title "Reflections on a Life in Medicine and Science" [Amazon (rare)]. It might also be useful to compare
Rivers' pre-WW2 work at the Rockefeller Institute with that of [Sir]1935 Patrick Laidlaw [see own entry]
at Britain's NIMR.
***** NAZI BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SCIENTIST *****
Rose, Gerhard August Heinrich: German militarised physician Gerhard Rose [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for qualifying as a physician in 1922 and spending the rest of
that decade moving between the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) in Berlin, the Hygiene Institute in
Basel, and the University of Freiburg, (b) for relocating to China in 1929 as part of the systematic
Germanification of the political and armed forces of Chiang Kai-Shek's Kuomintang [see Aneurin Timeline
at 15th November 1927 and follow the onward pointers], (c) for returning to Germany in 1936 as head of tropical
medicine at the RKI, and (d) for being headhunted in 1939 as chief medical officer for the Luftwaffe.
In 1941-1942 he worked with the Bayer Division of I. G. Farben at Leverkusen [map] ostensibly on
the development of antimalarial drugs, carrying out the necessary efficacy and safety trials on the
inmates of Dachau and Buchenwald concentration camps. There are also reports that he supplied Unit
731 [see own entry], the Japanese offensive biological warfare programme, with starter cultures of Yellow
Fever Virus. He was captured by the advancing Allies in 1945, put on trial at Nuremberg 1946-1947,
and imprisoned until 1953. He died in 1992, aged 95 years.
"It is one of the rules of the arms race for one side to accuse the other of doing
exactly what it is preparing to do itself"(Mechtersheimer, in Geissler, op. cit. inf.)
Rosebury, Theodor ["Ted"]: [Read firstly the entries for Rudolf Nadolny, Unit 731, and [Sir]1946 Paul Fildes] British-American
dental surgeon/bacteriologist Theodor Rosebury [Wikipedia stub biography] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for obtaining his DDS from the University of Pennsylvania in 1928, (b) for engaging with
postgraduate research in the early 1930s into the effects of bacterially raised oral acidity on dental
caries, (c) for moving on to field research in the mid-1930s amongst the Eskimo in Alaska into the
effects of sugar-rich diet on dental caries (see, for example, Rosebury and Karshan, 1939 [full text online
(JAMA subscription required)]), (d) for studying oral spirochete co-infections in the late 1930s ...
TECHNICAL ASIDE - "YAWS" AND SYPHILIS: The disease in question was Treponematosis [Wikipedia
briefing], which occurs in four forms, one of which is the STD syphilis. For supporting images click through the
Wiki to "Yaws", the vernacular name, but ideally not just after a meal.

... (e) for thereby being called in as technical adviser on William Dieterle's (1940) movie "The
Magic Bullet of Dr. Erlich" [IMDB entry], the story of how physician Paul Erlich [see own entry] helped
popularise the drug Salvarsan [Wikipedia briefing] in 1910 as a cure for syphilis, (f) for responding 8th
June 1942 to George W. Merck's February 1942 government trawl for ideas on how America's
scientists might contribute to the war effort ...
CAMEO - THE ROSEBURY-KABAT-BOLDT REPORT: Merck was working directly to President
Roosevelt in this endeavour, and the top brass was highly concerned with intelligence reports from 1941
concerning Japan's Unit 731 who had been systematically spraying plague and other pathogens on Chinese
villages since the mid-1930s ...
ASIDE: We have recorded elsewhere that in mid-1940 "Flying Tiger" Claire Chennault had learned
of an outbreak of bubonic plague at the Central Aircraft Manufacturing Company (CAMCO)
assembly and repair facility at Loiwing on the China-Burma border. Shortly afterward, CAMCO's
director William D. Pawley escorted a team of five doctors to the area. This might well have been what
had spooked the top brass [one of the doctors might have been Rosebury, even - Ed.]. For the supporting links see
our Aneurin Timeline at 26th June 1940.

Working alongside Elvin Kabat [see own entry] and (then still a medical student) Martin H. Boldt [no convenient
biography; later "Captain, Medical Corps"], Rosebury wrote a 90-page white paper entitled "Bacterial warfare: A
critical analysis of the available agents, their possible military applications, and the means for protection against
them" (1942 restricted circulation, 1947 derestricted [full text online (requires Journal of Immunology subscription)]).
Hank P. Albarelli, Jr's (2009) book "A Terrible Mistake" [Amazon] explains what happened next ...
"The paper served its intended purpose, perhaps much more so than the two scientists ever imagined. It
was immediately classified TOP SECRET by the National Research Council and the Pentagon [who]
reached out with undue haste to recruit Drs. Rosebury and Kabat into the fold" (p.56).

... (g) for being appointed head of the Air-Borne Infection division of the Chemical Warfare Service
(CWS) at Camp Detrick in November 1942, collaborating closely with the aforementioned Elvin
Kabat on the weaponisation of whatever Nature had chosen to provide ...
CAMEO - HANDY NATURAL PATHOGENS: The human immune system has been fighting off thousands
of pathogens since the dawn of time. Not all pathogens make good weapons, however, because they need to be
safely deployed and yet fit for the purpose of that deployment. Here, from his (1949, reissued 2013) book
"Peace or Pestilence: Biological Warfare and How to Avoid It" [Amazon], are the classes of organism which
most ticked the boxes at that time ...
"Among bacterial diseases, for instance, are tularemia, plague, and melioidosis [=glanders] [...]. There are
two spirochetal diseases - relapsing fever and a form of infective jaundice known as 'Weil's disease' both of somewhat doubtful value for BW. The protozoa are represented by malaria; the rickettsiae by
typhus fever, scrub typhus, and Rocky Mountain spotted fever; the viruses by psittacosis, yellow fever,
dengue, [...] and by a more doubtful group including influenza, measles, mumps, and [polio]. Add a
disease due to a fungus, coccidioidomycosis, somewhat more easily pronounced as San Joaquin Valley
fever" (ibid., pp52-53).
Yellow fever makes a particularly good example of how scientists who go to war must think. Having defeated
one of nature's most ruthless killers 40 years earlier by the simple expedient of denying the mosquitos which
spread the disease their swampy breeding grounds, it soon fell to other scientists to see if the disease could
be weaponised so as to spread by other means. Here is Peace or Pestilence again ...
"Before there was a vaccine there were 34 recorded cases of yellow fever and 5 deaths among scientists
who worked with the virus. Most of these cases clearly had nothing to do with mosquitoes. Some were
in researchers who had handled the cultivated virus in powdered form. [...] This is a familiar pattern
in the story of laboratory infections with this whole group of agents [...] even though in nature yellow
fever is strictly mosquito-borne. [...] The idea of air-borne yellow fever has therefore been all but
forgotten - by public-health workers. [... B]ut eliminate the mosquito and most of the difficulty goes
with it. [...] It is of passing interest that many laboratory infections were reported from Camp
Detrick" (op. cit., pp47-49).
When it came to anthrax Rosebury complained in Special Report No. 9 (July 1944) that "a ten to twenty-fold
improvement" would be needed to make anthrax - codenamed "Agent N" - as deadly to humans as it already
was to animals (Jones, op. cit. inf.). He then coolly worked out how to turn anthrax into an acceptable biological
weapon, rather than - as Nadolny had used it in WW1 - merely an instrument of biological sabotage against
livestock. Some of the development work was carried out at Britain's Porton Down [see own entry] by David
Henderson [see own entry]. For more on the particular blend of infectivity, virulence, mortality, persistence in
the environment, ease of production, stability of storage and dispersal, and resistance to routine medical
countermeasures, see Erhard Geissler's (1986) book "Biological and Toxin Weapons Today" [Amazon], both
generally and p67 specifically.

... (h) after the war for taking a lectureship at Columbia Dental School, during which time he worked
as first author (of twelve) on the (1947a) monograph "Experimental Air-Borne Infection" [Amazon]
...
CAMEO - THE 1947 REPORT: The second author, now in his sixth year at Camp Detrick, was the
aforementioned Martin H. Boldt. The third author was a certain Frank Olson, from Camp Detrick's Special
Operations Division, who is destined to be murdered by U.S. state assassins 28th November 1953 for wanting
out of the biodeath business.

... (i) for passing on such now-declassified research findings as how to spray disinfect an incoming
cloud of meningitis and psittacosis germs (Rosebury, et al., 1947b [full text online]) ...

ASIDE: Frank Olson gets another mention in this paper, albeit not as one of the four authors, but rather as
having materially assisted the research.

... (j) for relocating to Washington University Dental School, St. Louis, in 1948 (where he would
remain until forced into early retirement in 1967 for anti-Vietnam War writings). Here, from Peace
or Pestilence again, are his views on the germ warfare business in the late 1940s ...
"We are told on the one hand that germ warfare is even worse than atomic warfare and on the other that it won't
be used because it would backfire too badly on anyone who tried it. Even bacteriologists know little about it
unless they have been especially informed or have taken considerable pains to look into the subject; and among
the general public all over the world there is a vast and very dangerous ignorance of it" (op. cit., pp4-5).
ASIDE: Peace or Pestilence was not universally well received. On 7th December 1950 it was brought
to the attention of FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover in the following terms: "The book [...] is a source of
considerable controversy among the employees at Camp Detrick, Maryland, and [two names redacted]
share the opinion that it should never have been written, inasmuch as it exposes the experiments being
conducted in biological warfare by the United States. It goes into considerable detail concerning them
and also indicates the location of Camp Detrick and to some extent indicates the number and calibre of
the personnel involved" (Albarelli, op. cit., p57).

... (k) for continuing to write in his retirement, soon producing his (1969) mass market book "Life
on Man" [Amazon], in which he promoted the notion of the human body as existing in a constant liveand-let-live relationship with trillions of microorganisms ...
ASIDE - ROSEBURY AND THE BIOME: We only get sick when something happens to disturb the delicate
four-way balance between our immune systems, our health habits, our public health arrangements, and the
nature of the microorganisms concerned. Rosebury's ideas will not become popular until the early 1990s when
the topic of "the microbial biome" [Wikipedia briefing] started to become freely used.

... and (l) for returning in late career to the world of spirochetes in his (1971) book "Microbes and
Morals: The Strange Story of Venereal Disease" [Amazon]. Rosebury died 25th November 1976.
FURTHER READING: All the above-linked works are worth a look, but we also recommend
Rosebury's highly erudite 1970 radio conversation with oral historian Studs Terkel [full transcript online].
For early work on the weaponisation of glanders see Miller, et al. (1948 [PubMed entry]) (Rosebury is
fifth author on this one). For a modern take on the history of weaponised anthrax see Susan D. Jones'
(2010) book "Death in a Small Package" [Amazon]; Jones passes on, for example, Rosebury's
observation that a good way to find a bug fit for the battlefield is to wait for a lab technician to
die of an accidental lab infection and take lots of autopsy samples back for further development
(p161)! And for more on the Frank Olson story start with his entry in the Companion Resource and
follow the onward pointers.
***** THIS MAN HELPED FASHION OUR PRESENT HELL ON EARTH *****
Rothschild, Jack [actually Jacquard] Hirshorn: More than usually secretive U.S. Army officer BrigadierGeneral (Chemical Corps[No. O18077]) Jack H. Rothschild (1907-????) [no convenient biography; writings as below,
otherwise very dark] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for having set up early in WW2 the chemical
warfare collaboration between the Chemical Warfare Service (CWS), Edgewood Arsenal [see own
entry] and MIT ...
CAMEO - ROTHSCHILD, MIT, AND EDGEWOOD DURING WW2: Reporting to President Roosevelt
through George Merck's CWS, the Chemical Corps' main research and development effort was headquartered
at Edgewood but from around December 1941 they worked closely with MIT chemical engineers. This bestof-both-worlds arrangement was administered for the Corps by Rothschild. Here, transcribed from a 1993 oral
history [full text online] by Edgewood veteran Elmer H. Engquist [no convenient biography], is how things were
organised in those years ...
"Everybody was well aware that MIT was famous for [its?] radiation laboratory, which became Lincoln
Laboratories [MIT homepage] and developed radar. It was to my surprise that so few people remember
that the Chemical Warfare Service Development Lab was there at the forefront of the Chemical Warfare
Service Development Program. It's my understanding that then Captain Jack Rothschild, who

subsequently became Brigadier-General Jack Rothschild, head of research and development for the
Chemical Corps, was sent up there early in his career essentially to establish a laboratory to take on
advance[d?] work, instead of having it all done here at Edgewood Arsenal. It was staffed originally with
some hand-picked people who transferred up here from Edgewood, perhaps half a dozen" (p1).

... (b) for duties 1945-1950 poorly documented in the public record ...
CAMEO - ROTHSCHILD, 1945-1950: Rothschild's service summary has him as "CO 93CmlBn" toward the
end of the war, followed by "LM-BSM" [="Liberty Mountain - Base Station Manager"?? - Ed.]. NOTHING ELSE
KNOWN HERE. However, it makes some sense for Rothschild to have been contacted for technical input by
either or both occupying forces in Germany and Japan, as they went about their task of investigating their
defeated enemies' war crimes and promising technical know-how. It may be useful to note that Chemical Corps
activities during the entire occupation were treated as G-2 [=military intelligence] activities, and so Rothschild
would have been closely subordinate to General Charles A. Willoughby, SCAP/G-2 [=Supreme Commander Allied
Powers [Far Eastern Command] (Military Intelligence)]. And Willoughby is mentioned 21 times in Cunliffe (2006 [full
text online ESSENTIAL REFERENCE MATERIAL]) as authorising this or that action on bacteriological warfare
issues in the years 1946-1947.

... (c) for being promoted 1950 to "CO Tech Cmd", and then assigned 1951-1954 to "AFFE" [="Army
Forces Far East"] as commander of the Chemical Corps' Far Eastern brigade during the Korean War, as
part of General MacArthur (from 11th April 1951 General Ridgway)'s Far Eastern Command ...
CAMEO- ROTHSCHILD, 1950-1953: In 1952 the Communist Chinese publicly accused the United States
of engaging in offensive biological warfare. Rothschild led the forcible formal denials. For this story in no little
detail see the entry for Joseph Needham.

... and (d) for being promoted Commanding General of the Chemical Corps 1956-1957, reassigned
as "ret dsbl" in 1957, and then beginning his retirement in 1962 by writing the (1964) book
"Tomorrow's Weapons" [Amazon (£££)]. FURTHER READING: Given the possible close command
relationship between Willoughby and Rothschild at the height of the Cold War, it may significantly
amuse the conspiratorially minded reader to flip to the Companion Encyclopaedia and browse
Willoughby's contacts with the likes of (in alphabetical order) Philip Bethune, William Potter Gale,
Richard Case Nagell, Hans Tofte, and General Edwin Walker.
***** AMERICAN BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SCIENTIST *****
Sanders, Murray: American militarised physician Murray Sanders [no convenient biography, but there are 67 solid
mentions in Cunliffe (2006 [full text online ESSENTIAL REFERENCE MATERIAL])] is noteworthy in the present context (a)
for learning his craft at Rush Medical College, Chicago, qualifying in 1931, (b) for obtaining a
lectureship at Columbia University, where he remained until joining the Army in early 1943 ...
SANDERS' RESEARCH AT COLUMBIA: PubMed lists half a dozen interesting publications during
Sanders' stint at Columbia, indicating a sustained programme of research into the murine [= in mice] and simian
[= in monkey] passaging [SEE OWN ENTRIES - IMPORTANT] of poliomyelitis.

... (c) for duly being assigned to the Chemical Warfare Service at Camp/[Fort]1956- Detrick, where
he rose eventually to the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel ...
CAMEO - SANDERS IN WW2: In early 1943, Sanders was called in to assist the local investigation of "an
unusually extensive outbreak" of epidemic keratoconjunctivitis [Wikipedia briefing] (colloquially "pink eye") in
"a large manufacturing concern" at Schenectady NY (Perkins, et al., 1943 [full text online (see the credit to Sanders at
the end)]). There can be many possible causes of this condition, but the suspected culprit on this occasion was a
virus. Given the programme of "biological sabotage" carried out on American soil by the Germans in WW1,
there is little doubt in the present author's mind that Detrick had been called in to look into the possibility that
this outbreak, too, had resulted from enemy action! (See the Perkins paper for the explanation as published.)
Sanders' subsequent WW2 service has recently been profiled by Victor M. Rivera [Baylor College of Medicine
biography] as follows ...
"He performed classified investigations designing laboratory techniques to advance freezing-dry
Botulin toxin, hence being able to be delivered by projectiles over enemy territory. Sanders gained

recognition from his superiors for his accomplishments and his repeated warnings of the possibility of
the U.S. West Coast being attacked by the Japanese with anthrax bombs transported by [Noboru Kuba's
[see own entry]] transoceanic balloons" (Rivera, 2019 [full text online], p2).
Readers unfamiliar with Japan's 1937-1945 campaign
of biological warfare against the Chinese should
familiarise themselves with the entries for Unit 731
and Shiro Ishii before proceeding.

... (d) for being assigned to Tokyo in September 1945 as a technical expert, helping the occupation
forces appraise Japan's CBW effort ...
CAMEO - SANDERS AND THE UNIT 731 INTERROGATIONS: As with the ALSOS Programme [see
own entry] in Europe, the U.S. was primarily interested in finding and carrying away as much of the enemy's
technical expertise as they could, and identifying war criminals was per se a minor issue. Individual Japanese
perpetrators were interested in avoiding the hangman. Here is how the interrogations are presented in Hank P.
Albarelli, Jr.'s (2009) book "A Terrible Mistake" [Amazon] ...
"One week after Japan surrendered in September 1945, Lt. Col. Murray Sanders was despatched from
Camp Detrick to Japan to investigate Unit 731's activities and to interrogate as many of its scientists as
possible. Sanders, who travelled by ship, knew nothing about the unit's horrific human experiments that
involved Russians, Chinese, Koreans, and Manchurian POWs, as well as petty criminals, spies, and
anyone else that Ishii deemed 'inferior'. In Japan, Sanders was greeted dockside by Dr. Ryoichi Naito
[see own entry], the physician who, unbeknownst to Sanders, had been dispatched to New York by Ishii
years earlier, in 1939, to get samples of yellow fever virus from the Rockefeller Institute. Sanders was
unaware that, as a scientist, Naito had been part and parcel of Ishii's wartime activities. And now Naito
had been assigned to serve as Sanders' interpreter [and thus] in a perfect position to manipulate
questioning and to mislead Sanders' investigation. Sanders devoted nearly nine weeks to interrogating
several of Unit 731's top germ warfare scientists" (pp70-71).
In the end, by threatening to hand Naito over to the Russians, Sanders obtained written testimony from him
that Unit 731 had been an active germ warfare unit, and that Ishii had been its commander. However, he was
recalled Stateside before getting the opportunity to interrogate Ishii in person.

... (e) for suddenly being taken ill in early 1946 with what turned out to be tuberculosis ...
ASIDE: It is, of course, quite possible that he was secretly infected by one of the captured germ warfare people
when his guard was down. The interrogations were taken over by fellow Detrick man Arvo ["Tommy"]
Thompson [see own entry].

... (f) for retiring from the Army in 1947, and taking a professorial post at the University of Miami
(placing him - we must presume coincidentally - close to JM-WAVE [check it out], the CIA's Miami
staging base for Southern Hemisphere black ops), where he resurrected his pre-war research interests
...
SANDERS' RESEARCH AT MIAMI: PubMed lists a couple dozen publications during Sanders' time at
Miami, reporting work on pink eye (again) and the efficacy of aureomycin, and indicating a renewed interest
in human and monkey passaging of poliomyelitis. As explained in Debbie Bookchin and Jim Schumaker's
(2004) book "The Virus and the Vaccine" [Amazon SCARY], this was in the era when monkey virus - not least
the infamous "SV40" [Wikipedia briefing] - was prone to enter the human vaccine chain, in some cases with
deadly results. The University of Miami has made Sanders' professorial archive available for scholars - click
here.

... (g) for leaving the university in 1957 to conduct independent research into the value of various
snake venoms as antivirals, initially against polio, and later (after the success of rival polio vaccines
in the late 1950s) against amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [Wikipedia briefing] - more on which below,
and (h) for consolidating his interests 1962-1982 as the Sanders Medical Research Foundation [no
convenient briefing]. During his well-earned retirement he gave occasional interviews ...
CAMEO - LAB SAFETY AT DETRICK: In the late 1980s, Sanders let Unit 731 historians into one of
Detrick's rather grisly trade secrets, namely that the quickest way to gauge how effective a germ was going to
be as a weapon of war was simply to count how many of your research technicians went down with it following

containment failures (Williams and Wallace, op. cit. inf.). Brucellosis and tularemia turned out to be notably
dangerous, and "we had some deaths at around that time" (ibid., p195). As to Detrick's safety procedures in
general, here is Albarelli again ...
"Sanders observed that sometimes the hazards of biological warfare work were simply too great, despite
the safety measures taken [...]. On occasion, buildings had to be shut down, sealed off, and
decontaminated. In later years seriously contaminated buildings would have to be permanently sealed
off. [... T]here were 'casualties in the workshop' from the very start of things" (Albarelli, op. cit., p83).
CAMEO - VACCINE SAFETY IN GENERAL: As to the safety of vaccine research in general, it is only
recently that Rivera has drawn attention to the problems which plagued Sanders in his Miami years. Here is
the gist of his argument ...
"During his [time at Miami] he met and befriended Bill Haast (1910-2011) [Wikipedia biography (note his
time with Pan Am)], owner and director of the 'Miami Serpentorium and Laboratories'. For decades Haast
had extracted ('milked') venom from poisonous snakes and marketed it for diverse medicinal remedies
[...]. Sanders became fascinated by the potential therapeutic value of snake venoms. In 1949 Haast
agreed to supply Sanders with snake venoms from his serpentarium to research its therapeutic effect in
neurological diseases. Sanders and his team at the University of Miami were able to produce atoxic
neurotropically active compounds from diverse varieties of snake venoms, proposing they had antiviral
properties. The University of Miami team proceeded to inoculate intracerebrally at least 4000 monkeys
Macacus Rhesus with [...] poliovirus, treating half of them 24 hours later with [venom derivative] and
reportedly [...] 'halting' in some cases the ensuing paralysis [...]. With the global advent of the Salk
vaccine in 1962, [venom derivative] trials in poliomyelitis ended. Research in snake venoms continued,
focusing now in its possible effect in ALS. [...] From 1972 to 1982 over 1400 patients with ALS
travelled to the clinic [to be treated]. [...] While he never misrepresented the therapy as a cure, the media
sensationalised its results. [... In tightly controlled studies at Harvard] transient improvements were
noted but mortality rate as 12% [leading those researchers to conclude that] there 'was no evidence to
support claims that patients receive any benefit from the neurotoxin'. [In a second study at Baylor in
1979] no benefit was demonstrated [... and] the FDA issued a directive to discontinue [the treatment].
The last doses were administered in 1982. In 1983 and in deteriorating health Sanders retired" (Rivera,
op. cit., pp3-4).

FURTHER READING: For general background on how the Japanese scientists were interrogated
after the war, and 67 mentions of Sanders specifically, see the archive of official documents in
Cunliffe (2006 [full text online ESSENTIAL REFERENCE MATERIAL]). See also Mark Felton's (2012) "The
Devil's Doctors" [Amazon] and Chapters 10 and 11 of Peter Williams and David Wallace's (1989)
"Unit 731" [Amazon HIGHLY RECOMMENDED]. For more on the dangers inherent in poorly controlled (and
frequently competitively headlong) animal-to-human passaging, start with the aforementioned
Bookchin and Schumacher, and then browse <"SV40 cancer"> for the most recent claims and
counterclaims (this may take some time).
Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE): Founded in 2009 to help advise the government
on how best to respond to the 2009 Swine Flu Pandemic, the Scientific Advisory Group for
Emergencies (SAGE) [Wikipedia briefing (including list of members)] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for
rapidly becoming a household name during the COVID-19 Pandemic, and (b) for just as rapidly
being accused of providing politically acceptable science rather than science per se. At time of writing
[22nd June 2020] it is probable that the rival Independent SAGE gives straighter answers.
Sherman, Mary: American physician-researcher Mary Sherman [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context (a) for her debut (1944) paper entitled "The Natural Course of Poliomyelitis" [JAMA
full text available], (b) for specialising 1945-1952 in orthopaedics and bone cancer, (c) for getting headhunted during the 1952 polio epidemic by Alton Ochsner to work at the Ochsner Clinic in New
Orleans, (d) for helping to develop the research facility at that clinic soon colourfully known as the
"bone lab", and (e) for eventually becoming heavily involved in one of Ochsner's classified
Department of Defense projects, reportedly developing a lethal cancer serum for use by the CIA in
assassinating uppity foreign leaders [Castro - Ed.]. [This is a stub entry. The full entry for Mary Sherman
(and what a story it is!!) is in this companion resource. Alternatively go straight to Edward T.
Haslam's (2014) book "Dr. Mary's Monkey" [Amazon] and/or Judyth Vary Baker's (2014) "Ferrie"
[Amazon]].

Shi, Zhengli: Chinese laboratory virologist Shi Zhenghli [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for having qualified in virology and genetics at Wuhan Institute of Technology in 1990,
gradually coming to specialise over the next decade in coronaviridae, (b) for heading the team at
Wuhan during and immediately after the SARS epidemic 2002-2003, and for concluding from that
experience that there is a "natural reservoir" of SARS-like coronaviruses in bats ...
TECHNICAL ASIDE - LI AND SHI (2005): This is the pivotal paper in the bat theory of SARS-like
coronaviruses - check it out here.

... (c) for continuing her researches 2005-2014, gradually locating the primary risk of a coronavirus
infection in the ability of a particular strain's spike proteins to bind chemically to the ACE2 receptors
on a host cell ...
TECHNICAL ASIDE - ACE2 RECEPTORS: ACE2 receptors [Wikipedia briefing] are points on the cellular
membrane in lung, cardiovascular, and visceral tissue where hormones can "bind", as part of lowering blood
pressure. Unfortunately, the more pathogenic coronaviruses have evolved so that their spike proteins do
likewise, whereupon - having "docked" as it were - they unload their contents into the cell to breed. The result
is a cell full of hundreds of replicant viruses just like those shown in blue in Figure 2 of Udugama, et al. (2020)
[THESE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, ARE YOUR ENEMY].

and (d) for collaborating 2014-2020 with U.S. virologists at the University of North Carolina's
Gillings School of Global Public Health [Wikipedia briefing] on joint research into the molecular biology
which makes some strains of the bug better killers than others, so that vaccines can be developed
against them.
Smadell, Joseph Edward: American virologist Joseph E. Smadell [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context as a positively prolific Rockefeller Institute researcher from the mid-1930s through
to the mid-1960s. He achieved the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel in the Medical Corps during WW2,
and published as serving with the Army Medical School, WashingtonDC. His PubMed entries show
him interested in viral diseases such as (initially) St. Louis Encephalitis and Psittacosis, and then
(post-war) Scrub Typhus, Rickettsial diseases, and "Fort Bragg Fever".
Snow, John: British physician-epidemiologist John Snow [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present
context for his shoe-leather tracking down of the source of the 1854 Soho cholera outbreak [see the COVID
Timeline 7th September 1854], as a result of which he is nowadays regarded as "the patron saint of epidemiology
and public health" (Osterholm and Olshaker, 2017/2020, k431). Indeed it seems to be a modern
tradition for all London-based students of epidemiology to pay at least one visit to the epicentral The
John Snow public house [blurb; map].
Stern, Felix: German neurologist (Göttingen, Kassel) Felix Stern [Wikipedia biography (German)] is noteworthy
in the present context for becoming the leading German specialist on Encephalitis Lethargica (EL)
1920-1927 ...
TECHNICAL ASIDE - ENCEPHALITIS LETHARGICA: Stern was lucky enough to get recruited into a
1920 University of Göttingen research project to gather together epidemiological data of hitherto uncollated
cases from the 1915-1927 Encephalitis Lethargica Pandemic, eventually reaching the judgement that the
disease was a side effect of the broadly contemporaneous 1918-1919 Spanish Flu Pandemic - see COVID-19
Timeline 27th April 1915, and follow the onward pointers.

(b) for moving on in 1928 to the neurology research laboratory at Kassel, and (c) for being forced out
of Kassel in 1933 for being Jewish, and for continuing to publish papers on EL through until his death
by "suicide" in 1942.
***** CO-DISCOVERER OF THE STEWART-EDDY POLYOMA VIRUS *****
***** Known Associate <=> Mary Sherman (=> LHO) *****

Stewart, Sarah Elizabeth: Pathologist turned research virologist Sarah Stewart [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for gaining a doctorate in bacteriology at the University of
Chicago in 1939 (becoming friends with Bernice Eddy [see own entry]), and for then joining the National
Institutes for Health (NIH), (b) for unsuccessfully seeking NIH support in 1944 for research into a
possible link between animal tumours and viruses (Bookchin and Schumacher, 2004), (c) for
upskilling as M.D. at Georgetown University in 1947, (d) for moving to the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) in 1951, in due course serving simultaneously as a commissioned officer in the U.S.
Public Health Service (USPHS) [Wikipedia briefing] (ibid.) ...
ASIDE: As noted in the separate entry for the earlier Marine Hospital Service (MHS), the USPHS was by
1944 no longer an exclusively U.S. Navy service. Nevertheless parts of some of its establishments remained
within a uniformed security perimeter. USPHS officers reported ultimately, via the Office of the SurgeonGeneral, to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and their research funding was over and above that available through
the civilian NIH and NCI routes (Baker, 2001? [link below]).

... (e) for then working in the early 1950s on virally transmissible cancers in animals, replicating,
confirming, and extending the earlier work in this area by Ludwik Gross [see own entry], (f) for teaming
up in 1956 with her old friend Eddy, to conduct joint NIH-USPHS research into the use of mouse
tissues as a growth medium for potentially carcinogenic viruses, going first author in due course on
Stewart, Eddy, et al. (1957 [full text online (paywalled)]) and Stewart, Eddy, and Borgese (1958 [full text online
(paywalled)]), the papers which announced the discovery of the Polyoma Virus [Wikipedia briefing] ...
CAMEO - ON THE MURINE PASSAGING OF CANCER: The notion that cancers (or at least a significant
subset thereof) might fundamentally be just unrecognised infectious diseases had first been aired back in the
early 1900s by the French pioneer Amédée Borrel [see own entry], and had then been taken up in 1911 by the
Rockefeller Institute researcher Francis Peyton Rous [Wikipedia biography]. Rous had successfully transmitted
tumours from chicken to chicken by injecting healthy recipients with a filtered tumour mash obtained from
infected animals. The suspected filter-passable pathogen became known as Rous Sarcoma Virus [Wikipedia
briefing]. As things turned out, few of Rous' peers accepted his interpretation at the time, and the idea did not
resurface until Stewart picked up on it in the mid-1940s. She, however, was unable to begin laboratory research
until joining the USPHS in 1951, by which time Gross - another Rockefeller worker - had discovered that
leukaemia and salivary gland tumours were both infectious in mice. Eddy's contribution to the new partnership
lay in her use of monkey kidney tissues for testing the safety of polio vaccines. Here is the technical essence
of the Stewart-Eddy experiments during the early/mid- 1950s ...
"Stewart brought samples of the mouse tumour fluids to Eddy; Eddy injected them into the rhesus
monkey kidney cultures used for vaccine testing, and after a few weeks' time, Eddy would remove the
mouse virus fluids from the tissue cultures. At first the pair injected the harvested fluids only into
newborn mice and mouse embryos. The results were unprecedented: the mouse virus fluids caused
not just the two types of tumours that Gross had described, but twenty distinctly different types
of tumours. Then Eddy and Stewart started injecting the mouse tumour fluids into other species of
laboratory animals. This time the results were even more spectacular. The mouse virus could cause
tumours in many different mammals - hamsters, rabbits, guinea pigs, rats, and several other types of
rodents. At Eddy's suggestion, the virus was dubbed polyoma, meaning 'many tumours'" (Bookchin and
Schumacher, 2004, pp59-60).
The "induced neoplasm" story was publicly broken in the 27th July 1959 edition of Time magazine [not online see commercial sites for reprint], and an entirely new branch of medicine - "viral oncology" - quickly took shape.
There is a nice photo of Eddy and Stewart hard at work in Meredith Wadman's (2017) "The Vaccine Race"
[Amazon].

... (g) for also (reportedly) collaborating in the early 1960s in some sort of advisory role with another
old college friend, Mary Sherman [see own entry] ...
CAMEO - STEWART AND THE NEW ORLEANS COLLABORATION: In February 1961 a
reorganisation of the NCI saw an expansion of its research funding. Stewart was appointed to the Cell Culture
Subcommittee within the Laboratory of Viral Oncology, and Tulane University Medical School was included
on the list of funding-approved research institutions (Baker, 2001? [link below]). From the mid-1950s until her
death in 1964, Sherman divided her hours between Tulane and Alton Ochsner's foundation hospitals in New
Orleans. The Stewart-Sherman collaboration probably began around the time of the publicity following the
1957-1958 polyoma virus revelations mentioned above, and - as the scale of the ensuing SV40 Disaster started

to dawn on the NIH - may well have been part of an emergency government project to develop an SV40 vaccine
(Haslam, 2007/1014 [link below]). Whatever the reason for the collaboration, however, it was abruptly terminated
during the night 20th-21st July 1964 when Sherman was killed in highly suspicious and still hotly disputed
circumstances (ibid.). We mention this here because Stewart has been suggested as the author of the anonymous
typescript found three years later in the apartment of an equally suspiciously deceased David Ferrie [check him
out ESSENTIAL]

...

LINKS TO SV40 IN NEW ORLEANS: For hints of a clandestine SV40 operation in New Orleans in
1963 see both Edward Haslam's (2007/2014) "Dr. Mary's Monkey" [Amazon] and Judyth Vary
Baker's (2015) "Ferrie" [Amazon]. David Ferrie is a central character in both books, firstly by virtue of
his being a suspected accessory-before-the-fact in Jim Garrison's investigations into a New Orleans
conspiracy angle to the 1963 JFK assassination, and secondly because he was also in charge of an offsite
mouse house used through summer 1963 to support Mary Sherman's onsite work at the New Orleans
Marine Hospital [take virtual tour]. Which might explain to puzzled film buffs why lab mice feature
fleetingly TWICE in Oliver Stone's (1991) movie "JFK" [IMDB entry], only to be explained away
equally fleetingly. Specifically, the movie uses them in developing the Ferrie character - played by the
actor Joe Pesci - as being interested in cancer research! Check out those furry film stars here ...
CLIP #1 Ferrie introduced: YouTube it here (105 seconds into clip/49 minutes into full movie)
CLIP #2 Ferrie's "suicide": YouTube it here (14 seconds into clip/105 minutes into full movie)
What did not feature in either of these two scenes was what came to be known as Ferrie's Medical
Treatise [see own entry]. The closest Stone gets to this rather odd (and still unexplained) document is a
very carefully positioned open medical textbook at seconds 20-23 of CLIP #2, which see. Whatever
the truth, the Marine Hospital was deemed important enough to warrant a visit by the FBI 25th26th November 1963 asking after possible contacts with Lee Harvey Oswald (Warren Commission,
Volume 19); and - with the President's body being buried even as they spoke - the FBI would not have
allocated scarce resources without good reason.

... and (h) for continuing to work with viral oncology through until her retirement from the USPHS
in 1970, and then serving as chair in pathology at Georgetown until her death in 1976, aged 71 years.
Eddy wrote one of the academic obituaries (Eddy, 1977 [full text online (paywalled)]). FURTHER
READING: PubMed lists 185 papers to <Stewart SE>. Of these, the first seven date from 1946-1957
and concern oncogenesis in mice. The collaboration with Eddy then produced 20 publications including the two specified above - in the period 1957-1961. There are then three further publications
on polyoma virus in 1963 without Eddy, and around two dozen on different carcinogenic viruses herpes, Hodgkin's, Burkitt's - with different collaborators from 1965 [it is difficult to be precise on the numbers here
because by then PubMed is conflating <Stewart SE> with one Sue E. Stewart - Ed.]. She co-authored no publications with
Sherman. For the detailed polyoma virus/SV40 narrative see Debbie Bookchin and Jim
Schumacher's (2004) "The Virus and the Vaccine" [Amazon]. For the clandestine SV40 production
operation in New Orleans in 1962-1963 see both Edward Haslam's (2007/2014) "Dr. Mary's
Monkey" [Amazon] and Judyth Vary Baker's (2015) "Ferrie" [Amazon; Baker was Sherman's young lab assistant in
1963 (and tragically briefly, girlfriend of Lee Harvey Oswald)]. For a very detailed history of the research programmes
of the NCI 1950-1972 (including, significantly, the encouragement of vaccine development by
targeted grant after 1958) see Carl G. Baker's (2001?) "An Administrative History of the National
Cancer Institute's Viruses and Cancer Programs, 1950-1972" [full text online AWESOME DETAIL]. At time
of writing [= October 2020], the latest of hundreds of follow-up studies on the still unproven was-it-SV40?
cancer pandemic in the boomers' generation is Rotondo, et al. (2019 [full text online]), which confirms
that the contaminant is still circulating, but that its role in human tumours "remains to be
proven".
Stiles, Charles Wardell: [Read firstly the entries for Bailey K. Ashford and the Rockefeller Institute.] American parasitologist
Charles W. Stiles [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for developing a reputation
during the 1890s as the Department of Agriculture's expert on worm infestations in pigs, (b) for
thereby being consulted in 1901 by (former student) Bailey K. Ashford, who brought him worm
specimens he had collected in Puerto Rico ...
CAMEO - THE PUERTO RICO HOOKWORM: The story here is that although Ashford already knew that
endemic Puerto Rican anaemia was caused by an intestinal worm, the worm in question did not precisely match

those described in the textbooks of tropical medicine. Specifically, it differed in the morphology of the mouth
parts used when the worm tunnels its way in through the prospective host's skin. Stiles agreed it was a hitherto
unknown species, and provisionally named it Necator americanus [Latin="killer of Americans"; the NLM gives this as
1902, but the name uncinaria will be preferred until the 1940s - Ed.].

and (c) for subsequently discovering that the same worm was responsible for the phenomenon of the
"dirt eaters" [check them out] of the Southern states, thus ...
CAMEO - THE SOUTHERN STATES HOOKWORM: As summarised in Daniel Immerwahr's (2019)
book "How to Hide an Empire" [Amazon], the story goes as follows ...
"In 1908, Stiles took a train through North Carolina with Walter Hines Page, the great Southern
journalist, and Henry C. Wallace, the Iowa agricultural expert [...]. Wallace pointed to a pale and
hunched man by the station. 'What on earth is that,' he asked [....] Page explained that this was a poor
white, an all-too-familiar type in the South. Such men were called 'dirt eaters'. Stiles piped up. No, that
man was suffering from a severe hookworm infestation. His pallor and posture were the result of
anaemia. Severely anaemic people eat dirt or clay; they are hungry for iron. And the man could be cured
'at a cost of about fifty cents'" (op. cit., p140).
The outcome was a million dollar Rockefeller Institute grant for a five year "sanitary commission" to repeat
in the Southern states what Bailey K. Ashford had been doing in Puerto Rico.

Suffield Proving Ground: This undeveloped area of "marginal agricultural land" and lakes in southeastern Alberta was set aside in 1941 as CFB Suffield [Wikipedia briefing] and is now officially the Suffield
Proving Ground [Wikipedia briefing]. It is noteworthy in the present context as a mustard gas testing and
disposal site. FURTHER READING: For more of the detail see Susan L. Smith's (2017) book
"Toxic Exposures" [Amazon].
Sugrue, Cairbre: Corporate branding specialist Cairbre Sugrue [no convenient biography but much to reward the
determined browser] is noteworthy in the present context for being named in a 26th March 2020 piece for
Byline Times by investigative journalist Nafeez Ahmed entitled "Oxford Model Touting 'Herd
Immunity' Was Promoted by PR Agency Tied to Ministry" [see Timeline that date, and the separate entry for Herd
Immunity ESSENTIAL] as head of Sugrue Communications [Homepage not linked because generated a security warning], the
PR agency referred to in the title. Sugrue's public domain résumé records that before launching
Sugrue Comms in 2015, Cairbre was the general manager of UK operations at Waggener Edstrom
[Wikipedia briefing], and previously he was the managing director of the UK Technology Practice at
Edelman [Wikipedia briefing]. Cairbre was also head of corporate communications for Oracle Corporation
UK Region and served as a board director in the Technology Practice at Weber Shandwick [Wikipedia
briefing]. He has worked with many leading technology and B2B brands including Intel, HP, Orange
France Telecom, SAP, FedEx Express and Xerox.
Sugrue Communications: See the entry for Cairbre Sugrue.
Sverdlovsk Anthrax Disaster, 1979: [Read firstly the entry for Vozrozhdeniye Island.] We refer here to events at the
biological warfare Compound 19 of the Military Zone on the outskirts of the Uralian Russian city of
SverdlovskUrals/Yekaterinburgpre-1924 and post 1991 [Wikipedia briefing; map] ...
CAUTION: NOT the Ukrainian city of Sverdlovsk/Dovzhansk2016 [Wikipedia briefing; map].

... in which an accidental leakage of anthrax spores on or around 2nd April 1979 caused a ~100 death
downwind outbreak of said disease that summer. It will later emerge that the Soviet Union had been
trialling Sverdlovsk spore-bombs on remote Voznozhdeniye Island [see own entry] in the same way that
Britain's Porton Down had been spore-bombing Gruinard Island in Scotland. FURTHER
READING: For more of the details see Susan D. Jones' (2010) book "Death in a Small Package"
[Amazon] (Chapter 5; includes an aerial photograph). Also Meselson, et al. (1994 [full text online (paywalled)].
Sverdlovsk Research Establishment: See the entry for the Sverdlovsk Anthrax Disaster, 1979.

***** JUST LIKE THE MOVIE DINOSAURS ... *****
Taubenberger, Jeffrey K: [Read firstly the entry for Kary Mullis, carefully noting his PCR Technique.] American "molecular
pathologist" Jeffrey K. Taubenberger [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for
learning his craft at the NIH's National Cancer Institute, BethesdaMD, (b) for being headhunted in
1993 to the Department of Molecular Pathology at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP)
DC
[Wikipedia briefing], part of the Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington , becoming director
thereof (aged only 33) in 1994, (c) for turning that institute's century-old pathology specimens archive
- the preserved body tissues of some 2,600,000 patients with just about every disease under the sun into a living history research resource, (d) for thereby being able to locate on demand tissues from
every past epidemic, and to recover microscopic amounts of more or less degraded DNA, (e) for
heading a major research project subjecting tissues from victims of the 1918-1919 Spanish Flu
Pandemic to Kary Mullis' PCR Technique, thereby eventually decoding the full genome of the
influenza A/H1N1 germ responsible for that pandemic, and (f) having made himself world expert on
viral genetics in general, and influenza in particular, for authoring a number of influential research
papers, for details of which follow the ten-item thread beginning 21st March 1997 in the COVID
Timeline.
"The godfather of informed consent"(Brody, op. cit. inf.)
Thompson, John West: American-Canadian physician-physiologist-psychiatrist and WW2 veteran
(RCAF) John W. Thompson [see Weindling (2010) or the (shorter) Brody, et al. (2014)] is noteworthy in the present
context (a) for having studied medicine at Harvard in the 1930s under - amongst others - senior
medical ethicist and future Nuremberg trials expert witness Andrew Ivy [Wikipedia biography], (b) for
having specialised in high-altitude physiology during WW2, (c) for having thereby been headhunted
into the relief and advisory teams working in battle-torn Germany after the ceasefire, and (d) for
having therefore been at hand when Ivy was called to participate in the 1945-1946 Nuremberg
Doctors' Trial [Wikipedia briefing] ...
CAMEO - THOMPSON IN THE RUINS: Thompson duties during these months are featured in Brody, et
al. (2014 [full text online]), as follows ...
"When he arrived in Germany in May 1945, Thompson's first experience involved the care of the
survivors of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. Even after liberation, deaths mounted alarmingly
from malnutrition, a typhus epidemic, and inadequate medical response. Thompson was then assigned
the task of assessing the results of German aeronautical stress research." ...
ASIDE: It may help to divert momentarily to the entry for Gerhard Rose, the Luftwaffe's chief
medical officer, later discovered to have freely killed concentration camp inmates as human guinea
pigs in such experiments. We resume ...
... "He quickly discerned that much of this research was conducted in an unethical manner, as was
confirmed by interviews with both German scientists and surviving subjects. Eventually Thompson was
named Secretary-General of the International Scientific Commission (War Crimes) [see own entry].
However, Thompson's influence was exercised largely through contacts and diplomacy. Weindling [see
FURTHER READING below] believes that his behind-the-scenes role was important enough to merit the title
'godfather of both the Nuremberg Code [Wikipedia briefing] and informed consent'. In November 1946,
Thompson outlined his plans for the International Scientific Commission in a report to Lester Pearson,
then Canada's Under Secretary of State for External Affairs: ...[T]o gather all evidence of German
experimental work carried out in an unethical manner on human beings [etc.]. Indeed, Thompson
appears responsible for introducing the idea of a 'medical war crime' into the official thinking of the
Allied occupation" (pp3-4).
He is also mentioned in Shuster (2018 [full text online]), as follows ...
"Thompson gathered intelligence documents for the upcoming trial, interviewed defendants and victims
of Nazi experiments, and held extensive discussions with [judges Leopold] Alexander and Ivy on
medical crimes both before and during the trial. But because the trial was exclusively run by the U.S.
government, Thompson played no formal or official role in it" (p47).

FURTHER READING: The definitive biography is Paul J. Weindling's "John W. Thompson:
Psychiatrist in the Shadow of the Holocaust" [Amazon (£££)].
Tissue Culture Rinderpest Vaccine (TCRV): See the entry for Walter Plowright.
Unit 731: Based at Harbin, Manchuria, during the 1937-1945 war, Unit 731 [Wikipedia briefing] was the
Japanese Army's CBW research establishment, infamously responsible for the systematic use of
Chinese prisoners-of-war and civilians as human guinea pigs in some very ghoulish experiments, that
is to say, by systematically exposing them in various experimentally controlled ways to CBW agents
so as to determine the most effective way of weaponising same for offensive use; also to develop
countermeasures in case Japanese troops were ever to be on the receiving end of a CBW attack - or
got too close to one of their own. Two of the most commonly used agents were anthrax spores and
bubonic plague, the latter delivered by air-dropped canisters filled with inflected fleas. Both agents being difficult to contain - were field tested far from base on remote towns and villages across
occupied China. This sort of experimentation was also extended to American prisoners-of-war in
Mukden. Unit 731 was commanded by Shiro Ishii [see own entry], the "Father of Biological Weapons".
Ishii had undertaken a two year fact-finding tour of Western microbiological research centres presumably including visits to the Edgewood Arsenal [see own entry] and Porton Down [see own entry] - in
the late 1920s, and upon his return had made CBW his life's work. The Japanese invasion of China
then provided him with research subjects a-plenty. After the war, Ishii and his top team successfully
plea-bargained with United States CBW specialists from Fort Detrick [see own entry], exchanging the
data they had accumulated from their human vivisection experiments [this being a research option not available to
conventionally ethical scientists - Ed.] for their lives. Detrick's recorded judgement is that - ethics notwithstanding
- the United States "got a bargain". FURTHER READING: The Unit 731 story first became
common knowledge thanks to Sheldon H. Harris' (1994) book "Factories of Death: Japanese
Biological Warfare, 1932 - 1945, and the American Cover-Up" [Amazon]. Check out also the 1998
History Channel documentary "Unit 731: Nightmare in Manchuria" [YouTube; IMDB], which
includes interviews with Mukden survivors and Harris. See also Mark Felton's (2012) "The Devil's
Doctors" [Amazon]. For general background on how the Japanese scientists were interrogated after the
war, see the archive of official documents in Cunliffe (2006 [full text online ESSENTIAL REFERENCE
MATERIAL]). For other angles on the story see the entries for Ryoichi Naito and (Ishii's two principal
interrogators) Murray Sanders and Arvo Thompson. Harbin's surviving buildings are today part of
the Unit 731 Museum [museum website] - take a virtual tour. For the parallel extraction of German secret
weapons scientists see the entry for Operation Paperclip in the companion resource.
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA): Established in 1943 by a
confederation of 44 Allied combatant nations, and not, until 1945, anything to do with the United
Nations, the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) [Wikipedia briefing]
is noteworthy in the present context (a) for bringing together under a single administrative roof
military aid, intelligence gathering, civilian relief, and political leverage (in all of which respects it
was largely modelled on the post-WW1 American Relief Administration (ARA) [Wikipedia briefing]),
(b) for being especially busy in China and Eastern Europe after WW2 ...
ASIDE - UNRRA AND CLAIRE CHENNAULT'S AIRLINE: UNRRA's efforts in China were complicated
by the ongoing Civil War between Chiang Kai-Shek's Kuomintang Nationalists and Mao Tse-Tung's Chinese
Communists. With the Japanese defeated and the country laid waste, the United States as occupying power
routed relief supplies solely to its political allies the Nationalists, and the tonnage travelled alongside munitions,
intelligence operatives, and special forces. In many instances this meant sharing scarce transport aircraft,
specifically those operated by Claire Chennault's Civil Air Transport (CAT). We have tracked this history in
no little detail in the Companion Resource - scroll to 6th February 1946 and follow the thread <Chennault's
Various Air Forces> through to about 1954.

... and (c) for spending the next 70 years directing international efforts to defeat hunger and improve
food security worldwide (where sanctions permit). FURTHER READING: For more of the detail
see Chapters 4 and 5 of Amanda Kay McVety's (2018) book "The Rinderpest Campaigns" [Amazon].

Vallance, [Sir]2019 Patrick John Thompson: British physician [Sir]2019 Patrick Vallance [Wikipedia
biography] is noteworthy in the present context for being Chief Scientific Adviser (CSA) to the U.K.
government at the time of the COVID-19 Pandemic, and for thereby frequently being called upon
to justify scientifically decisions which he had helped to inform but which were ultimately those of
his government masters - YouTube him at work here on the much-debated topic of Herd Immunity.
Some have criticised him for perhaps being unduly influenced by government special adviser
Dominic Cummings
Vollum, Roy Lars: Canadian-born pathologist-bacteriologist Roy Vollum [Kundoc obituary] is noteworthy
in the present context (a) for receiving a Rhodes Scholarship in 1921, specialising in immunity in
cattle after qualifying in 1927, (b) for being headhunted in 1938 into the new Nuffield Wing of
Oxford's prestige Radcliffe Infirmary, just as they were conducting clinical trials into the safety of
penicillin, (c) for continuing during WW2 in the Radcliffe outstation of the government's Emergency
Public Health Laboratory [Wikipedia briefing (stub)], based at Colindale [see own entry], (d) (in some accounts)
for successfully isolating the "Vollum 14578" strain of anthrax, subsequently adopted - as the
"Vollum Strain" - by [Sir]1946 Paul Fildes [see own entry] and David Henderson[see own entry] at Porton
Down [see own entry] ...
CAMEO - THE VOLLUM STRAIN: See the long inset in the Henderson entry. To cut the story short, the
virulence of the early Vollum strain was gradually improved by Henderson to give M-36, the strain used in the
aerial spore-bombing of Gruinard Island.

... and (e) for continuing in public health until retiring in 1965. RESEARCH PROFILE: 28
PubMeds 1938-1969 (any position author), only one of which (the second one, but only just) was
during calendar WW2 [check the titles and links here].
"Vollum Strain": See the entries for Roy Vollum and David Henderson.
Vozrozhdeniye Island Biological Warfare Proving Ground: Established by the Soviet government
in 1936 (but nowadays on the border between Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan), the Vozrozhdeniye
Island Biological Warfare Proving Ground [Wikipedia briefing] ...
ASIDE: Vozrozhdeniye is not easy to spot on Internet maps because it is no longer an island. Here is about
where we judge it to be - map.

... is noteworthy in the present context as the proving ground for trialling biological warfare agents
produced at Compound 19 of the Sverdlovsk Research Establishment [see own entry]. The island was
described in 2010 in the following terms ...
"Today, this island is probably the single most dangerously contaminated place on earth, potentially harbouring
not only B. anthracis, but also the causative agents of plague, tularemia, brucellosis, typhus, Q fever, smallpox,
and Venezuelan equine encephalitis [...]. Many of the strains tested here had been drastically altered in the
laboratory to be extremely virulent, resistant to antibiotics, or both" (Jones, 2010, pp217-218).

FURTHER READING: For more of the details see Susan D. Jones' (2010) book "Death in a Small
Package" [Amazon] (Chapter 5; includes an aerial photograph). Also Meselson, et al. (1994 [full text online
(paywalled)].
Ward, Helen: British physician-epidemiologist Helen Ward [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context (a) for being professor of public health at Imperial College, London, (b) for thereby
being frequently asked to comment on the progress of the U.K.'s fight against the COVID-19
Pandemic, and (c) for a 15th April 2020 piece in The Guardian, particularly critical of the
government's handling of the crisis - read it here.

"Wäle, Doktor": Possibly a cover identity for an otherwise unidentified German research bacteriologist
"Doctor Wäle" [failed to locate, June 2020] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for reportedly having
studied under Karl Kleine (Jones, 2010), and (b) for reportedly being a minor player in supporting
Anton Dilger's Chevy Chase Biological Sabotage Cell.
Ware, John: British MSM operative John Ware [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context
as a "serial offender" (according to the complainant) in producing anti-Corbyn "hatchet job" pieces
(ditto) against the Labour Party 2015-2019, not least the election-winning (perhaps) BBC's Panorama
"Is Labour Antisemitic". At time of writing [23rd June 2020] these events are subject to ongoing tit-for-tat
litigation, the outcome of which is eagerly awaited.
***** AMERICAN BIOLOGICAL WARFARE SCIENTIST *****
Wedum, Arnold G.: American physician-microbiologist Arnold G. Wedum [see the Barkley obituary, op. cit. inf.]
is noteworthy in the present context (a) for having learned his craft as lecturer-researcher at
Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago in the late 1930s, with a couple of early PubMed
publications in 1936, (b) for moving on to Cincinnati General Hospital shortly before the war, (c) for
WW2 service unknown, (d) for a period with the University of Colorado, 1945-1946, researching
rheumatic fever, (e) for being headhunted to Camp Detrick in the late 1940s as safety officer, rising
to director of safety in the early 1960s, (f) for authoring the long but highly informative "Special
Report 185 - Safety Program at Camp Detrick, 1944-1953" (Wedum, 1953 [full text online (declassified)]),
(g) for central involvement 1953-1956 in setting up the virus containment procedures at Dietrich's
Plum Island outstation [procedures which proved, in the event, not beyond the idiocy of individual humans to breach - Ed.], and (h)
for then returning to Dietrich 1956-1969, only now as part of the U.S. Army Medical Unit
([US]AMU) [Wikipedia briefing]. He wrote an important series of papers on laboratory safety during the
1960, which PubMed users will have no trouble tracking down. He also seems to have advised on an
upgrade to safety provisions at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) in 1964, becoming a full-time
consultant for them in 1971 (Barkley, 1997 [full text online]). He died in 1976. FURTHER READING:
Wedum's (1953) safety report is used as a sourcework in the entry for Oliver Fellowes.
Welch, William Henry: American physician-bacteriologist [Brigadier General]1917-1920 William H.
Welch [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for being one of the four founding
professors at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, where he taught the likes of Walter Reed and
Simon Flexner, (b) for discovering (and lending his name to) the anaerobic organism - Clostridium
Welchii - responsible for gas gangrene, a common complication of deep agricultural wounds in
peacetime and of penetrating trauma in wartime, (c) for becoming director of the Rockefeller
Institute 1901-1933, and (d) for war service with the AEF 1917-1920, including helping to fight the
1918 Spanish Flu Pandemic.
Wells, William Firth: See COVID-Diary 3rd September 1955.
Whateley, Helen Olivia Bicknell: British junior politician Helen Whateley [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for having been healthcare expert 2007-2015 for management
consultancy McKinsey and Company, (b) for having been parachuted into Faversham constituency
as Conservative M.P. 2015, (c) for being appointed Social Care Minister 13th February 2020, and (d)
for speaking to that role in a series of pressers during the COVID-19 Pandemic, but generally failing
to impress [YouTube her at work].
Whitty, Chris: British physician-epidemiologist Chris Whitty [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the
present context for being Chief Medical Officer for England (CMO) at the time of the COVID-19
Pandemic, and for ex-officio chairing the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE).
As such he was one of the first scientists to become a media personality, regularly appearing at
pressers, for example, alongside senior politicians - YouTube example from 19th March 2020.
FURTHER VIEWING: Whitty also has a few public lectures available online from before the

pandemic. These are all worth a look, but his 10th October 2018 Gresham Lecture particularly so YouTube it here.
Wilson, [Sir]1938 Charles McMoran [1st Baron Moran]1943: [Read firstly the entry for [Sir]1906 Almroth Wright.]
British physician [Sir]1938 Charles Wilson [Lord Moran]1943[, MC]1916 [Wikipedia biography] is
noteworthy in the present context (a) for joining the research department at St. Mary's Hospital
Medical School, London, in 1908, where he worked to Wright until the outbreak of war in 1914, (b)
for following Wright into the RAMC in 1914, serving until 1917 as medical officer to the 1st Bn.
Royal Fusiliers and then being put in charge of the No 7 Stationary Hospital at Boulogne for the
remainder of the war, (c) for returning to St. Mary's as dean of medicine 1920-1945, during which
time he liked to lecture of the psychology of men under fire, (d) for being selected as Winston
Churchill's personal physician in 1940, (e) for returning to men under fire in his (1945) book "The
Anatomy of Courage" [Amazon], and (f) for living off his WW2 Churchill memoirs thereafter.
***** ONE FOR VIROLOGY'S HALL OF FAME *****
Woodruff, Alice Miles: [As Alice Lincoln Miles until marrying in 1927] American research virologist Alice M.
Woodruff [Wikipedia biography] is noteworthy in the present context (a) for learning her craft at Yale
University, graduating in 1925 and then moving to Vanderbilt University, NashvilleTN, in 1927, (b)
for there pioneering, with Ernest Goodpasture [see own entry], viral passaging in hens' eggs (see COVID
Timeline 31st May 1931, 9th October 1931, and 1st May 1932). PubMed lists only four publications
1931-1932 to her name, so we presume family life replaced cutting edge medical research soon
afterward.
World Peace Council (WPC): Established in Paris in April 1949, initially as the World Committee of
Partisans for Peace, and then changing its name in November 1950, the World Peace Council
(WPC) [Wikipedia briefing] is noteworthy in the present context as a Soviet-friendly politico-economic
think tank modelled on such American institutions as the National Committee for a Free Europe
(NCFE) and its loudspeaker van subsidiary Radio Free Europe (RFE) [see own entries], and attracting
such avant-garde thinkers and activists as Julian Huxley, Pablo Picasso, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Paul
Robeson. It was particularly outspoken during the Korean War, condemning both the American
invasion of North Korea and its threats to use nuclear weapons against the Communist Chinese. It
also (as discussed in some detail in the entry for Joseph Needham) helped to assemble the
International Scientific Commission (ISC) [see own entry] which investigated the 1952 accusations by
the Communist Chinese that in 1951 the United States had used offensive biological warfare agents
in North Korea.
Wright, [Sir]1906 Almroth: British physician-immunologist [Sir]1906 Almroth Wright [Wikipedia biography]
is noteworthy in the present context (a) for becoming professor of pathology at Netley Hospital in
1892, (b) for specialising in immunology after he heard of [Sir]1897 Waldemar Haffkine's [see own entry]
successes with cholera vaccine in 1893, (c) for duly turning himself into the British Army's consulting
expert on typhoid, although sadly not having a vaccine approved in time for it to be used in the South
African War [it would have reduced deaths in theatre from 57,684 to possibly less than 600 - Ed.], (d) for being headhunted to St.
Mary's Hospital Medical School, London, in 1902, turning it into a hothouse for vaccine research
with the result that Britain was the only combatant nation able to send its troops off to war in 1914
with a typhoid inoculation, (e) for taking on newly qualified [Sir]1944 Alexander Fleming [see own entry]
and [Sir]1938 Charles Wilson [Lord Moran]1943 in 1908, and (f) for running the BEF's main
infectious diseases laboratory, billeted as part of the No. 13 General Hospital in the Casino at
Boulogne-sur-Mer. After the war he returned to St. Mary's, eventually retiring in 1946. He died the
following year. FURTHER READING: For a helpful obituary see Colebrook (1948 [full text online
(JSTOR registration required)]). For more on the BEF's hospital set up during WW1 see both Bradford, et al.
(1919 [full text online RECOMMENDED]) and Meynell (1996 [full text online]). For more on the fight against
typhoid and the military in the early 20th Century see Gradmann, et al. (2019 [full text online]). For more
on the set-up at St. Mary's, both before and after the war, see Hare (1983 [full text online RECOMMENDED]).

Wuppermann, Hans Steinwachs Hermann: German secret agent and bio-saboteur Hermann
Wuppermann [no convenient biography but much to reward the determined browser] is noteworthy in the present context
for being known only by his codename "Arnold", in which guise he ran a bio-sabotage operation out
of Buenos Aires, Argentina, during WW1. Subsequently named by author Robert L. Koenig in 2006
[see below], Wuppermann was "Germany's most dangerous agent in South America" (Beesley, 1982,
p202), and specialised in infecting consignments of pack animals destined for the British Army with
anthrax, and seeding fungal spores into grain shipments. FURTHER READING: For a longer
introduction, see the entry for Wheelis [see 17th September 1998] and Robert L. Koenig's (2006) book "The
Fourth Horseman" [Amazon].
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